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INTRODUCTION

The 1960's and 1970's stand as the watershed yearsfor educational equity
_in the United Statds.
Tit* VI of the CiVil Rights Act of'1964 was as landmark
in educational civil rights legislation, while Title IX of the 1972 Education
Amendments ancl,the Women's Educational Equity Act advanced the issues of sex
equity and sex fairness. Title II of the 1976 Education Ametdments directed
This
considerable attention to sex bias and sex dtscrimination concerns.
historic legislatibn went beyond making sex discrimination in vocational education programs in states receiving Federal monies illegal.
It mandated that
states include program and objectives within their annual and five-year plans
td reduce sex stereotypin and that they appoint full-time State Sex Equity
Coordinators.
More impost antly,.it provided fundihg'for.these activities. .
For the first time, the specific needs of women and girls for vocational
The resulting Federal Vocaeducation and job training were being addressed.
tional Education Rules and Regulations encouraged the development and implementation 9f sex-fair programs and resource materials, ranging from apprenticeships
and work-study to industrial arts training and vocational education student
organizations. W6men were assured the opportunity to enroll in training programs for nontraditional occupations.

.With the increasing number of individuals concerned with equity as well
as the large number of sex-fair vocational: education programs and materials,
the Department of Education's Office of Vocational and Adult Education (OVAE)
recognized a need for the development of a'support system. Therefore, in 1979,
it funded the Sex Equity in Vocational Education Project, authorizing the
development of products and provision of information dissemination services
designed to:
Improve State Sex Equity Coordinator's access to
information and materials on sex-equity programs,
materials, and techniques;

40.

Increase awareness among the educational comdinity
regarding sex equity requirements and accomplishments
in vocational education; and
Improve mechanisms for mainstreaming concerns for
sex equity.
,

The project is being conducted at Far West Laboratory for Educational Research
and Development in association with two subcontractors, The National Center for
Research in Vocational Education and We American Association of Community and
Junior Colleges.
One activity designed to meet these projett'goals was a national conference
entitled, "VocatiOnal Education: Women and Men in tire Reindustrialization of
America." This conference was held for -he sex* equity coordinators and the
4

-
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1981
.directors of vocational education from each state on April 8, 9, and 10 of
Research
in
Vocational
Education.
in Columbus, Ohio,'at*the National Center for

, The conferenCe addressed the topic 'of vocational education's role in reindustrialization from six perspectives: historical, economic, ,planning,
evaluation, political, and business.. The first section of the Conference Proceedings consists of the papers presented by,five speakers. Following each
of these papers is a fact sheet that summarizes the major points:from that
speech.

.

In order to expand on two of these topics, planning and 4olitical, some of
the sex equity coordinators and state directors of vocational education prepared
These panel presentations are included in the
sessions.
and presented,
presentations of each speaker and
second section of this publication. The
.
to
them for approval. We would like to
panel member were transcribed and sent
thank the speakers for the time they devoted to reviewing and revising these
materials and also for their permission to publish them.

The third section of the Conference Proceedings consists of descriptions
of the six technical assistance workshops that were offered at the conference.,
These summary descriptions are designed so that others may replicate these
workshops ih their states. Each workshop leader was generous in sharing the
information and materials used in the workshops.
The Conference Proceedings is one of four products that we are producing
during this project. Other materials include:
Promising Programs for Sex-Fair Vocational, Education
a documentation of 47 promising approaches to sex-7
fair vocational education for various target groups.

Resources and References forSex-Fair Vocational Eduan annotated compilation of sex-fair vocational
cation
education materials.

-

a series of eight manuals
Sex Equity Training Manuals
enabling users to conduct workshops on mainstream )-ng sex
equity techniques and programs in the designated occupational areas (i.e., agriculture, business, trade and
industry, distributive education, home economics,
health, industrial arts, and technical education).

Staff from the Office for Vocational and Adult Education (OVAE) assisted
In the early
us during the, process of planning and holding the conference.
conference
plan
in
which
the
sex equity
stages, Gail Minor Smith suggested a
with
each
other,
have
an
opportunity
coordinators could build stronger networks
their
state
directors
of
vocational
to increase positive'relationships with
educatiOn, be updated on the trends and future directions for vocational education, and receive technical assistance for professional improvement. Marie
Mayor participated throlighout the conference and was the presenter and facilitator for the panel that addressed the planning perspective for vocational
Harriet Medaris provided an update on recent-materials and public
equity.

0

p

service announcements for displaced homemakers. And,our project monitor, Paul
Geib, discus:sed some of the changes taking place at OVAE inWashington as weal
-.as aSsisted,with taking photograph's.
During the conferenoce, the staff members from the National Center for
Research in Vocational 'Education and the American`Astociation of Junior and
Community Colleges were a seemingly tirelesg source of support, expertise, and
assistance. They helpnlWith arrangements, took notes, and' facilitated at
sessions. But all of these efforts would have been meaningless without the
cooperative, spirited involvement of each participant who attended the conference in Columbus.
The conference was successful because of the exchanges that
occurred among those who were present.
A
,
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The cover for this publication was designed by Chet Tanaka and includes
artwork by. Carol Ragle. Transcription of the tale .recordings of the conference
was done by James Bowie.
The multiple tasks for production were expertly handled

/

by the project's administrative assistant, Sharon Tayl6r. The entire project
staff proVided special assistance and advice throU4houtthe process of corn.pleting this publication.,
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The Historical Perspective on
Reindustrialization:

A HISTORY OF WOMEN AT
WORK IN AMERICA
4

MARY AICKIN ROTHSCHILD, Ph.D.
1

Director, Women's Studies
Arizona Stpte University

THE

As an historian, I always firmly believe that we
have to know our past to figure out the present
I'm
and to go on to plan for a better future.
supposed to talk about women at work as an
Of course, women haveAmerican'case study.
always worked; the issue is whether they get
paid or not.

ISSeIDTEfig

WHETHER THEY GET PAID
AP
OR NOT

I.restrained myself from wearing a T-shirt that
I wear' often which says every mother is a
When I talk about women in the
working mother.
paid
labor
force,
when'I t;1% about women
workers, I'm'talking about women who are paid
for work.- But that shouldn't at any level
distract Os from the fact that women do work
within the home or outside' of the home, that
the work they do within the home is productive'
work in an economic sense, that it.allows for
other members of the family to be producers, and
that they reproduce the potential labor force of
the nekt pneration. TWhen I talk about women'
-L, Workers, remember that I'm not going to keep
saying: --paid women workers in the labor force
or women in labor force participation. But,
this is §ecause it gets very tedious; not
believe women at home do of work:.
because
.

Some of the things that you have tO de .l with
when you think about women at work is t e
And as vocat nal
question of job evolution.

1

10

.
i

.
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NOW THEY HAVE EVOLVED
INTO WORDS THAT DON'T MEAN
THE SAME THING

education people you are concerned with the new
evoluqqn, with high technology, and how vomen
and Men are goihg to fit into thatchange\in an
But I'm not going to address
,equitable way.
I am going to show you at least
;those problemp.
one pattern of job evolution in the past:
Before I do anything more I want to giqe'You a
kind of an anthropological perspective on work
pOtterns, women add men at work... Thofigh I know °
you have a high sensitivity tpthis, I.also want
to talk about some linguistic issues. I want to
show you the ways in which our language defines l.
how we took at work in ways that we probably
don't even consider, initially at least.
The particular linguistic issue I want to talk
about. Is 1in4uisic asymmetries which is a big
phrase for words which do not equate by,the
They were initially words that meant the
*sexes.
same thing, and now t4ey have evolved into words
that don't meanthe same thing. An example
Initially,
would be "goyerndr" and "governess."

.

they were ti* same wondsut they do not,at 41
call to your mind the salfb thing when you talk
'about the governor and the governess, It's not
the same issue.

The linguistic asymmetries Iwant you to think
about are the ones pertaining specifically to
work. when we say "women's work,4' "that's
women's work," these phrases connote something

:

4

4v

to us which is not the same, as "that's men's
work" or "that'soa man's job." Part of this '.
linguistic asymibtry comes down to thinking
am, just a housewife. .That's what's
I
MiOut:
.1
behind the phrase, "I'm just a housewife; it's
just .housework." And then you'have the kind of
asymmetries which reflect socialization patterns'
in the society, usually said approvingly,4"such
as, "She's a real career girl.' You would never,
,
"He's areal carger boy."
hear someone say,
And the reason they don't say he's a real career
boy it because men are socialiZed in this
1
country to work outside the home and women are
"He's a real
The asymmetry for illen s,,
not.
family man.", And that's also usually said
apprdvingly, He's a real family man in addition
to everything else he does. You would, again,
never say of a woman, '"She's a real family
You would not hear these because women
womafi,"
A
are expected to be family women, and men are
,
expected to be workers.

11
2
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The anthropolbgical.framewOrk PWant to use, and'
I really want you to think about this,6ecause it

.

..,

r...
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WOMEN'S W01,21( IS ,
VALUED LESS

THAN MEN'S WORK
X

I)

.

s.....
.

,

D

THE MORE INTEG
THEIR WOR
THE HIGHER
THE SOCIAL STATUS
.

\
has tremendalls implications for sex fairness in
vocational education, is a series.of corollaries.
The first is, and this holds cross-sulturally,
in all societies men's and women's Work has been
at some level sex segregated.
That holds acrosl
In all'societies in all times, men's
the /boards.
and women's work has been sex segregated, Now,
often the work that men in one society do may be
what women do in another society. Butin each
society there are men's jobs, and there are
Secondly, and.this holds for all
women's jobs.
but abat two or three societies cross-culturally '
and over time; almost always worifeWs work is
valued less than men's work. And; in all
advanced societies, that's true. ''thirdly, women
almost always have a lower social status than
men.
Again I can only think of one society in
which women have had a really higher social.l'
So, women have lower social status than
status.
I'm
not arguing causality,, by the way.
men.
They may have a lower social status; and, thereTwo and three
fore, their,work is valued less.
could be switched around; I'm just listing them.
And, fourth, the closer men's and women's work
becomes, the more integrated their work is, the
higher the social status women have. So the
more men's and women.'s work comes together, the
more women and men ale together in the work
force, the higher the social Status women have.
And that-again may be simply a refleCtion of th.
So, anthropologically in other
third point:

v

societies', not just in American society; work is
enormously important-in social definitions, in
status roles, and power rel tionships*within the
And dat is true f r''us as it is in
society.
other cultures.
J

.

.

.

In the nineteenth century ad in colonial America,
we were pretty,much a preindustrial society in
which the home and family were both Social units
In the basic family farm, '
and economic units.
the family is both a social unit and an economic
untt: Women and men generally had quite highly
sex- segregated work. Women cared for the
chickens, did some dairy_work (unless it was a!
dairy farm), did home gardening, all the child
socialization, and all of the family support
Men didl
(weaving, spinning, cooking, sewing).
heavy work in the fields and generally all 'the`
work with large ani,oials.

12
3

.

a

.
d

.1,Mqthe shift.on the eastern Seaboard in the
early nineteenth century to industrialization 'in
some areas, women"began to be valued-as a reserve
labor force, particularly for.te4tiles and clothing.
Women, potentidlly 'at? least,. were able to work outside the home for pay'-- gehgrally in a- home - related

/industry.
4

,

.

it

(/
'
By 1830-50 in eastern_cities, you had the beginnag-of the evolution of the middle -clasp lady.This evolution was in,part due to the indUsIrial
revoldtiOn. 1The job of the middle-class lady was
This
to consume tastefully and.to raise children.
woman began to spend lgrge amounts of time in houseWork, the raising of children, and beautifying the., P
This was the time of the "cult of the true
home.
woman,lzho was pious, virtuous, domestic-veSnd subThis middle-class woman began to spend
missive.
more and more time doing homework even as the,
actual work in the home was being removed froffl4the
home by indust6.' At this ti46.py the way, women's
home work begab to be devaluedll!

,

.

WE BEGAN TO HAVE
MIDDLE-CLASS L.EISU
..

So you had the evolutiph of the-lriddle-class lady
We've always had uppiismaa-ss ladies. The independently wealthy have always had time to be:Leisured.
What happened with the industrial revolution was
that we began to have middle -class leisure or potenWhat happened with that potential
ti al leisure:
leisure was'that,women devised more and better
things to-do in their homes. Even though the production in the home was being removed, expectations
rose about, say, having to spend four hours a day
with your child. Women spent time with their children instead of'saying, "Get out of my way; I'm/
weaving." That was really what happened.

'

With this evolution-of the middle-class lady, We
also had the evolution of the working-class woman,
She did all of her traditional
who,had a double day.
work in the home, and she also worked for pay as a
She 'always, as a reserve worker,
reserve worker.

got low pay and was seen as an episodic worn

with

no career intentions or skills.

Meanwhile, however, and that's one of the things
that makes American history so interesting, as we
'continued to move west, we contlnued to reinvent'
We kept creating small preinduftrial
the frontier.
So, women continued to work in
families and,farms.
aviculture in quiteilmall, typical, preindustrial

r.

3
4
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forms, which had nothing to do with agribusiness,
I might add,
well.into the twentieth century.
,for some of you who 'are involved with agricultural
vocational education, that there wet t substantial
numbers of women who were not, as one tradition
has it; dragged kicking and screaming into the
(Mind
West, moaning.abog their lost pianos.
you, I would have been one of those people'who
moaned about a lost piano.) We had a substantial
minority vlio went out ancl ,homesteaded on their
New research, which is being done by omen
own.

,historians on homestead land settlings, has
found as,high as 20 percent of homesteaders
in western states, like Colorado and Wyoming,
were women. They filed their own claims, not
simply in apppidages of potential. husbands but
as independent settlers" who lived on the farms
by themselves. And,.again, research is contradicting the stereotype' which many of us have
taught for a long time about the frontier woman
who married immediately when hr husband died.,
If he died before she did, which was not likely,
She ran the
the woman was 'unlikely to remarry.
farm herself, and in economic terms, she ran it
quite'successfully.

ABOUT 20% OF 1-1QMESTEADERS
IN WESTERN STATES
WERE WOMEN

,

,

THE 19TH CENTURY WAS
..
' THE NADIR FOR
WOMEVS STATUS

the nineteenth century, then, we had farm ;
women as well as the evolving middle-clascs Women
and the evolving working-class women. Some.of
these farm women even owned their own farms and
were working their own section. 'Now, let us
test our anthropological theories. For .pie
evolving middle- class'woman, women's and men's
work was being taken farther and farther apart
because the men were in the paid labor force
and the women were at home with much of their
traditional role removed from the home. Therefbre, women's work and their position in society_
should have fallen in terms' of status; and that
The nineteenth century was the nadir
is true.
It
for women's tatus in the United States.
was the time f the most severe and repressive
It was also the time,.
ainst women.
legislation
of course, ,o the birth of the first feminist
movement aS a result of that-Tow status. A
.

.

Until the Married Women's Property Adts, in
the legal tradition in nineteenth century
Amer.ica previous to 1860 or 1870, women ha24 no
"The man and
rights if they were married.
'

4
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woman are one and that one is the husband" was
the interpretation of the comingLip. A woman
had no.right to.Sue, be sued, Onwproperty
make wills, make contracts, even be tried for
a crime committed-if it was committed in the
presence of her(husband,

THE WOMAN WOULD HAVE BEEN
fRIED FOR TREASON

FARM WOMEN DID HAVE
A VERY STRONG SENSE
OF SELF-ESTEEM

0

.

If I shot somebody in the presence of my husband in the nineteenth century, my husband would
be tried for-my crime. ,I was considered a
minor in all ways. One of my students said,
very quickly, to that: "What if you shot your
I
husband; would he be tried for that?" An
"That's a great question." But I did 't
said:
know what the answer was So, I went back and
Although'there were no cases
.looked it up.
in the United State's of this happening under
traditional common raw, which dates back in
this case to about the sixteenth century, pe.
woman would have been tried for treason; it.
was a crime,against the state. So much for
domestic strife.
A countertest of the anthropological theori
in terms of women's work is farm and ranch women
If the closeness of
in the twentieth century.
women's and men's work results in a higher
status for women, we should find that twentieth
century farm and ranch women had a, higher selfesteem than the rest of women 'in American
society'and.that they felt very strongly that
they were doing good work. All of the studies
that have been done of the self-concept and
the status and roles of women on a farm in the
twentieth century show that this is true. Farm
women, n fact, did have a very strong and
high sense of "self-esteem and social status.
And they understOod very clearly their role in
the community.
I, want to take a closer look at nineteenth
century paid work industries for women. Then
I'm going to contrast that view by starting'
with about 1890 and coming up to the present
day.

The typical woman worker in the latter quarter

of the nineteenth century was a domestic work
She did not work in. her own home; she worked in
someone else's home, or she wa a laundress.
Seventy-five percent of paid Amen workers were
They were
domestics intone form or another.
single, and they were young, and they worked in
For. the 20 percentofswomen wipo
domestic work.

15.
6

f

worked in industry,the majority worked in
the garment industry. The next largest group
worked in textiles, then food processing (with
the beginning of the canning industry), --hoe
making, and cigar rolling. (All of these, wi
the possible exceptionaf,eigar rolling, wer,
WOMEN FOLLOWED °
TRADITIONAL WORK
INTO THE
INDUSTRIAL SETTING

°

.

v.

FEWER THAN 5%
OF MAR,RIED WOMEN WORKED

traditional women's work in the homilt Ohce
this work was removed from the home, women
followed it into the industrial setting. The
only industrial area in which women were a
And that also
majority was the garment trade.
was the only area where at the turn of the century therg were substantial numbers of militant
women organizing in unionization.

As a result of the Triangle Shirt Fire, we had
In three weeks'
the uprising of the 20;000.
time, 20,000 garment workers walked out of the
plants in New York City and formed the International Lady 66riment Workers' Union, the ILGWU.
At that time, the ILGWU was probably the single
The craft
most militant industrial union.
unions during this period believed that women
So, women who wanted organwere unorganizabl.e%
ization for higher pay were being kept out of
craft unions at the turn of the century because
they were not skilled workers. The beginning of.
the industrial union movement came with the
ILGWU;"it was largely composed of women in the
garment trade but run by male union officers.
It was unlikely that 9 married woman was working
in the paid labor force during the late ninerewer than five percent of,
teenth century.
women worked. Hoidever,many of those married
women whosworIced were missed in census counts
These women did take in
over and over again.

boarders or laedry, and this work provided the
margin for their families'smaking it.in the
\
late Nineteenth century.
I Want to talk about the specific demographics
of the typical woman worker in 1890, the typical
woman in 1890 (and t re's a difference), and
Of 1980. You can begin'
then'tthetypical .worgn
demographics have changed,
to look at the way t

and we can think abouttheimplications of those
demographic changes for what you do in vocational
education.
In 1890 the typical woman worker in the paid
labor force was young, below the age of 25,
single, an episodic worker. As an episodic

'worker, she dfd not see herself as having a
lifetime commitmentko a job. ,She was work ng
until she got married ors-warking for pin mo ey
for alittle independence. ,She did not hav
She was disproportionately Black
,career plahs.
and in the southwest, where I am from, disproportionately Clqicana. Also,-she was disproportionately immigrant gr first generation immigrant.
NatiVe-born white women did not very often work
-- certainly not after they were 30. Of course,the average woman was not a native-born white in

9

,

1900.
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That was the typical-WOman worker. The typical
woman and her life cycle in 1890 was a little
efferent. The typical woman was married. She
hae0 alband who was the primaryibreadwinnerc
.she ha874ve-to six.children over her fertility
span, and she worked'in her home. She died
within four years of her oldest child's becoming

DIED WITHIN 4 YEARS OF
HER OLDEST CHILD'S
BECOMING 18

18.

4

is no time for a mid-life crisis if you
The
are 1 typical woman in 1890. You get married;
you have your kids; you die. And, youlOr badly
This has treme ous
worked within your house.
implications for the kinds of work we're d ing

0,

now with displaced homemakerend withthe
question, "What do I do with the rest of my
life even if I'm not displaced?" Women in-1890
didn't have those decisions to make. Just 90
years ago, the demographics of women's lives
were very different than they are now.

.

UP.TO 49% OF WOMEN WORKERS
ARE THE SOJ.E SUPPORT
ry

OF THEMSELVES

,

,In 1980, by contrast, the typical woman is
married; she works full-time.; she has d husband
who,works full-time; she has two children; and
And, what is becoming clearer,
she somehow copes.
sort of coming out of the murk of the 1980
census, is that a substantial minority of women
workers, up to 49 percent, are the 'tole support
of themselves. That group includes single women,
-women who have never married, divorced women,.
and widowed women. That's a very high percenAnd, that may be the new difference for
tage.
the$180's because certainly` since 1945 that has
not been the case. The typical woman worker
has been married, and we can still' say that;
but, it's by two percent "Qh doesn't make her
all that typical.

ft
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by 1890, two times as many girls graduated from
high school as did bpys. Conversely, however,
in 1890 two times as many men graduated from
college'as did women.

A VERY HIGFTLY LITERATE POOL
OF POTENTIAL WORKERS
'

.

While the lower-class, working-class, or lower
middle -class girls graduated trom,high school,
they did not have4the money to go on to qolleggz
However, they formed a very highly literate pool
of potential workers at a time that American
This Wasbusiness was increasing enormously.
the time of trusts and what was going to become
multinational corporations. These new businesses were growing in huge ways; they rationalized industry and formed interlocking direcThey-were beginning to produce
torates.
incredible amounts of paper which increased the,
need for clerical workers.

This need existed at d timehat we had a pool
of potential workers, high,school educated young
women, who could work in this new .clerical field.
And this was a time when there,were also technological chmsges in terms of actuar'business
It was also in
procedure or clerical procedure.
confluehce with the time -when the structure of
Withlrbanizathe family itself was changing.
tiontt became increasingly burdensome to a family
to have daughters at home who-did not bring in
money either to support themselves or the family.
All of this Came together to begin to transform
the area of clerical work.

FACTOR WORK
AT THAT

ME

WAS VERY NPLEA ANT

el
From the point of view of women workers, cler
Factory
work
at
that
tim
work was nice work.
Nineteenth-century textile
was very unpleasant.
factories or garment factories were hot, noisy,
and-dangerous. Young girls who went into textile
work in the South at the age of six to ten often
They died
had'a life expectancy of 12 to 18.
from tuberculosis brought on by brown lung
disease from cotton lint. Further, a survey was
done of southern women textile workers last year,
It showed that thee workers' priority item for
.change in their profession still is better ventilation so they don't have to breathe so much lint.
-

As a parent, if you wanted yoUr daughter to move
up in the world, you warited to-Aeep her out of
Clerifactory work if it was at all possible.
cal work was seen ,as a real step up for Striving
lower middle-class and working-class women; and
it was, in fact, much nicer work than factory

-18

It was quiet; it was pleasant., You were
work.
It was in congruence with the role
in an office.
of middle-class women,in th9 nineteenth century.
That is, you were'seen as a kind of help-meet.
You were seen as a lady; you worked with individuals who treated you nicely.

Business needed all the help it could get,-and
women flocked into the clerical area. The old
clerk role, that was 85% male in 1890, evolved
as women moved into the role of clerical workers.
The former male clerk role evolved into the role
of manager. The clerk became a personnel manager,
salesperson, market analyst, public relations
Women, as they came
person, or human engineer.
into secretarial work, remained as secretaries;
'mol:Tity in the clerical field died. As women
became predominent, there was no more mobility.
Men no longer went into an pprenticeship of
clerical work; they simply ame in as managers,
as potential managers, or a management trainees.

MOBILITY IN THE
CLERICAL FIELD DIED

With ot,without mobility, the'independent working
woman became a female type by the.1920's. She
was the flapper: and she remained in the labor
force and in a vision of Ameritan women workers
throughout the twentieth'century.

4

The number of women working in the paid labor
force continued to grow so that by 1930 more
than 50% of clerical workers were women. Thee
were more women in office work than there were
in factory work.

MORE THAN 6 MILLION,WOMEN

WORIrBY1945

a

The biggest change with women in the paidlabor
force came with World War II. The average woman
changed*from being a woman who Was at home with
her children to a woman who had children but who
World War II is important for two
also worked.,
First, it brought so many women into
reasons.
the labor force. More than six million women
worked by 1945; that,is a 50% increase in the
Secondly, and
four-year period from 1941-1945.
almost mol-e importantly for those of you who are
concerned with vocational education, for the,
first time in the history of wont 6n in the paid
labor force, women during World War II proved
that they could', in fact;'Vo anything. While not.
all women could work in the steel yards of Pittsburgh, not all men could either. World War II
was the first time that womenworkbdin industrial
work which was unrelated to'women's traditional
It was the first time women
role in the home.
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WOMEN WERE OUT OF TEXTILES 0.
AND INTO STEEL, AUTO, ELECTRICAL

were out of textiles and garments work and into
In
steel , auto, el ectrical , rubbgr, airplanes.
addition, there was also an efOrmous increase in
Office wors alone increased two
office work.
million in that four-yeaf period. The only place
in whictp there was a decrease in women workers
was in the area of domestic and restaurant work.
Because women were in nontraditional industries,
women's membership in unions went up enormously.
This increase had a profound effect on how unions
viewed women. They began to see women as-less
episodic workers and also as potential members.
,Women's Union membership in 1941 was 800,000;
by 1945 it was 3,000,000. That was a phenomenal.
The reason for
increase in a four-year period.
that increase was not simply that unions were
organizing or that women were involved in some
massive union campaign; it was that women finally
got into' industries which were unionized: rubber,
steel, airplanes, auto.

Nh.

WOMEN'S STATUS HAS ONLY
RECENTLY BEEN HIGHER THAN
DURING THE WAR

1

.

,

If we go back to the anthropological theories,
we should analyze that men's drid women's jobs
came closer together during the war, since, for
the first time in the history of America, women
Therefore,
were in every occupational area.
their status should have been bitoher than ever.
That, in fact, was true. Women's status has only
recently been hi4her than it was during the war
oars from 1941-1"945.

The unfortunate thing about the war years in terJ
of women working is that the war period reinforced
the concept of womeh as a reserve labor force
whose interests in working were only episodic.
In this case the episode was "the country needs
you," rather than "I need something before I get
married." The"gdvernment supportId women workers
duri:pg the war in both real,and psychic ways.
The government funded day care centers, which were
never adequate butwhich at least were a commitment of public resources. For women in defense
industries, -birth control Was supplied by the,
government for the first time. But in addition
to these real substantive supports, the.government also set up a tremendous psychological Cam paign to encourage women to work. It stressed
all the important things women were doing for
the country.
Then in 1945 the-government turned that campaign
all on its. head and made movies to get women to
quit working and go home. There is an absolutely
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wonderful film that has just, been released (by
Ctarjty Educational Productions, Inc., P.O. Box
316, Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417) entitled Rosie
the ,Riveter:' .I would recommend it to all of you
to'use at various times when you talk about women
The film grew out of an
in nontraditional jobs.
t
Pro*
oral history project that NEH funded.
worke
staff interviewed hundreds. of women who
during the war and videotaped four or six multi-.
They've interspersed the interethnic women.
viewsOth footage of plants-and workers during
the war and also with foo,tage of films that were
made to encourage women into and then out of the
war effort.
'war

THE DEMOGRAPHICS OF
THE TYPICAL WORKER CHANGED

5

I

EXTRAORDNARY NUMB'RS OF

----WOMEN-REMAINED IN
THE LABOR FORCE

By'the end of the war, this very real support
from the government had changed the demographics
of the typical worker. By 1945, the typical
woman worker was 35 years old and mar ied. Many
After the war, women w e 1 4d off,
had children.
e.
but they did not stay out of the work
lower
-paid,
Instead, they took over lower - status;
traditional women's jobs. If the anthropological
perspective holds, women's status shomld have
declined after the war because men's and women's
work was becoming fapther apart. ,And; in fact,
-4.,-"
that's what happened.
Women took over what's now called the pink collar
They became
ghetto, especially clerical work.
We
the invisible women workers of the 1950's.
took-a
look
at
always believed; until historians
and
1960's,
that
the census data frOm the 1950's
women followed the popular media image of working
during. the war and then gladly retiring to the
suburbs to have children in a happy nuclear
_family. While that was the experience of many
women, the fact is that by 1949 only300,000fewer women were working in the paid labor force
than were work4ng in 1945. Although some younger
women came into the labor force,-the fact is that
extraordinary numbers, of women remained in the
tabor force and simply went back to traditional
women's jobs like waitressing and clerical work.
4

Even for the women who did go home, many left
only ffor,relativelyport periods of time and
came back into the paid labor force in traditional
women's jobs, which were lOVer in status and pay.
IR addition to the low pay and status, -Many women
of the '50.s believed that.they were the only
-ones who were working. Part of the reason the
media hype was so'4ffective was that working
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women believed they were the only ones who were
not like Dick and Jane's mother, always there with
Sally and Spot to give cookies to the qildren
when they got home. There.was a lot of guilt and
a lot ofpain f94. those women workers in the late
'40's and throu§hout the,'50's.

4

,

Unfortunately, vocational education fed right into
It prapared women to work
that traditional image.
by presenting them only traditional women's jobs;
It prepared them by continually assuming that they
were only episodic workers mho would want skills
to "fall back on" if their marriages didn't work
'out or'if their husbands were suddenly unempTbyed.
Vocational education also fell into training-women
for nonunionized jobs.
The reason that women continued working throughout
the"50's and '60's is that their families needed
the money. Women's salaries made'the difference
between making or not making a middle-class life,
which became redefined after the war. Families
believed they should have single family dwellings,
which were helped by a public.poficy of V.A. and
F.H.A. loans. They also believed that their
children deserved to go to college, even if it
was a public college. However, since it is no
longer easy to get into the housing market and is
no longer clear that people need a college education, this post-war definition ofd the middle class
may be changing.

WOMEN'S SALARIES MADE
THE DIFFERENCE

Also, women increasingly needed to support their
the late '70's we began a new
own households.
demographic shiftjwhich I mentioned earlier, with
49% of working women .now being single. Many of
these women have been married, but (heir marriages
are now over, in the-main.

e

Changes in this picture began when society began
to appraise the numbers of women working'and the
The big changes
reality of their experiences.
came,in the early U60's with the Women's Commission on the Status Of Women and the new women's
' movement.' These forces fostered a series Of legislation to bring equity to women and minority
workers. With that increasing awareness, there
was a beginning of an effortto deal with the pain
and loneliness and division women inthe paid labor
force have experienced.
11

-

I'm sure you'll have lots of ideas on the question
of reindustrialization and what's nextduring this
conference. There have been many real changes,
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One of my favorite examples,u
terms of changes, is from aletter to Ms magaThe letter said that this woman was at a
ine.
four-way stop;'and she realized there was a taxi,
a phone repair car, 6 delivery truck, and a-police
car, all of whiCh were driven by women. They all
sltarted honking and went wild wilen'they realized
Ten years ago that would
...they were all female.
And those kinds of changes
never have happened.
tN hroughinot enough.
.\221

TEN YEARS AGO THAT WOULD
NEVER HAVE HAPPENED

are very real.

_3

But, there are also many changes we need to go
through in terms of implementation of laws, like
Title IX and the Vocational Education Amendments,
and changes in perception about men and women
workers. ,I'll just give you a couple of examples
from a little exercise called: "He Works, She
Works, But What Different Ippressions They Make."
The family picture is on his desk - a solid
responsitrle family man; the family picture is on
her desk - her family will come before her
He's talking with his cotLworker -- he
career.
must be discussing the latest deal; she's talking
she Fist be gossiping.
with her co-workers
He's7not at his desk - he must be at a meeting;she's not at hex desk L she must be in the ladies'
He's having lunch with his boss - he is
room.
on his way up; she's having lunch'with her boss
-- she must be having an affair. Those sorts of
differences and impressions.ere the kinds of
changes in perception that. we need to work on.

MOVING HIGH TECHNOLOGY
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
INTO HOMES

The 1980's work force issues concerning women,
that, from my perspective, are mqst important are
I think
.the issues of flextime and shared jobs.
in
fact,
we
they are increasingly important if,
`want tp get-men and women into nontraditional jobs.
A second issue is the evolOtion of high-tech
For instance, companiesjobs and work in the home:
like Control Data are increasingly moving high
technology computer programming-into homes. They
let women and men work on their own tithe and their
It is a kind of piece work situaown pay rate.
tion in the home at quite high pay levels. This
evolution of women and men, both-working in nontraditional jobs;--if the anthropological perspective
A correct, should bring up women's status within.
the society.
4-

Although I am somewhat discouraged, it iws most
,important that we work to change and upgrade all
of women's work. The way to do that is to hit at
the issue pf comparable pay for com4arable work.
And that, as you know, is,a huge Pandora's box of
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issues which is beginning to be\ addressed in many
states and. many cities. The city of Phoenix did

a comparable pay for comparableork study which
has,sat on the shelves ever since it was. done.
When all-the jobs were rated on a management
scale that they deviSed,.the study found that the
salary level ofthe city of Phoenix would have to
be increased three'times to pay women what they
were worth in terms of the job qualifications that
For instance, a nurse with 14.2
are required.
Years of education' earns 5.8% less than a delivery
person who doesn't...have to have an eighth-grade
education.
A secretary with 13.2 years ofkeducation makes 38% less than a truck driver who hb.s
,:to have eight yeaAs of education. We have to meet
head-on these issues of.feminizatiop of the labor
force and find. Ways of-upgrading women's traditional jobs. .Lt'vlat enough to think that we'll
really change women's status in the paid,labor
force by simply getting some women and some men
into nontraditional jobs
not when 80% of women
workers, work in highly sex-segregated jobs.

NOT SIMPLY A MATTER OF
MORE 4 ONEY OR MORE STATUS

.

I'd like to close with one verse from a poem by
Marge Piercy.
It's a poem called, "To Be Of Use.",
It talk's about the issue of work, the importance
of work, and why changing women's work is not*
It
.simply a matter of more money or more status.

talks about the social definitions of yaRand
the reason they're so important in individual

tern.

11.
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ALL PEOPLE DESERVE

EDUCATION FOR REAL WORK

The work of the world is common as mud.
Botched, it smears the hands, crumbles
to dust.
But the thing worth 16ing well done
Has a shape that satisfies,
Clean and evident.
Greek amphoras for wine or oil
Hope vases that held corn
Are put in museums. 6
But you,know they were made to be used.
The pitcher cries for water to carry
And lb person for work that is real.

,

.../Tpat's the-issue behind changing visions of women
nd men in the work force.
I would recommend you
to seriously consider reindustrialization and what
it means for men andlwomen. All people deserve
education for real work, and all people deserve
to do real work. That's true, particularly, in
the case of women; and we need to do'better by our
visions of women's needs and their ability,to do
real work.

"
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Fact Shdet

A HISTORY OF WOMEN AT WORK IN AMERICA
by Mary Rothschild
April 1981
Conference Proceedin
,

(1) in all societies work has been sex segregated; (2) in
Four anthrdpological tenets:
than men's work;
most preindustrial and all advanced societies, women's work is valued less
men's'
than
men;
(4)
the
more
integrated
(3) women almost always have a lower social status
and womem's work becomes, the higher the social status women have.

ociety,-the home andfamily are both the social and economic
In 19th. century preindustrial
The
Industrial Revolution in AmeriCa develops a reserve,
unit (e.g., the family farm).
produced
v3bor force of women for home-related industries-such as, textiles,-which are now
in factories outside the tome.
middle classBetween 1830-1850 on the'easterdseaboard, home work becomes devalued and
Married
Women
Property
children.
ladies evOlve.who-tastefully consume goods and raise
starting in
responsibilities
status
of
ma?ried
women,
-Acts begin to change the no rights/no
,
.
1860 and continuing until very recent times.

-

do take in
During 1857-1900: less than 5% of married women work outside the home, but they
domestics,;
75%
of
paid
female
workers
are
boarders and laundry ter supplement family incomes;
\
shoemaking,
and
cigar
rolling
industries.
20%,work in garment, textile, food Processing,
upward
In 1890, 85% of clerical workers are men and clerical work is a way of attaining
time
workers
are
women;
for
the
first
By 1930 more than 50% of the clerical
mobility/.
more women are doing clerical work than factory'work.

"while sons leave
In 1890 a working-class family tends to keep daughters in high schoolgraduate from high
Two
times
as
many
females
as
males
high school to earn good wage.
High school
school; however, two times as *many males as females graduate from college.
Office vork is
clerical
workers
for
businesses.
educated women provide a pool of .educated
industries a femAle of
In
the
Southern
textile
an immense improvement over factory.work.
time she becomes
6-10 years often dies. of tubekulosii$ or lung disease from lint by the
12 -18 years old.

-

./

The 1920s establish the image of the independent working woman, the flapper.
.

,Many are doing work that is
During World War II, six milllon women are in the work force.
do any job.
not related to the home and are proving that there are some women who can
from 500,000 in
Female office workers increase to 2 million; 'female union membership rises
during
the
war
years
rises;
however, women..
1941to 3 million in 1945. The status of women
.1
contro for
The
U.S.
government
prOvides
birth
episodic
workers.
are considered -40 be
women in defense industries only and some child care facilities.

only 300,000
After the war the public believes women have returned to their homes, but
fewer women were working in 1049 than in 1945.

traditional jobs, and become "invisiDuring the 3950s women have lower status, lower pay,
in
maintaining
a middle-class lifestyle or
ble." They work in pink-collar ghettos to aid
to support their own households.
,

and laws. The
By the 1960s social and legis atiye efforts were changing the perceptions
jobs, and comparable pay
lextime,
shared
jobs,
nontraditional
1960s present Issues.such as
for comparable work.

under 25 years, single, an episodic worker and disproporThe typical worker: in 1890
children, and
tionately non-white or immigrant. The typical woman is married, ha
the
typical
woman
In
1
dies within four years of her eldest child's coming of age.
e is married (but 49% are.
In'198
and
has
children.
worker is older, 35 years, married,
totally
not married), works full-time, and has 2 children. Of women. who work, 49% are
self-supporting.
18
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SOME TRENDSTFOR THE 1980s
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LEONARD A. LECHT, PhD

Huinn Resources Consultant
Roosevelt Island, New York

Thank you.
My own fee ing is that after lunch
nobody really is in th mood to sit back, passively
for a formal presentatton; so, feel free to 'inter
rupt, to disagree, 'to take issue, or to expound as
you see fit. But tb begin,/ ;feel a little bit

like a wolf insheep's clothing or a shiep in
wolf's clefthi* I'm not sure which, partially
because Pm an economist-XI-rot an educator) anti
partially because I:11dealing with a subject
that-seems to encompass- the'world.

It encom-

passes both women and men, namely everybody,
and it also encompasses reindustrlization.
These include a great many sins; and I'm not
sure ,just where we draw0e -limits.
THE REAL ISSUE HERE.IS
At.QUEST1ON eF- PIsAHNINb

I think. the real issde,here is a question of.
planning.- Npw-planning means different things

In vocational educatiokfor
to different" people.
a -long: time, plamijng. has been identified .with
Ahd State Plans'4re a lot of ntgnbers--.State Plans.
which wou:pither produce,, or You- make, up, pr.you
get one way or 'another. Yotsyelo,t to have :them
in-order to get money,- usually lfsifo Uncle Sam: If
the numbers,4re there,. fine;' if .the numbers 4rd'hot
available, you use your creative'iMaginationl.

(

ginations I've, seen
Some of the most creative
in statistics have been An he,projections of
occupational supply and demand in the annual plans
I don't
submitted to the Office of Education.
mean planning in that sense,

WHAT'S LIKELYTO INFLUENCE US?

When I think of planning, Ithink of looking
ahead, "looking down the pike." I ask, "What's
likely to influence us or what kinds of things
ought we worry about-now because they will
probably affect-what we're doing in the next five
or tin years." And all kinds of things are coming_
down the pike -- good,
bad,-and indifferent,
r
-

ti

4

I propose to talk about three planning sources*
and then to see what relationship they have, if
anylitnthe question of sex equity. One we can
cal\ the demographic profile. Another source is
regional economic changes. A third is the important
-questionof renewing.the industrial base. All
three of these issues relate 'to.And another in an
important way, and they relate to vocational They set challenges for the vocational
education.
education system to respond to in the 1980's. The
. kind of vocational education system we have,in 1990
will depend to a considerable extent on how t
systems fit in with the demographic changes, with
the regional shifts that are taking place, and with
the emphasis on building Up the industrial strength
of the economy.

.

.
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A MARVELOUS TIAE FOR
A YOUNG PERSON

TO LOOK FOR A JOB

Let's look first at the demographic changes. I'm
sure you've been hearing about them, particularly
about two of them. There gill be many fewer
younger people in,the labor force in the 1980's.
This is about as safe) prediction or projection
as one can make because the young people who will
be enteringthe labor force between now and 1990
have already been born; they're in school; they're
growing up; eventually they'll graduate; and most
of them will enter the labor force. This is the
case because the birth rate started falling sharply
That means about 1985 and thereafter
after 1965,.
should be a marvelous time for eyoung person to
If the young "people who are now
look for a job.
having trouble finding a'job could keep their age
from changing for the next ten years, they'd,belat
a much better economic position.

We have all heard about the second demographic
change: the influx of.women into the labor force.
You have a special interest in this issue because
it is your subject of discusSion. This influx will
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continue, and it is very important. According
to most people who have been looking at the
numbers,.about two-thirds of the.labor force
increase in the 1980's will consist of women.

4

This_leaveuivalent
THE TENDENCY TO RETIRE
IN SUCH GREAT NUMBERS

importance that hasn't gotten very much' attention.
This has been the tendency for older people, and
particularly older men, to etire at an earlier and
I believe this ter*ribcy will reverse
earlier age.
itself with many important implica tips for vocaNow the tendency for men to retional education.
such great numbers has been a recent
If we go back to shortly after World
development.
War II, say to 1949, we would have found that
close to half of all the men who were 65 and over
were in the labor force. They were either workingThe ones that were not
or looking for work,.
in the labor force either had health problems, or
disability, or they had wealthy wives. Can-you
guess what proportion of those men, currently, are
still in the labor force?

Audience:

0

None.

In other words,
Not qufie; it's about a fifth.
currently about four out of,eVery five. men 65 and
over aren't either working or looking for work
any more, and they don't all Have wealthy wives
either. This is certainly a flIndamental social
There are about five million older men
change.
who would have been working in 1949 who are retired
,.. now.
What.happened? Why this social change,where
at sixtylfive or earlier these people are supposed
to withdraw from whatever they're doing and do
I think the underlying
something called retiring?
idea was that everybody gained from this developWe believed that old people just loved to
ment.
retire and, furthermore, that young people gained.
The retirement of older persons opened up avenues
of'promotion or jobs for younger persons.
Furthermore, companies gained because it was
said, for some reason, that ol8 people were less
5
.productive than young people.

I venture that during the next ten years these
numbers are going to turn around; and the emphasis
THE EMPHASISWILL NO LONGER BE
will no longer be on retiring, but on working.
ON RETIRING
We'll be looking for ways and means to keep older
people in the labor force rather than to push them
out with either a gold watch or an inadequate pension.
.,,,Anybody care to venture a reason why? Social
security and social security taxes are one considCurrently the biggest item in the'federal
eration.
21
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SPENDING FOR NATIONAL DEFENSE
AND PROGRAMS FOR OLD PEOPLE
JUST ABOUT REVERSED

government's budget is for programs related to
retirement and income benefits for old& people.
This isn't to say that this developmentis a bad
idea or a bad priority, butt it's become a very
important ond, Let's look at spending for national
defense as a basis for comparison. In 1969 the.
,federal government was spending about 50,billion
dollars more for national defense than foirall
the prograMs related to old people. By 1979 what
do you think had happened? It has just about
reversed, We were now spendin-g fifty billion
dollars more on all the programs benefiting old
people than we were spending for national defense.
This may be.an excellent use of our money, But
it does illustrate a far-reaching shift ih
priorities.
If this trend continues, we will be spending a
,
large share of the federal budget on programs
related to old people, and With it social security
taxes are bound to go up. There is a very simple
demographic reason: people are living longer now;
the average age after 65 encompasses a broader
span of years. Assuming the same retirement age,
by 1990 we could have some six or seven million
more old people who would be eligible to draw
By the year 2020 the United States
pensions.
,could have the same proportion of people 65 and
In other words,
over is Florida does, today 161%).
generation of the
by the year 2020 the baby bo
1950's and early 1960's will start retiring. And
when they re-Ore, there may be half as many retirees
as workers.

%O.

FEF LATION IdAS A VERY DECIDED

ARING ON A PERSON'S
DECISION TO RETIRE

There's another reason why I don't think the
situation will continue, and that's inflation.
Inflation has avery decided bearing on a p son's
decision to retire,.particularly, if you're
teacher depending on a state or local government
peffsion or if yoi) have a private pension from
your employer. Social security pensions are indexed
to the Consumer Price Index. So far, the federal
Every time
.government has continuel. indexing.
,the Consumer Price.Ind6 goes up by one percent,
so do your social security benefits. But what
about your teachers' pensions? Now many of you
have indexed teachers' pensions -- pensions that
automatically go up with the Consumer Price Index?
Anybody have such a pension? If so, you're lucky.
And the same thing is true of company private
pensions. They are very seldom indexed.

>
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Let's say that you retired in 1980, and you
We'll
started out with a fairly adequate pension.
use a good round number: $1000 a Month. Assume
the. rate of inflation continues at an average of
10% a year.' TWEit's a high'rate of inflation,
but it' %a little bit less than what we've had
-Trithe 'Mit few years. At the end of five years,
purchasing power of that
by 1985, what's t
$1000? Anybody care to venture a guess?
O

Audience:

Within
Its slightly more optimistic than that.
five years that pension would have lost threeIt would be
eights of it's purchasing power.
worth only $620 in dollars at 1980 purchasing
At the end of fifteen years, do you know
power.
how much that pension is worth? Did I hear
-someone say $300? Good guess -- actually w rth'
It's worth $240 in 1980 dol ars..
a little less.
st
So at the end of 15 years that pension has
On
that
kind
of
basis,
over 75% of its value.
what do you thinklhappens to people's decision to
"We can't afford it; were
retire? They say:
'going to put off retirement a couple of years.
build up that pension reserve and see what
happens to inflation." That's by no means aji
irrational response to inflation.-)

a.

. $1000 WOULD BE WORTH

ONLY S40 AT THE END--

$500.

z

OF 15 YEARS

il

Then, there's something else. The Age Discrimination Act was amended in 1978 to outlaw mandatory
retirement for most people before age 70. The
practical effectiof the change, so far, hasn't
think the long-term
I
been vent substantial.
effects and the symbolic effectk are likely to be
quite important.- The change symbolizes that the
weight of 'government is shifting froM getting
people to retire at an earlier and earlier age
to doing things to keep them in the labor fie;
and that thrust will show up in a great
different ways.

But then the question comes, "But what bearing
does all this have for vocational education, if
I think it has a great deal of bearing.
any?"
For one thing, there's a kind of scissors effect
here. There will be fewer young people in.the
SO FAR THIS HAS HIT
So far, this has hit
traditional school ages.
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION LESS
vocational edOcation less than the regular academic
programs because the proportion of young people
enrolling in vocational education, in most places,
has gone up. But soon those shifts'will have been
-.7-Cc-- made. Then if vocational education wishes to
3
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keep its market and to keep its funding,
where will it get its students? All thecdult
population will be a potential source.. One
important group of potential students will be
women, particularly women seeking new job skills,.
or women returning to the labor force after the
Another will be
children are off to school.
order persons, both men and women. These are
two important new sources of students; and
vocational education is well situated-toii----these groups if it makes certain changes.
4r

Vocational education has had a great deal of
experience in adult aid continuing education
which can provide a basis for appealing to these
But it isn't as easy'as simply setting
groups.
For one thing,_older
up courses and programs.
people need a" different kind of counselling.

OLD PEOPLE FREQUENTLY
ARE EMPLOYED IN
13ECLINING OCCUPATIONS

ENCOURAGING REGIONAL SHIFTS
FROM THE SNOW BELT
TO THE SUN BELT
4

They've had life experience and work experience:
They tend-to be less interested in credentials
They often want to make some kind
and degrees.
They want to get out of the
,of career change.
,rat race, say, of being a manager or a teacher,
and get some other job that they feel involves
Or they
ressure,even if it.may pay less.
less
maynt more flexible hours, or illhat have you.
Or they want to upgrade obsolete%kills, because
old people frequently are employed in declining
industries and occupations. So there is an
importdnt need here. Much of the new audience
for vocational education in 1990, looking at it
from a labor market perspective, will be with
older people'and women, two groups who share
similar interests and similar needs.
Well, that brings us to topic number two:
regional shifts. These changes are very important,
and they have generated a great deal of heat and
emotion. The Commission on the National Agenda
It
released a report several months ago.
proposed a program that looked for a solution
to unemployment by encouraging regional shifts
from fhe snow belt to the sun belt. What did
it propose; anybody happen to recall?

r.
Audience:

Gd south.

InIefieral.the advice was go south young man or
young woman. The Commission asked why the
government was spending money 'to create jobs in
places like,Detroit, New York, Chicago, St. Louis,
Boston, Baltimore, Columbus, when'it ought to
encourage persons to ,move to where the jobs are

is

in placed like Scottsdale, Miami Beach, Houston,
I think you kn'Ow in which parts '
San. Diego, etc.
of the country this suggestion went down better
and which parts didn't like it. Anyway, that
shift is there, along with the emotion; and it is
a sionificant
b
coiiti,
migration of young peoplefrom the northern and
44 mid Western manufacturing centers to'places in
the south, the southwest, andthe Padific. The
people who typically migrate are younger (their
THE MEDIAN AGE
median age is 23), they're better educated, and
FOR PEOPLE WHO MIGRATE IS 23
they're at least high school graduates. This
migration has been taking place at the same time.
that jobs are not only moving to other regions, .
but jobs are moving from the central city to the
suburbs. This is all old hat to.you I'm sure,
and you've Heard it many times.
.

But there is an important role for vocational
For
education here and an adaptation to change.
one thing, planning in vocational education has

tendedto identify the labor manet for its
graduates with the local political unit of Wilich
If it
the vocational education agency is a part.
is a city school system, then the vocational
If
education system looks at jobs in the city.
it's a state agency, it looks at jobs in the state
This may be fine politically, but it makes little
sense in terms of the labor markets involved or
in terms of career opportunities for the students.
The relevant labor market, in most large'cities,
isn't the city; it's the whole metropolitan area.
In a
It's fre ently the whole regional area.
city li e New York. for instance, the labor` market
.ncludes northern New Jersey, a good part of
are
Long 41and, southern Connecticut, and part of
up-stfte New York, The jobs that should be taken
into account in planning are the jobs in those
Aside frOm that, frequently the est
areas.
ung high
guidance counseling you might give a
do what?
b
school graduate, say, in Detroit,

C

A

Audience: liGo south.

Not simply to leave the city, but to prepare her,
say, for a good job in an occupation i ii which
there are many shortages in places like Texas,
California, Florida, or Arizona. Now will that
It
get you regargied locally as a good patriot?
I
don't
know.
But
for
more
and
more
may not;
occupations, particularly skilled occupations, the
relevant.labor market is a regional br national

THE RELEVANT LABOR MARKET
IS A REGIONAL OR

NATIONA ONE

.

one.

Audience: 'I don't know if, it's a problem
in other states, .but in rural states
we Can't encourage-kids to go more
We can train
than fifteen miles away.
a kid in one town for a CETA position,
for instance, that pays $10 anhour.
But if it means trave;ing more than
fifteen miles, they won't do it.
Th

mar

're going to be staying in that local labor
t. 'But are there jobs for them?

0
Audience: 'At $3 an hour; that's what they
wind up with.
I'm thinking of
If, this is their choice, fine.
what has happened to places like Detroit. After
each business cycle in Detroit ever since the end
of World War II, the'automobile industry has

IN MANY OTHER PLACES
THE PROBLEM IS SHORTAGES

al OF LABOR

ti

A TAX ABATEMENT
PLUS CHEAP POWER
AND CHEAP LAND

,

recovered. But the number of jobs in the autoo,
mobile industry, when ieT'ecovers, will have raany,
many fewer jobs. The automobile industry is
Substituting complex technology for people; and
this is perhaps the only way it can keep its costs
down and meet the competition from abroad,
Many people, who at an earlier
especially Japan.
day would have worked in the automobile factories,
It makes no sense
will no longer by working there.
for them to stay in a place where there are few
jobs; whereas in many other places(, the problem
is shortages of labor.
I
Mdre fundamentally, Ithink it cdts both ways.
think vocational education has an important role,
both in the rapidly growing areas and in the more
slowly growing areas,other than simply telling
In the rapidly growing areas,
people tb move.
labor market shortages are one of the barriers to
What many of the states.like the Carolinas
growth.
or Oklahoma have done is to make use of resources
,like vocational education and CETA to attract
In other words, the
employers to their state.
vocational education system had fitted in well
with state and-local economic development programs.
The state of South Carolina, for instance, has a
separate technical education system. If you were
in:Europe or maybe in New York,
a manufacturer, s
the state development agencies would invite you
to move down to South Carolina: They would offer
to give yob-a tax abatement plus cheap power and
cheap land. They would ask how many people you
would need, with what skills, and when, Then the
technical education system would train them for you.
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This is one way of attracting industry, and,
of course, it made occupation training an
effective,,part of the states' economic developMent programs,VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
HAS A FUNCTION ZITHER
THAN EXPORTING,PEOPLE

JOBS THAT FLOURISH
IN A POST-INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY
ARE DOING WELL IN NYC

But in the less rapidly growing areas, vocational
educatjon also has a function other than exporting
Almost all of those areas have some good
people.
To go to the one I know best,
growth potential.
namely New York City, in Manhattan, the central
It
business district is in a state of high boom.
is difficult to get ihto a restaurant or 6
theatre. /If you move to Manhattab and want a modest
apartment, if you can finfl one, say, a little
one-and-a-half room apartment, do you know what
you'll be paying rent? If you're lucky you'll be
getting something for about $700-$800 a month.
If you want a little more space, a two-bedroom
apartment, you'll probably be paying $1200 or
$1300 a month. And if you're thing of
renting an office on Park Avenue o Madison
7
attractive
Avenue, you can probably find so mlla11
space for about $50 to $75 per square foot:
These are the signs.of a boom. Certain things
are booming; New York City is again becoming
a great wd'ld city and the nation's greatest
post-industrial society metropolis.
All the jobs that flourish in a post-industrial
society are doing well in New York City. Occupations that,are based on knowledge, on education,
If
and oR srecialized training are doing well.
you know something about banking or finance, or r
advertising, or neurosurgery, or data processing,'
or how to run a word processor or how, let's say,
to help set up a t.v. prbgram, then the labor
But then there's a
market will be in your favor.
large population that doesn't have the skills that
fit in with those jobs; and the big task, the
very difficult task of the educational system in
New York, is to take the people who don't have the
skills in. the field that are growing-and see that
Right now, would you guess,
they get those skills.
where do most of the managers, professionals,
salesmen, and skillgd workers who work in this
New York central business district live?
Audience:

Suburbia.

Many live in suburbia, and they commute in and
commute back on railroads that seldom make it on
Vocational education can help more New
time.
Yorkers to obtain and NO those jobs. Some of
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the companies that move out of the slowTgrowth
areas move because they can't get the specialized
Even in New York there have
people they need.
been $eports of a shortage of machinists, tooland-die workers, tecretaries that knoy/ the
English language, and people skilled as aircraft.
Vocational education has a role there
mechanics.
An helping to keep these companies froM moving by
providing them with the specialized labor.

ale

Audience: Employers may say there is no
skilled labor force in areas such as
Maole;,but actually, they move for

cheaper labor and non-uionized labor.

NOW THE GAP
BETWEEN PRODUCTIVITY
IN THE NORTH
AND OTHER PARTS
HAS NARROWED

r
1

That is frequently happening, but I don't think
that's the whole story. Ojher reasons why some
companies are Moving out of big northeastern
cities arithe high cost of living, the difficulty
in gettinrmanagement, the reluctance of. middle
managemJnt to relocate, and the fact that managers
didn't like the local school system so companies
had to increase their salaries sufficiently to
pay the price of a private school. Now the gap
between the productivity of the labor force in
northern cities and that of other parts of the
country has narrowed.
Audience:. Part of the difference in the
level of productivity has to do with
working conditions and'subsequent
For example, in
physical problems.
shoe shops many women who do'rranual stitching and develop tendonitis because of the
This-ailment
repetitive hand movements.
lowrs their productivity; furthermore,
they get paid by piece work so their
Maine has lost
incomes are reduced.
many firms, lately that are owned by out
They made their
of state corporations.
decision at corporate headquarters and
did not base it on a sense of
responsibility to the community within
which they operate. I-think-my question
is bigger than Maine, and I think it's
bigger than the United States. How are
we going to cope with a situation where
the work is given to underdeveloped
countries because people work for 6 or
30 cents an hour? How do we cope with
that? That is a very pervasive probtem,
and I think those kinds of big issues are
going to have to be dealt" with very
realistically.: A Zot of them are being
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A Zot of
these problems are being pushed on education at the local level; the public says
we're not training the kids in the
proper skills and work habits and th4qse
kinds of things. I live in a very gdor
state.
Next,to Maine and Mississippi,
Vermont is the third poorest of the
states, and we hear these arguments all
the time.
I think this problem is much
'bigger than those of us sitting here in
this room. And I think that thia
business of American productivity is a
real joke because those corporations
are into dollar signs. Period.
brush"e0ohnder the table.

.

a

Sure theq are much bigger problems than vocational
education or education, but they impact on the edu=
cational 'system.
What vo tional education does,
how it responds to-these roblems, will have a
great-deal of bearing o what happens to vocational
years. We're really
education in the next t
ct here and that's this
anticipating our next su
Now I'm
whole business of the new industrial age.
not sure what terms like reindustrialization mead.
To some extent they're buzz words, but I think
they have some significance.
The declining areas in our country are the old
Auto-, manufacturing centers and the railroads.
AUTOS, STEEL, RUBBER, APPAREL
mobiles,steel,
rubber,
apparel
-the
old
.4
ARE LOSING EMPLOYMENT
factory industries of the United States -- are
the ones that are losing employment. They're
losing production partially to overseas competitors and partially because.of shifts within the
Dallas, for instance, was formerly
United States.
a distribution point for the ladies' garment
industries. The garments were made in New York.
Now the companies in Texas produce their own
garments and export them to New York. - lar men's
slacks, like the Haggar slacks that are s
great bargains, are made in San Antonio.
II

-

SHIFTED MUCH OF THE
LESS-SKILLED MANUFACTURING
TO DEVELOPING NATIONS

Mention_ was made of the multinationals. One of
the bigidevelopments is that multinational
corporations have shifted much of the less-skilled

manufacturing.to what you might cairexport
platforms in developing nations. And_these are
countries like Korea, Taiwan, Mexico. I understand that the world car we have been reading about
de in Spain, Brazil,
will include components
i other places as well. We
Mexico, and maybe a
the automobile industry;* and
now hear this abo
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LESS - SKILLED MANUFACTURING

JOBS WILL SIMPLY DISAPPEAR

we've been'hearing it about the gdrment
industry for a long time. What's going to
happen here, I think, is going to continue.
Many of the less-skilled manufacturing jobs
wi,11 'Pimply disappear in the United States.
In an advanced capitalist cow-try with strong
unions and fringe benefits, these jobs have

become so costly that they are either subsidized
through tariffs on imports or they are lost to
In many other areas; jdbs
foreign competition.
will continue to exist because we'll raise
productivity through the use of complex technology.

4

OVER HALF OF ALL
THE INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS IN USE
ARE IN JAPAN

Much of what we've talked about as robotization
or reindustrialization is an attempt to
By making use
compensate for high-cost labor.
of highly complex technology, businesses substitute
technology for labor and increase productivity.
Many of them involve
And this takes many forms.
or are related to automation and the use of
computers. Many are simply extensions of the
()
You may have seen the movie
old mechanization.
Many
of
the
Modern Times with Charlie Chaplin.
operations that Chaplin performed in that movie
are now performed by robots, often computerized
Now robots don't look like people. They
robots.
are not people with little electric arms.* But KCar bodies., for instance, are painted and sprayed
I understand the X-Cars areor will be.
by robots.
But which country do you think uses the most
roots in the world? Japan. ' And one of the
theories, which no longer has much validity, is
that Japan is beating us in competition because
they have cheap labor. They don't have cheap
And
labor; their labor is becoming expensive.
they are not labor-intensiVe; they have many of
the world's high-technology industrial'installaRight now, f'or instance, over half of
tions.
all industrial robots in use are in Japan.

Audience: But, unfortunately, Japan is
more labor-intensive than the United
States.

Proportionately they still are, but the degree of
difference is narrowing rapidly.
The ZeveZ of productivity has- a
Audience:
--; Zot to do with how they use their
They have a very different
workers.
We thought that the
management style.
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difference in productivity. was
because of the cultural bqckground of
the Japanese people.", But they opened
a Datsun plant in southern California
that is staffed with American employees,
and their productivity is even higher
than any others Datsun outfit in Japan.
Productivity has to do with the
management style as opposed to improv ng
high technology.
.

THE TEMPTATION
TO PROTECT TfitIR JOBS
IS MUCH LESS

I

THE REJECTION RATE WAS
A SMALL FRACTION
OF THE RATE FOR ZHE U.S.

rf people are guaranteed'
I suspect you're right%
employment, the temptation to resort to making
work roles that protect their jobs is much less. I
don't mean we should mechanically ape the Japanese
But at least we've
anymore than they can- ape us.
learned a-great many things, and one is an emphasis
on quality control.
One of the other things that 'this high technology
will be doing will be to increase emphasis on
quality control. And we've been losing there. To
take one instance that I happened to'run Scross
recently, about seven or eight years ago the
Japanese exported 20 million dollars worth of
silicon chips to'the United States. As of a couple
of years ago they were exporting 250 million
ularly
It'wasn't that their price was par
worth.
cheaper, but the rejection rate among the Japanese
silicon chips was a small'fraction of the same rate
Now there's nothing inevitable
for the U.S. chips.
about this, but it shows important issues of quality
The same thing is true'df,automobiles.
control.
One of the reasons for the losses in American automobiles has been high fuel consumption. ,Another'
one'has been -poor,quality control.

Quality control goes baCk to
management style because when yoktalk
about quality control you talk about
how workers are perceiving
workmatsh'ip:

L.. Audience:

'their jobs and how well they're doing on
I.understand that 'e-in Japan,
their jobs.
for example, there is much more of a
decision-making process that the workers
gqt involved in. And I think that once
zze start'laoking at these issues in this
country., we can improve quality.

I think
Part of
involve
another

we have awhole complex of issues here. them are high technology issues, part
worker participation in decision- making,
part is work guarantees. Still another
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issue is an emphasis placed by some companies
on next year's profitsrather than onslong-term
I don't know how many of you recoggrowth.
Veblen was
nize the name of Thorstein Veblten.
kind of a heterodox American economist, also

a very cOlorfUT-MNFECterT7Z0-110ed-und-wrote

WE HAVE BECOME VERY SKILLED

AT MAKING MONEY

in the early 1900's. And Veblen made the'
distinction between what he called making
goods and making money. He argued that they
were not necessarily the same thing. What has
happened with much of American industry is that
And
\ivie have become very skilled at ,making money.
But we have become
`making money is important.
considerably less skilled ,at making goods and in
tying the making of money to making goods.
Audience / In working with. vocational
educators I have found that in their.
planning and in their priorities the
budgets, and thp buildings, and the
equipment are so high a priority that
they forget about the people and'the
Not that we pay total
process.
But
attention to the process level.
I think we're moving to a situation in
which we pay.total attention to the
We cannot be totally
task level.
money-oriented, profit-oriented, without
regard for the people in that process.

Selequity in vocational education is
a process issue concerned about people-a"
and has a very low priority.
I don't think making money and making goods are
antithetical, I'm saying that A tend to divorce
the two rather than making money dependent on
making more and-better goods.

I had the opportunity to visit
severe, states and several programs
throughout one area of the country on
I saw a lot ofthe eastern seaboard.
programs that are being run on shoestrings
I saw programs that, if
in shoeboxes.
they were given money or given better
facilities, coui<d triple or qyadruple
the number of people they were reaching.
However without the money and without
the facilities, they were still going

Aitdience:
va.

rr-

st

ng.

So I.01.i471( that it's both ways.

ink that there are some programs that
I
want and need the facilities. There are
also, unfortunately, a number of schools
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where the administration says they
won't help;with money and/or the
program unless you bring in the money
and facilities.
There are other
schools that are saying they don't care
if they're eaciany the people. It
just all depends on the particular
situation.

.--"

WHAT YOU MIGHT CALI.
WHITE-COLLAR-BLUE-COLLAR JOBS

THE JOB CONTENT
OF MANY OCCUPATIONS
IS.CHANGING

Money helps, but it's not the whole stork.
What,
does this mean for vocational-education?
Obviously it means a lot of things. For one
thing, much of the success of vocational education
will depend on how it relates to the drive to
build up industry and to reindustrialize. Many
old jobs will become less important; there will
be new jobs 'that become more important. .A great
many of the semi-skilled-operator jobs in
industry, the assembler kind of job, will disappear
But at the same time
or come near to disappearing.
the new technology will create a whole series of,
other jobs, technical jobs in maintaining, operating,
and repairing this new technology. And these jobs
often will be what you might call -white-collarblue-collar jobs. The people in them are either
monitoring equipment, or they are repairing it
ow they're checking it, or what haVe you. And
this is very important as witnessed by the near
tragedy at Three Mile Island several years ago.
Part of the problem there was due to inadequate
monitoring of the computer controls at that
installation and inadequate training of the.
people ho were supposed to be doing the controlling.

Now we've heard a great deal in vocational education
I find it a
about new and emerging occupations.
very elusive subject; it's hard to catch a new or
an emerging occupation. But, I think what is
happehing with industrialization is that the job
content-of m4ny occupations is changing, and
that's true Loth-of those in factories and in
offices. The machinist must acquire familiarity
with numerical machines tools if he or she wants
to be with'it\-in the next decade% The old,fasIlioned:
typist become a word processor. Theautomobile'
mechanic's job now breaks down 'to any of six
specialties from repairing the air conditioning,
to fixing the body, or to working the computer
that diagnos0 the machine. Data processing is
becoming more specialized and simpler in some
fields. ,So were getting changing job content
throughout the line.
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But this leaves ppen what is reAlly the subject
What about the sex, equity' .
of your conference.
issue related to industrialization and related
tO these changes? ,Is there any thing to report;
and if so, what is it? -As.Johnny Carson says,
there's good news, and there's bad news. And.
the good news is that these changes, whether
it's reindustrialization or*the regional

changes, are creating new jobs where there
badn't been jobs and people with claims on jobs
And what ha;.oftep blocked_women from
before.
moving in is that there have already been people
with a vested interest in the job, :If, a woman
wants to become a carpenter, she's got-to get
*into-lhe carpente 's union. If she wants'to be,
let's say, an elec rjdian; she's got to go-through
e very Tong and inten-#.....0\
an apprenticeship t
ese jobs, and they
Now people-already ho
sive.
often don't encourage newcomers.
.

If your look at the areas of gragp, either because
of new jobs or simply in growing regions, there
are shortages;',a d there are-fewer people who
This makes these new areas
have claims o
think
you-will find-that this
easier for en

has-been histtally true fot minoritjes, or for
women, or for groups sUffering from discrimination.
They have benefitted whenl-there has been growth,
They have.had a-very hard .
and new development.
time. when they've been dealing' with what Tekght be
-

That's a game where one
Where,
person's .gain is somebody else's loss.
there's a fixed number bf good job's and if women
get more of them, then men, or Blacks, o'r what
have you will have less. Growth,and.development
and reindustrialization get us. away from this,

called azero sum game.

zeraum game.
Let's look at the other sig.of the picture.
we look-at the records of the past ten years,

If

the

changes in the statuof women in the labor market'

,
THE IABIJK CHANGES
,have-been.there. But the changes haVe,been.
HAVE BEEN PRIMARILY -IMPORTANT
limited and primarily important at the extremes.
AT THE EXTREMES
If you are a woman with an M.B.A. right now;-you

can probably go into any of the country's major
banks, and they'll probably be offering.you a
good, job before you can walk out. :That's one end
Then at the other. end are
for the college educated.
Private household work has
the least skilled jobs,
practically disappeared in many parts of the country;
'or it's become very expensive. But in between,
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the bulk of the jobs are held by women who are
What is impressive is the
not college graduates.
stability of the representatfon of women in these
My numbers are a/little old here. In the
Jobs.
we did a study for the Office of
Education which included looking at
representation of the jobi for which vocational
-education was -an important preparation,
One of the togs we noticed was that in our
base year, 1969, about i7percent of all
And then/we got more resecretaries were women.
cent data for 1977. What propaftion of the
secretaries were women then?"
Audience:

THE PROGRESS HAS BEEN SIW,
EVEN GLACIAL

.

-

98 percent.

Ninety -eight percent of the secretaries were
In
women then. So there is the big challenge.
this mid-range of jobs; which are most of the jobs
your graduates will hold, the' progress has been
A lot of things
slow and in many cases glacial.
have got to happen before we get many more
changes.

There's a debate going on in my
Audience:
state with business and office
supervisors and teachers. In businSss
magazines, the predictions for the futures
are that lJeowitl reinthatrialize
clerical work and put 25 thousand dollars
worth of machinery and technology behind
They predict that
each secretary.
secretaries' wages and work will go up
that there will be a very glowing future.
And on the other side of the argument
are women's magazines and other people
-who are saying that high technology is
goipg to force women into very Low entryThey day these jobs will
level jobs.
afe-becayse of all the radiabe very
her stuff from the machines,
tion and
Cher- will be no chance for mobility.
a
rd painting a very gloomy picture.
So t
And all of that argument is going on in
the.face bf women continuing to like

clericalork and going into it in great
I'm wondering if you woad like
numbers.
to try and help me clarify those two
seemingly very good arguments bout what's
Do you
rk.
going t happen to clerical
have an

opiniong?

Stare; the
I have no answers; I have opinions.
It will take
word processor will take over.

THE WORD PROCESSOR
WILL TAKE dVER.

a01
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over`in big companies; it's a,lot more efficient.
And offices will be automated. The typ is who
remain will be more highly skilled people. They'll
be paid higher salaries and benefits. But here
will be fewer of them. In other words, yo 're
usin§ word processors; and each word proce sor
takes the job that formerly might have r uired
two'or three typists. And I don't know by the
maChine4vould give off any more radia on than
any other electrical apparatus.
Audience: What's going to happen to those
few who are the secretaries that are
displaced?

Some will go to college and move out of this field;_
they'll go back to school and get into other
Some will become machine repairers,
areas.
technicians. Others will get into these rapidly

growing services areas -- workinror tourist
agencies or helping in Making movies. And
others will get training as medical technicians
or data processors.
Audience: Why not trained as doctors? I know'
that we've talked about secretaries
being trained as medical technicians;
and I said, "why not doctors?"
Doctors?

Better yet, better yet.

And by the way

--H
Au looked at
women are doing very well.ave

MOST JOBS IN THIS SERVICE
SOCIETY ARE NQT INDUSTRIAL
JOBS

things like women in medical school, or law school?
There, barriers have really been broken. But,
look at the number of women in offices. I think
that is one of the dangers of much of this talk
I think it does hit on
of reindustrialization.
Rut it also overlooks
'some very real problems.
the fact that we are still very much a po-st-4,
industrial service sodety and that most jobs in
this society are not industrial jobs; and they
won't be in 1990.

The most rapidly growing single group of jobs is
clerical jobs. And the next most rapUbgrowing
ne of
jobs are professional and technical.
the easy outs will be for the present patterns to
continue repeating themselves. There will be
shortages of good secretaries in 1990, I am sure,
And this will offer the
just as badly as today.
temptation, bothto schools and to,students, to

TO ENCOURAGE MORE PEOPLE
TO TAKE RISKS

ontinue in well-beaten paths rather than to take
And it seems to me that one
risks with new ones.
of the functions of the vocational educatiob system
is to encourage more people to take more risks.'
And on that cheery note, I will leave you.

Fact Sheet

SOME TRENDS FOR THE 1980s
REINDUSTRIALIZATION:
by Leonard Lecht
Conference Proceedings, April 1981

Estimates for the 1980s indicate that women will constitute 2/3 of the,increase in
the labor force.
In 1949 about 50% of men 65 or older were either working or looking for work.
If this trend continues, by the early 1990s we could have 6
Today about 20% are.
or 7 million more old persons who would be eligible for pensions. However, problems with inflation, social security, and pensions are likely to reverse this
trend.

In 1969 we spent $50 billion more for national defense than for programs related
to old people. By 1979 we were spending 50 billion more on old people than on
defense:

At 10% inf
dollars t

tion. in.tive years a $1,000 monthly pension declines in value in 1980
20; after 15 years it drops to $240.

Nv

The Age Discrimination Act was amended to outlaw mandatory retirement before age
Although this legislation has not had much statistical effect
70 for most people.
nt policy encouraging older persons to continue'
gover
it symbolizes a shift
working rather than t retire.
,

.

v.

Regardingregional shifts, the \person who migratts'Iran the northern and midwest-'
ern manufacturing centers to t e sunbelt and Pacific regions has a median age of,
at least a high school graduate.
23 and

SoillestatessuchasSouthCarolimaProvideatax abateme-nt. for dhwing a new manufacturer and efer to train the required number of employees24n their vocational
education programs.

4

Many less, skirled jobs in manufacturing simply disappear in the us, and move to
export platforms in developing nations unless the strong unions and fringe benefits
are subsidized tKrough tariffs on imports.

Use.of complex technology will increase productivity and compensatbr high-cost
High techii ology and employee involvement will restore quality soptrol.
labor.
industry focuses on short-tkm gains and is considerably less
skilled at making goods 6h tying the making of money to making goods.

,Much otf the America

0

Where there is a fixed number of jobs so that one person's gain is another's loss,
there is a zero sum gain situation. Historically, minorities, women and others
who suffer discrimination have made most gains when the economy has been growing
rapidly.

The representation of women in vocational fields requiring less that, a college
In 1969 97% of all secretaries were women; in 1977,
education has been stable.
98% were..

The most rapidly growing single occupational field is clerical work; clerical work
is followed 'by professional and technical jobs, in that order.
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The Planning Perspective
for Vocational Equity:

CRITICAL ISSUES FOR

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

MARIE MAYOR

Special Advisor for Sex Equity Issues
U.S. Department of Education

This morning I would like to address the
ft
planning process and vocational sex equity.
is crucial, particularly for vocational
personnel who have been on-the job a short
amount of time, to link advocacy groups with
LINK ADV.6CACY GROUPS
'educational
groups in an effort to build
WITH EDUCATIONAL GROUPS
A.formal part of-the planning
coalitions.
process should demonstrate how working together
can obtain the results,needed.to strengthen
Americab education.'' suggest that the newer
sex equity coordinators talk to people who have
been in the coordinator's position for several
OBTAIN IDEAS THAT HAVE WORKED years to obtain ideas that have worked for
experienced coordinators. Coordinators began .
meeting together in October 1978 in Coolfont,
West Virginia.. One of the strengths of
vocational sex equity effol-ts is the work that
is presently underway to develop coalitions
and increase networking to improve vocational
educatially(These activities are tools to
dividual'sex equity plans meet local
ensure
and State needs.
Before we get into the specific tools that make
our plans work, we should identify.planning
models that have worked in the past, Some
state agencies follow management by objective
For example; the State of Maryland
formats.
uses "Agency Performance Plans" to detail work
Identify the planning
plans and activities,.
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format that is most likely to be' used in your
state and begin working objectives for sex
Coordinators in many,
equity into the format.
states assist in the development of vocational
Thetpanel discussion to follow
state plans.
these introductory remarks will address
specific techniques that have worked at the
I hope that this
state and local level.
morning's presgntation will provide practical
information that can he easily applied,in your
own state.

EACH OF US
HAS A DIFFERENT
MANAGEMENT STYLE

It's important to identify a model that works
best for you.. Each of us has a different
management style. Some of us are able to meet
frequently on a one-to-one basis with local
vocational directors or the occupational deans
of community colleges. This personal interaction
appears to enhance greatly the success of
vocational equity plans and their implementation.
However, in states with a large numbey, of local
educational agencies such interaction may not
I use this example to point out
be feasible.
the importance of discussing with other sex
equity coordinators those planning processes
that have pro* to work well over the years.

*I

Within the planning model that is identified,
select issues and strategies that can be brought
, to any planning situation. For example, I want
to build on a planning design used by Amanda Smith,
Identify
an education and management consultant
all. opportunities, that we have in a plann g
situation to enter sex equity as an issue nto
Recognize the
individual 'vocational issues.
opportunities
that
we
have
to
build
trust between
OPPORTUNITIES TO BUILD
expand
opportunities
for
men and women and to
TR_UST BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN
s,
members of both sexes in our. programs.
The ultimate goal in the planning process for
vocational sex eqOty -- and I think.we need to
say this loud and clear so that community leaders
and educators can hear us -- is to improve the
quality of vocational education programs. Building trust between state directors 'and sex equity
coordinators,,we can achieve this common goal.
Together we can address some of the critical
national issues before vocational education today.
For example, identify strategies that integrate
sex equity into the vocational education
administration at the, state level. We can serve
the local agencies by identifying incegtives for
each local agency to be considered when planning.
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Again, I want to stress my support for,
coalition building.
I believe it is a vital
tool in helping local agencies identify
incentives that work.

THE BEST SEX EQUITY NETWORK
IN THE COUNTRY

-In October 1978 OVAE (Office of Vocational and
Adult Education) personnel identified sex equity
coordinators as offering leadership in the
forefront of change in vocational education.
The National Advisory Councill-on Women's Educational Programs and the National Advisory Council
on Vocational.Education held a joint forum on
March 25 of this year to review their report on
sex equity in Vocational education. At that
hearing several members of those two councils
identified the sett equity coordinator linkage
in 'vocational education as the best sex equity
network in the country. If that is true, we are
going to have to work even harder-and practice
even more perseverance to promote sex equity
both in vocational education and other educational'programs.

Qf value in the planning process is the documentation of the state of the art. We should
identify what has worked to promote sex equity
0
in vocational education and identify those
activities yet to be implemented or evaluated.
The business perspective, the changes in enrollment of female and male studgnts,, the number of
vocational administrators who are women (as
New York State's efforts by Carol Jabonaski and
Mary Ann Etu) need to be brought to the awareness of all vocational personnel.
A needs assessment'should become a part of the
planning process. Two resources for the development of an adequate needs assessment are Institutfnal Analysis: A Basis for Curriculum
Development and Evaluation and.Employer Needs
Assessment in Broward County, Florida.
Both
publications are available from the ERIC
Clearinghouse (ERIC Documents ED 167227 and
ED 184652 respectively).

WE MUST LOOK
ATTHE CRITICAL ISSUES

The primary thrust of any planning process must
look at the critical issues before vocVtional
I would like to diseducation in this,decade.
cuss eight national issues that will have. impact
on vocational education and our efforts to promote
sex equity in the 80's.
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Japanese business initiative. Successful
Japanese business managers insist they are
using American management theories. They bring
ta the attention of American business leaders how
the Japanese are applying these theories in a
democratic manner. Their description of the
applied theories illustrates a concern for
employee needs and includes a management style
ELEMENTS OF POSITIVE

"MALE" AND "FEMALE"
ATTRIBUTES

with elements of positive "male" and "fem41R''
attributes rather than the more "macho" image
okthe American manager. What role do we have
in planning a vocational program,that emphasizes
the acquisition of these management skills?
Dependency on foreign imports, particularly oil
Most vocational
imports from the Middle East.
educators readily see our role in seeking new
energy sources or limiting Iheuse of oil. I'd
like to propose that vocational equity personnel
usp as background in the planning process the
relationship, if any, between America's dependence
on foreign imports from nations that suppress
women's rights and America's. progress in promoting
equal rights at home and abroad.

TRENDS TOWARD THE
"FEMINIZATION OF POVERTY"

EncouragWomen workers and emedging occupations.
ing workers and potential workers, particularly
disadvantaged women who receive public assistance,
to enter new and emerging occupations can be a
major thrust of vocational education in the '80s.
Will women, especially those who have limited
employable skills, fit into an American labor
fOrce that requires highly developedtechnical
abilities? How can we use the planning process
to better meet the needs of disadvantaged women
and men? If this issue is not addressed, will
We see even stronger trends toward the
"feminization of fooverty'l"
Productivity. When people work together, how do
stereotypes about "women's work" and "men's work"
impact, the worksite? .How can we plan to help
workers realize that one's gender is inherent,
that it is not earned? How can we help people
expand their self awareness rather than define

'

themselves in terms oftheir occupations?
Military readiness. To expand the issue of
productivity, how do sex stereotypes affect the
working relationships and job productivity in
the military? Women are entering the armed
services in large numbers. What are the components
of a plan to address their needs tp enhance U.S.
military capabilities?
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Fear of change, backlash, and repression *of
equal rights. How do we use the planning
process to anticipate that changing behaviors
of women and men will be difficult for many
persons to accept? We are living in a transitional.time; how do we plan for the obstacles
to accepting .new behaviors for wohugg and men in
the Mille and on the worksite? We are moving;
but, sometimes, a lot of our energy doesn't
seem to be directed toward forward.movement.
It may seem we are staying in the sage place
and maintaining the status quo; I think this
perception needs to be anticipated and built
into any equity plan.
In s..,
addition to repression of equal lights we
are dealing with groups attempting to censor
The
textbooks and limit educational authority.

41.

-FEAR THAT THE,AMERICAN FAMILY
IS BEING UNDERMINED

American Library Association, in particular, and
.school' librarians are working to ensure that
students get full information in their libraries.
ny.of you are from states
I don't know how
where this is a cr tical issue, but there are
about 12 states whe e lo al and state proposed
ordirfances or bills add ss which types of books
example, one of the
Fo
can be in libraries
issues is the portr yal of the traditional nuclear
family in contegp ai'y books. Some groups want
all families deS ribed with the full-time male
breadwinner, fu T-time,female homemaker, and two
or three children in the home. We know that
type of family is only seven percent of all the
families in the United States. Become aware of
Anticipate by early
this and similar issues.
planning to work with these groups when they
approach vocational education. Bring to their
`attention that full disclosure of information
We are
is being provided to all students.
portraying 'd real world that includes the
traditional family anortlie non-traditional family.
The repression of equal
Family stability.
partiallesult
of a consuming fear
i
S
rights
that the American family is being undermined.
This fear brings up the seventh issue being
How
addressed--the issue of family stability.
can we best plan to improve family stability
through vocational education? Many sexequity
coordinators address this issue by helping, all
vocational educators (not only home economics
teachers) recognize the equal value of work inside and outside the home. Vocational students
are beComing better skilled for jobs inside and
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Families will have new
outside the home.
opportunities to share in homemaking and wage
earning experiences, which should help Alen,
and women see opportunities forvartnershiA
in family tasks.
The federal role in education. The eighth issue
is the definition of the role of the federal
Is it to pride funds
governbent in education.
to underserved populations? .Or should funds
serve more of the "regular" students? Whatever
the definition is, it's clear that the role is
changing. We have to anticipate the changes in
the federal role and plan how those changes will
have impact on ourwork and the planning that will
It appears that
be done at the state level.
most of the important decision making will take
Again, coalition
place at the state level.
building at the state level.with the governor,
the state superintendent, the state director,
the sex equity coordinator, and advocacy groups
will have a vital effect on how the money is
spent within a block grant arrangement.

ANTICIPATE THE CHANGES
IN THE FEDERAL ROLE

I brought copies of the Maryiand Vocational
Equity Management Plan to share with yo.0 today.
I suggest that each of the eight previous issues
be'addressed in the context of our responsibilities
to students at three critical intervals: a) What
are those things that we need to plan for before
the'student is admitted -- the recruitment, the
counseling, the criteria for enrollment? b) What
needs to be done while the student is in the program? and c) What is our responsibility for
placement and followup after the student completes
or leaves the program? If we can look at vocational education in those three perspectives
together with the eight critical issues, it may
be easier to plan for the role of the counselor,
the instructor, the administrator, the sex equity
coordinator, and the placement officer.
say a few words about the State
I would like
It
Plan'CoUncI and the State Advisory Council.
is important to prOvide up-to-date vocational
PROVIDE UP-TO-DATE INFORMATION
equity information for these groups to use as
,
FOR THESE GROUPS TO USE
they plan and evaluate the success of our programs.
Both Councils have opportunities to promote sex
The groups can become planning assistants
equity.
for sex equity if they have adeqbate resources on
which to base their decisions. The issue of
sex equity provides a medium in which to workwith the Councils to promote trust between groUps
r,
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that may not have been working effectively or
*n a close relationship with us in the past. An
example of the information that you may like
to share is two handbooks being developed by
an OVAE contractor to help establish programs
for women who are considering non-traditional
occupations.
I would like to close with a few comments about
the socio-politidal milieu in which we are
I hope that, although I have identified
working.
some of the planning problems, we con stay
together and persevere. For those who haven't
worked with me before, my,gaid employment in the
late sixties and seventierTias in the civil
rights movement to help desegregate a large
I find it helpful
school district in Maryland.
to remember some.ofhe letters that Martin
Luther King wrote from a Birmingham jail.
He
wrote that although a situation may not look
RECOGNIZE AMERICA'S DESTINY
favorable for civil rights now, recognize America's
TOWARD FREEDOM
If-our efforts to
----destiny toward freedom.
promote equal rights and respect for men and women
and minorities seem hopeless, we may be standing
When this decade is remembered, it
too close.
will be put in perspective much like the
presentation we heard yesterday by Mary Rothschild.
Change occurs painfully slowly. We need to
recall the movements over-the past two or three
hundred years.
I am impatient; but, I am trying
to put into perspective how very new we are in
trying to address a very old problem in our
.

society.

LEADERS IN OUR ATTEMPTS
TO MEET THE NEEDS

OF WOMEN AND MEN

What will we be doing ten years from now? How
'can we work together to promote equity across
the world? We are seen here and outside the
United States as leaders in our attempts to meet
I hope we
the needs of women and men equally.
can be tolerant of the new people with whom we
I hope we will develop ties
will be working.
with the Senate Labor and'Human Resources
Committee, the Committee that will be reauthorizing the vocational amendments. It's'important
to respect the views of the people who do not
agree with our work. Their presence provides
an opportunity to prOmote our work--to promote
trust and remain tolerant in a situation none of
,
us anticipated one year ago.
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Fact Sheet
VOCATIONAL EQUITY: THE PLANNING PERSPECTIVE
by Marie Mayor
April 1`981
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Of menSex equity in vocational education is strengthened by the development
for sex
tions and the increase of networking. In an effort to build coalitions
with
coordinators
should
link
advocacy
groups
equity in vocational education,
,educational groups.
from
er sex equity coordinators can'obtain ideas for successful strategies
experienced coordinators.
plans)
It is important to identify a model (for developing vocational state
that works best for your situation.

`A needs assessment should be part of the planning process. Two resources are:
and Evaluation
Institutional Analysis: A Basis for Curriculum Development
Assessment
in
Broward
County,
Florida
(ERIC 167 227);,and Employer Needs
(ERIC 184 652).
and efforts
Eight national issues that will have impact on vocational education
to promote sex equity in the '80's:

American
Japanese business initiative: The Japanese have applied
that
includes
elements
management theories in a democratic manner
of,positive male and female attributes.
the
Depgndency on foreign imports, particularly otl imports from
equal
rights
at
home
Middle East: America's progress in promoting
from.nations
and abroad could be limited by a dependence on imports
that suppress women's rights.

Women workers and emerging occupations: There is a neRd to fit women
into emerging occupationS in order to avoid trends toward the
feminf2ation of poverty.
productivity rather
Productixity: We need to help workers focus on
than on male/female work stereotypes.
Military readiness: Role stereotypes must be overcome if women are
to the enhancement of U.,S. military capato. contribute maximally
bilities.
Advance
Fear of change, backlash, and repression of equal rights:
planning can enable policy makers to overcome reactionary responses
of school
such as restrictive ordinances that control the selection
library books.

family stability
Family stability: Vocational education can support
opportunities
for
partnership
in family
by helping men and women see
outside the home.
equal
value
of
work
inside
and
tasks and recognize the
in
The federal role in education: We have to plan for the changes
.
the federal role and become active in.the important decisions that
will now take place at the state level.
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The Evaluation Perspectiv4I'
for Vocational Equity:

DEVELOPMENT OF CRITERIA
FOR SEX EQUITY PROGRAMS
7.-111:14

J
MATILDA BUTLER, Ph.D.

Chair, Educational Communication
Department, Far West Laboratory

Criteria for evaluating educational programs
are not universal; their substance and rigor
differ in relation to:

The history of a subject area and
its "maturity";
2.

The specificity of a program's
objectives;
-

CRITERIA CANNOT BE
ADOPTED DIRECTLY

3.

The quantifiable program events
that relate to objectives;

4.

The cooperation of program di rectors
in providing documentation concerning
program process;

5.

The cooperation of program participants in providing data concerning
program effects;

6.

The resources and time available for
evaluation.

Criteria for evaluating exemplary sex-failprograms cannot be
vocational educati
adopted directly rom the criteria used by.
compensatory ed cation programs, bilingual
education programs, or even older /ocational
education programs. Nor can one set of

/II
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criteria be applied with.equal rigor to sexfair programs ranging from, for examplg, classroom instruction and inservice ty.a4efig to
guidance and community education.

Yet the'recurring need to collect data on.the
process and effects of programs requires that
' sets of evaluation criteria be drafted. The
September 1980 issue of VocEd is devoted to
th'e difficulty of the task. The lead article
by Robert Darcy of the National Center for
Research on Vocational Education discusses the
difficulty of reaching consensus about outcome
criteria. Other articles are concerned with
longitudin41 studies, economic effects of
vocational education, non-economic effects of
vocational eacation, research of consumer
and homemaking edUcation effectiveness, etc.
One of the,most rigorous effortsto develop
evaluation criteria resulted in Tallmadge's
(1977) Ideabook that was developed for the
federal Joint Dissemination Review Panel_ (JDRP).
The six criteria are:
'

DIFFICULTY IN REACHING
CONSENSUS ABOUT
OUTCOME CRITERIA

1.

Did a change occur?

2.

Was the effect consistent enough and
observed often enough to be statistically significant?

3.

Was the effect edvationally
significant?

4.

Can the intervention be implemented
in another location with a reasorble
expectation of comparable)effect

t

How likely is it that the observed
effects resulted from the intervention?

5.,

Is the pre§ented evidence believable
land inteeloeetable?

6

WHETHER A STATISTICALLY
SIGNIFICANT CHANGE OCCURRED

Thege-afiteri,a reflect the background from which
they were written -- namely,. Tallmadges work in
developing models for Title I evaluation. Although the problems of Title I evaluation are
far from solved the question of whether a
° statistically significant change occurred is .
more readily aglied to Title I reading and

mathematics thaPte sex-fairvpcational education.
However these same six questions can also be
explicated in terms of sex-fair vocational education.,

.

\
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1.

Did a'chan e occur?

0

In JDRP usage, this criterion relates
primarily to students' cognitive gains:
However, inthe evaluation of sei-fair voca4,
tional programs, there is need to measure three4r
distinct type* of change, only one of which
encompasses students' cognitive gains.
,

.

vocational -6 &kat i on
0

programismay be predicated upon structural changes
at the district level or building leyel., Examples -

of structural changes include the employment of
more or different personnel in vocational educa-cr
.tion instruction 'or guidance, establishment of

STRUCTUArCHANGES.
ARE READILYDOCUMENTED

new instructiorial programs requiring new or
° altered facilities, arrangements with community
/employers for cooperativeprograMs, etc.
Structural changes are readily docume
with
respect to location, extent duration arrd
resource allodations.

Second, a sex-fair vocation
program may be predicated upon
Examples of process changes incl

ducation
s changes.

reassignme4.

or new dud" for already empld

rsonnel,
new consent in iohstruction or guidance programs,
recruitment of femalpikinfb previouslymale-

emphasis coumes and liceversa, changes in
intervice_traihing for telchers_And coAnselors.
efforts to-increase community, awareness of

vocaAjonal *cation options for both sexes,
Procets changes are not as readily documented as struetural changes-, but program
records combined with obserliation can verify
that process changes ilave taken place.
etc.

4 Third, a sex-fair vocational educattion
program usually has outcome changes asmits
"bottom line."' Outcome changes dre not exclusively
cognitive or affective; for example, chapges in
participation-rates of females and males may be
important indicators in the early stages of a
iffogram before valid cognitive or affective data
can be colleC.ted.
Nor are-students the only
target group for assessing outcome changes.
Teachers, counselors, administrators, parents,
TEACHERS, COUNSELORS,
employers, .and others in the community may be
ADMINISTRATORS,_
PARENTS, EMPLOYERS, AND OTHERS ,target groups for assessing"outcome cfianget in
the case of inservice training, community workshops,

etoit
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A.

MODELS THAT ARE INTENDED
TO SUBSTANTIATE CHANGE

Thus the evaluation of.sex-fair vocational
education programs stretches the concept of
change beyond its usual JDRP usage. The
measurement models that/are intended to substantiate change in JDRP submissions and Title I
achievement reports are only part of the array'
of models that should be applied to the measurement of structural, process, and outcome change
in cpecifyig_evaluation criteria and corollary
measures for this project.
2.

h

LACK BOTH NATIONAL NORMS
AND CONTROL GROUPS

Was the effect consistent enough and
observed often enough to be statistically
significant?

Again, "effect" in this criterion refers .
implicitly to students' cognitive gains. The
criterion of statistical significance is moot
with respect td well-documented structural or
process changes .either such changes have
taken place or they haven't. Whereas the
inference of outcome change is probabilistic
with respect to samples from the target group
and samples of test items, the inference of.
structural or process change is deterministic
except for errors in record-keepimi or observation that call for a multiple-indicator approach
and convergent validation rather than statistical
significance testing.
Ninety percent of the projects even in the
Well-developed area of Title I evaluation
substantiate the inference of outcome change
with reference to national norms rather than
control groups. Thejojority of sex-fain ygbational education programs lack both national
norms and control groups. They also lack
distinct cutting points for student/assignment
to treatment condittons on the basis of need or
previous achievement; without distinct cutting A
points, not even regression discontinuity analysis
is possible.
5

s

Thus the criterion of statistical significance is moot with respect to structural or
process changes in sex-fair vocational education
programs, and it raises many validity threats
with respect to outcome changes. Overly rigorous
application of this criterion would leave most
programs in the category of "effects unproved."

However, measurement problems cannot be left
as an impas§e in the evaluation of sex-fair vocational education' prograil. There is need to
50

specify criteria of significance that can be
approached via convergent validation.
,3.

Was the effect educationally significant?

The educational significance of a reading
or mathematics program is determined in Title I
persistence of
evaluation by the extent a
I _mai-curve-equivalent_
changes_in_the_studee
aid to
en has finall
scores (Title I eval
rest the invalid comparison of-grade-equ'Valent
What is a comparable indicator
scores)
WHAT IS A COMPARABLE INDICATOR
significance
in sex-fair vocational education .
OF SIGNIFICANCE?
programs? Actually, there are several such
indicators, and they provide a basis for optimism in using this criterion. An interhipted
time-series design can be used with school records
to index changes in the participation rates,
attrition rates, and achievement scores of girls
in previously male-emphasis vocational education
courses and drboys in previously femaleemphasis'
Counseling and placement records can
courses.
also be analyzed via an interrupted time series
.

design.

In'the case of basic-skills programs (e.g

THE DEGREE TO WHICH
SEX-EQUITY OBJECTIVES
ARE BEING ATTAINED

almost all Title I projects andesawlarge percentage of all JDRP-approved programs), "educational
significance" is defined as better than'average
`'
progress through the basic-skills curriculum.
In the case of sex-fair Vocational education'
programs, educational significance is defined as
the degree to which sex-equity objectives are
being attained. That is, there is little
"evaluation credit" for the number of.students
participatingrin a. Title I basic skills course
since they are obliged to participate in some
basic-skills instruction anyway; but the increasinb number of girls participating in
previously male - emphasis vocational education
courses and boys participating in previously
female-emphasis courses does partly confirm the
educational significance of a sex-fair vocational
education program. -The fundamental sex-equity
criterion that.girls.can and do avail themselves
of the same educational opportunities as boys(and vice versa) is actually easier to confirm
from available data thari-the basic-skills
criterion of better-than-average progress.
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4.

Can t e interventiqq. be implemented in
location wiTh a reasonable
ano
expectation of comparable impact?

This is, of course, a central policy
criterion,for evaluating educational programs.
Some programs are so contextualized in local
situations and local resources that they cannot
Such programs are
be replicated elsewhere.
17ite-r-eStifig---Ca-S-es-,--b-uttivey naive-no-national

significance.

NO FORMAL MEASURES OF
PROGRAM "EXPORTABILITY"

/

The present state of the art in educational
evaluation provides no formal measures of
program "exportability." Instead, informed
judgment is brought to bear on indicators 'of
program casts, facility requirements, personnel
If
requirementS, administrative support, etc.
these indicators are within a normal range.for
comparable programs nationwide, then it is
concluded that the program is probably exportAdditional factors of perceived cost/
able,
benefit, communicability, trialability, etc.,
affect the actual rate of program diffuSion.
`There should be only average difficulty in
determining whether sex-fair vocational educaBoth because of
tion programs are exportable.
its policy significance and because of its
feaSibility, this criterion is a -gOod candidate
for use, with'sex-fair vocational education
programs.

Now likely is it that the observed
effects resulted from the intervention?

5.

IT IS A DIFFICULT
MEASUREMENT PROBLEM

In the case of a basic-skills,program,'the
cause-and-effect.inference is met with a
reasonable skepticism. Most children will gain
in basic skills from September to June whether
they participate in a special program or not.
Other classes, parents, friends, and even teleIt is a
vision teach basic skills every day.
difficult measurement problem to disentangle
these effects from'the effects of the special
program.

'

'

On ,the other hghd, the number of gierls and
women rec iving various types of vocational
well-documented in school records,
instruc
just as the, number of women applying for and
receiving 'employment in various fields can be
If an interrupted time series
ascertained.
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design shows that any of these indicators
changed significantly in a particular community
at the predicted point in the time frame of a
sex-fair vocational education program, then
any remaining skepticism concerning the
effects of the program can be allayed by finding
out corollary facts about program participants
and their subsequent activities.

0,

Tether words, alth-ough-a-trueeverimental

-2)

design would permit a stronger inference
concerning program effects, it is possible to
remove most doubt from the,infer;ence that a
particular sex-fair vocational_education program
has affected the sub'sequent educational and
occupational decisions of its female participants.
The strongest non-experimental inference is
possible when the program "opens a door" or
"clears a barrier" for female and male students
so that they can plan to enter an-occupation
that was largely closed to them in the past.
4

Is the presented evidence believable

6.

and interpretable?

A CRITERION FOR EVALUATING
THE EVALUATION ITSELF

It is important to note that this criterion
relates only tangentially to the program being
It is a criterion for evaluating the
evaluated.
evaluation itself. A good program can have its
strengths obscured by a bad evaluation, even if
the converse is not true. Both the conduct of
the evaluation and the mode of reporting its
findings need to.be credible and clear to readers/
listeners with average interest and background
knowledge.

Ironically, we can thank the past cases of
unbelievable and uninterpretable evaluation for
much of our present practice since the past
cases focused attention on what was wrong with
evaluation itself and led to important improvements in procedure and reporting,.
a

EVALUATION IS ADMITTEDLY
AN IMPERFECT SCIENCE

The "invisible college" of educational
evalOators in education agencies, universities,
regional laboratories, research firms, etc.,
currently disagree about many issues (e.g.,
goal-free evaluation, latent-trait measures),
but they have converged over time in the essential
features of procedure and repprting. Although
evaluation is admittedly an imperfect science,
the criteria of credibility and clarity are being
met with increasing success over time.
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As we have worked on the criteria to be used
for the catalog of exemplary sex-fair vocational
education programs, we have made a distinction
between evaluation criteria and documentation
points. The latter are non-evaluative facts
about each of the identified programs. All
programs can be well documented, but not all
programs can be well evaluated at this stage in
their development.

Documentation and evaluation are interrelated
Documentation is guided by a
activities.
perspective of what is worth knowing about the
program. The perspective of what is worth
knowing derives partly from evaluation criteria.
Evaluation, in turn, derives some credibility
from program documentation, even though such
documentation is distinct from evaluation data.

WHAT IS WORTH KNOWING
ABOUT THE PROGRAM

The compilation of exemplary sex-fair vocational
education programs that we haveprepared ineludes
information pertinent to both documentation and
However, the program descriptions do
evaluation.
not represent an evaluation of the programs.
Even within the context of JDRP, programs that
have been nominated are reviewed for social
fairness and accuracy of the evidence supporting
claims of effectiveness by the funding source.
Once they pass that review, the program prepares
a 10-page summary that presents evidence of each
of the six evaluation criteria in the Ideabook.
In other words, the outsider does not evaluate
the program. Rather, program staff who want to
go through JDRP review, prepare documentatioft
that is based on their own evaluation studies done
as an integral part of the project. To arbitrarily
apply JDRP or JDRP-related criteHa tt programs that were never designed to meet these standards
seems unfair, at best, and seems ,to doom these
.

4

PROGRAMS THAT WERE NEVER
DESIGNED TO MEET THESE

STANDARDS

projects to failure, at wof'st.

-

Consequently, we have gathered primarily documentation points so that the program can be well
described and others will know if it is the
At
type of program that might be useful to them.
have
included
two places in the descriptions we
evidence that will reflect on two of the six JDRP
evaluation criteria -- in the discussion of program
outcomes and discussion of potential for replica-*
tion.
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VITAL AT A TIME
WHEN ACCOUNTABILITY
IS REQUIRED

1..

We continue to believe that evaluation is
critical to the future of the promotion of sex
It is vital
t equity in vocational education.
in a time when accountability is a word:on the
,tips of many tongues. We propose that information concerning JDRP criteria be introduced by
you--state directors of vocational education and
sex equity vocational education coordinators- at the funding end rather than at thei:receiving
end--project directors--especially when most
programs that we visited were in the final
stages or have already concluded. Realistically,
it is better to get you to "encourage" or
"require" programs to produce evaluation data
than it is for a site visit team, after-the-fact,
to apply the criteria.
Following are a set of categories that we
documented during the site visits. The settings,
history, description, funding, and program
'future eategoriesvqrganize the docurentation
points.
The outcomes section and replication
category address formal evaluation criteria.
Site Visit Documentation Categories
1.

TO REPLICATE
ONE NEEDS A SENSE OF
THE PROGRAM'S SETTING

Setting

This includes information on the community where
the program is located including population data,
employment data, ethnicity data, and facilities
The intention is to set the
used by the program.
stage rather than'to divert attention away from
Others who may decide to replicate
the progtlam.
the program need a sense of the setting in which
the original program was developed. The data
were partially impressionistic, but when demo,
graphic facts were available, they were utilized.
2.

Program History'

Why the program was started, how it got started,
who was responsible, etc.
3.

Program Description

A complete description of the program is important
if others are to consider using the program.
Specific points included are,:
Objectives:
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.stated objectives of the program.

Educational Level: There are three
possibilitiep--pre-vocational (up to 8th grade),
secondary, and post-secondary. The response
here is dependent on the content of the program
and not the audience.
If other than
Unique Target Audience(s):
regular secondary or post-'secondary students are
----involved, we- document-this (e.4":, disabled,
minorities, adolescent mothers)

There.is documentation
Occupational Area:
of specific occupational areas covered by the
Programs that are general in nature do
program.
not provide information on this item.
Information is provided on size of
staff, type of expertise, and previous training
The amount of staff time,
(if pertinent).
required to conduct the program is important for
A
.others considering use of the program.
distinction is made concerning amount of staff
time required to'develop the program and amount
of staff time required to run an implemented
Staff:

program.

Activities: This category provides the most
detailed information on the critical elements
of the program--recruiting, instruction, inservice training, support services, job development, job placement, community involvement,
community support, etc.

DID STRUCTURAL, PROCESS:
ANDIOR OUTCOME CHANGE
OCCUR?

Information/documentation on type
Outcomes:
of evaluation conducted as well as results of the
data collection effort. The particular question
focuSed on is: Did s.tructural, process and/or
outcome change occur? Although each type of
change may be documented with a different kind of
information, the site visit has helped to ensure
that existing data is utilized in the description
of the program. ,
4.

Program Funding and Duration

Programs,may have had multiple funding sources.
Each source and amount p-f money is documented
as well as the use made of the money (e.g.,
stipends for displaced homemakers versus staff
The length of the program as well
salaries).
as the length of each source of money is noted.
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5.

Program Future

PlanS for new activities are included.
fr)

6:

Replication Hints

Can the program be implemented in another location? What parts of it are so. unique that a
repl-icati-on-would- resul-t-in -different. outcomes? ..

WHAT "WORDS OF W.ISDOM" CAN
THE STAFF PASS ON?

What materials or assistance is available from
the,,sjte for others wanting to replicate? What
"wottit of wisdom" can the staff pass on to
others wetting ;o replicate their efforts?

4

1
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Fact Sheet

THE EVALUATION PERSPECTIVE
By Matilda Butler
Conference Proceedings, April 1981

criteria for

-, The- substafte and igor_OT
programs differ in elation to:

evaluating educational

1

The history of a subject area ana its
"maturity";

z

The spectificity of a program's objec=

tives;',
The quantifiable program events that
relate to .objectives;

The cooperation of program directors
in providing documentation concerning
program process;
The cooperation of program participant's
in providing data concerning program
effects; and

The resources and time available far
evaluation.
The Joint Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP) uses the following
criteria to determine whether an educational program will be
disseminated nationally through the-National Diffusion Network
(NDN):

Did a change occur?

Was the effect consistent enough and
observed often enough to be statistically
significant?
Was the effect'educational significant?
4

Can the intervention be implemented in
another location. with a reasonable
expectation of comparable effect?
low likely.is it that the observed data
resulted from the intervention?

Is the presented evidence be%ievable and
interpretable?
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The Business Perspective

on Reindustrialization:

ECONOMIC RECOVERY
AND EDUCATION

MADELEINE B. HEMMINGS
Cdmmittee Executive,
Education, Employment & Training
Chamber of Commerce of
the United States

The time ha's come for business people and
educators to join hands in understanding and
cooperation for the greater good of our society
... our employees and our students.
I will describe forces I s'ee converging which -'if we work together -- and handle them right -will'create-increased opportunity for us all.
Those forces are economic recovery, the demography, and the national skill shortage.

SINCE THE DEPRESSION,
THERE HAS NOT BEEN SUCH
SUSTAINED INSTABILITY

Today, the American
First, economic recovery:
How::
economy is sluggish but not in recession.
ever, it is plagued by unacceptable leiels of
inflation, unemployment, taxes, interest rates
and increasing competition from foreign business
and industry. Since the end of the 60's we have
In the
experienced three serious recessions.
last 17 months, there have been three credit
crunches and ,several peaks in short -term interest
With 'the exception of the great Depression,
rates.
there has not ever been such sustained instability
Since 1972, the average wage
in the economy.
earner has seen his or her real spendable earnings
decline 15%.

From 1955 to 1963, our productivity increased at
But the things changed.
an annual rate of 3.1%.
From 1965 to 1973, productivity growth declined
to 2.3%, then limped along at less than 1% from
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1973 to 1978. Since then the'growth.rate has
been negative. A negative 'productivity growth
rate means that the average worker produces
fewer goods and services today than he or she did
in 1978. Our recent productivity experience is
'worse than that of our foreign competition -which explains'why some of our key industries
are under severe pressure from that foreign

OUR RECENT PRODUCTIVITY
EXPERIENCE ,.

IS WORSE THAN THAT OF
OUR COMPETITION,

To restate the obvious, when business goes to- foreign competition, there are less jobs for

American workers, less incomE for business to
invest in creating new jobs, less income for all
of us, and eventually a lower standard of living.
Between 1965 and 1975, the percentage of imported
autos rose from 6 to 15.1% of domestic sales -=
that means we lost nearly.64,000 jobs in this
country.

Unless we take immediate stept to correct these
problems, our future may well hold more of the
The question is what to do?
same.

1

We need to rebuild our industrial pent. To do
so, we _need to change the environment in w ich
Several decades of taxation
business operates.
to support growing government and other non- profit
programs have provided serious disincentives to
invest in capital goods such as new plant and
Those who want to borrow money for
equipment;
new equipment must compete for investment capital
in a money market where previously unheard-Of
government'borrowing levels have driven the \cost
Continually shifting
of money out of sight.
federal regulatory and monetary policy have ade_
long-range planning very difficult for every ne.
And inflation is making management decisions.
almost impossible.

A PROGRAM TO ACHIEVE
A HIGHER RATE OF SAVINGS
AND INCREASED INVESTMENT

The U.S. Chamber has a program to pull us out of
It is
this mess called "Let's Rebuild America."
a program to achieve a higher rate of *Personal
savings and increased investment in modern and
efficient equipment and technology. We believe
we must begin with the following steps:
- replace the present system of depreciation
allowances in the tax system, with a
simplified cost recovery system.

41"

- reduce tax rates on corporate income .of
now at 48%.
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- balance the federal budget.

- cut federal spending twmake room for
at least $25 billion in immediate tax
relief.

- limit federal 'spending to 20% of GNP by
1985 and ultimately reduce it,to 18%.
It's now 23%.

- allow deferral-of personal income taxbs
on reinvested interest, dividends, and
capital gains.'
- broaden 4e eligibility for and establish

higher limitson annual tax-free contr4butions to personal retirement accounts.
This last would greatly, help increase the
reservoir Etf investment capital,while
assuring better financial security for
our aging population.

If these steps are taken -- and the present
political atmosphere suggest that it is possible,
what then? Will we be able o use effectively
our greatest asset
our people? And here is
where we need your help.
If the economic recovery begins and business
grows and creates new jobs, we will begin to
feel...the impact of the converging forces I
major- changes in the
rican
mentioned earlier:
illed
demography and the growing shortage of
workers.

The Changing Face of America's Population
Demography is the study of the distribution and
Until recently, demosize of the population.
DEMOGRAPHKSCHANGED SLOWLY graphics changed so slowly that it was considered
a given in business decision-making. Major
population change used to occur only through
migration until the late 40's and 50's, which
brought the baby boom.
Then the late 60's and
70's saw th baby bust ... for then the birth
rate dropped to its present level of 1.8 children
per couple when the replacement rate is 2.1 children per couple. This change means the labor
force will grow at an annual rate of 1.25% to
1.5% per year in the 80's, but that growth will
slow to less than 1% a year during the 1990's.
The children of the 60's and 70's ere the workforce
of the 80's and -90's, and there will be`less'of
UNTIL RECENTLY,

them.
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In addition', the workforce of 'about 103 million
each reprewill divide into several 'groups

senting its own set of challenges:
24 year olds. There will be many lesi
The 16
Estimates of the drop range
df them in the 80's.
An
8%
drop
represents an absolute
fromrg,to 16%.
number drop of some 2 million people by 1990 and
,nother 2 million by 2000. Meilibership in this
age group will contain a higher percentage of
minority group members and'people whose native

I>
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lanyUage is not English.

Th'25 to 44 year olds. These will increase by
The group will expand from 41.6 million in
30%.
1980 to 65 million in 1990. By 1990, this age
group.will constitute'53% of the labor force.

Those over age 65. 'Their numbers egrowing and
their-life expectancy continues to rise dramatically.
Today.their population is 47%1 million, up. from
By the year 2000, the
40.8 million in,1975.
population of the "%S. will have tripled during
the century, but-the dumber of those over 65 will
have'increased 10 tines.

44 million women are now in the labor force. 6of the married women now work. Of those, 62% have
children under 18; 45% have children under age 6.
Women under 50 are now represented in the workforce
equally with men. The majority of them expect to
work for most of their lives.
What does this mean?

It means that there will be:

- increased competition for entry level
workers;
- higher wages for less experienced workers.

Thing of this with the understanding that underdeveloped countries are experiencing great growth
in their young labor force.; so they will be out
lookiq for jobs for their people, frequently at
lower price, to enable-their people to eat.

TO INCOASE ITS PRODUCTIVITY
SO IT CAN COMPETE

American business will have, to increase its
productivity so it can compete with this cheap
labor supply ... or it will have to move its
business to the source of cheap labor, or be p
priced out of the market. For if our pries are
not competitive, the Japanese, or someone else,
will sell the same productfoculower price
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because these countries will take their
business to the cheap labor supply.
Business will develop a vital interest in-the
adequate 'preparatiOn of the school-age population.
For preparation which does not take place in the
schools will have to be provided later at much
tere will be great pressur'e
TreateRexpense.
to teach each student the first time through.
.

,

COMPETITION FOR JOBS
AMONG THOSE AGED 25-44
WILL INCREASE GREATLY

Competition for jobs among those aged 25-44 will
increase greatly causing intergenerational
.conflict, difficult work environments, and,
perhaps, increased interest in collective bargaining, as well asa very high demand for retraining.
4 We've already seen that since the middle 60's the
unempl6Yed people in this age group has
number_
'quadrupl

.

.

The older popu tion will become an even greater
political force.- Many people over age 55 will
not be able to.afford retirement, and others'will
not want to. Employers may find out how valuable
are-the skills of this age groin', and we will see
age diminish as a factor in personnel decision
making.

0

Women will be looking for equal opportunity, for
access to responsible jobs, as they gain the
education, experience, apd dedication to hold
those jobs.

ti

ECONOMIC RECOVERY WILL MAKE
THE SHORTAGE OF
SKILLED WORKERS WORSE

Demographic change is coupled with a growing
shortage of skilled workers: the supply is short
now in many areas. Economic recovery will make
Let me.cite some of the
that shortage worse.
evidence of this shortage:.
0

Alk

,/
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The Associa d General Confractorshof
America rep t that apprentices are not
d fast enough to replace retirbeing trai
ing journeyworkers in the commercial
construction trades, an industry which **
accounts for 3 out of ever), 10 skilled
workers in America.

The Department of Labor reports that the
U.S. will need 210,000 machinists -plus
Yet
196,000 machine °Orators by 1990.
only 2,300 people are completing apprenticeship programs in the critical field each
year.
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For each of the next 10 yearS, our nation,
will require 10,400 tool and die makers,
58;000 machine repair persons, 35,000
inspectors, 9,200 industrial computer
programmers, 7,900 industrial system
analysts, 11,000 drafters, and 23,000
engineering technicians.

In August 1980, U.S. News and World Report
described an appalling demand for:

Nurses - the American Hospital Association
reported 84,0p0 vacancies in March, 1980.
By 1985, the Association anticipates 125,000
Pay and hours are a problem in
vacancies.
recruiting nurses
Taxi drivers,: Checker in Chicago is
of the first
offering $50 in cash to ea
100 respondents to its ad
re is a terrible
Computer Specialists even with salaried
shortage of these peopl
ranging from $25,000 to $70,000 a year.

Others - accountants, bookkeepers and clerical
workers, airline and diesel mechanics,
instrument makers, metal lathe operators,
model designers who earn $21/hr.
Conoco says it loses skilled people as fast
as it can train theh.
Because many companies can't get the machinists
they need, they are starting to break the jobs
down into simpler ones which will pay less.

COMPANIES ARE STARTING
PTO BREAK DOWN
.
MACHINISTS JOBS
INTO SIMPLER ONES

Dunhill
Secretaries are a story untoithemselves.
personnel system-says the shortage is now 80,000.
By 1985, it will be more thaq,a quarter.of a
million. Good secretaries are now harder to
replace than a good executive. Secretarial
positions at $22,000 to.$28,000 a year are staying
open for months onithe West Coast.,

T e Massachusetts High Technology Council, the
tr e organization for the s4ate's.100+ technologybased firms, says these firms could create 100,000
jobs in the next few years. They can't find the
employees in Massachusetts and so must look elsewhere around the world.

.

er,
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A recent survey of approximately 100 small
manufacturing and service firms in Mas'sachusetts
indicated that 46 %-were experiencing great
difficulty getting qualified employees.

An Armed Fortes Committ6e report dated December 30,
1980 found that skilled worker shortages areprevalent throughout industry to the point of
being a major contributor to the increasing lead
times and costs currently afflicting the Defense
Industry.
The same report showed that 90% of the
U.S. manufactured semi- conductor assembly is done
off shore:
in Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan, the
Philippines, Korea and Hong Kong.

,

90% OF THE U.S. MANUFACTURED
SEMI-CONDUCTOR ASSEMBLY
IS DONE OFF-SHORE

Pierre Rinfret, a noted economist, says.the defenserelated aerospace and aircraft industries have
never operated at over 78% of capacity because of
the shortage of skilled labor. Now they are
operating at 74%, leaving little room to expand.
The National Tooling and Machining Association
warned recently that if Congress chooses -to build
more military machinery, the work may have to be
done at the expense of things like airplanes that
we export or machinery used at home to increase
productivity.
In May of 1980 the Conference Board index of
classified advertising was at 120% of normal.
This at a time when unemployment.was at 7.1%.
this shows a tremendous gap between the supply of
skills that are needed and the demand.
Opportunity
Although the picturz looks pretty bad, to me
this presents tremendous opportunity for people
like us. This is'a picture of forces converging
in a growing economy looking urgently for people
people who can manage, guide, control, work
Ah and benefit from the new investments ...'people
who can make the investments productive.
The
economy will grow but the vopulation will not.
THIS POPULATION DOES NOT HAVE
But this population does dbt have the skills for
THE SKILLS FOR THE JOBS
the jobs that exist today -- nor the skills to
THAT EXIST TODAY
serve a growing economy.
'So we have two options:.
1.

We can go on as we are, gracipally losing
ground to more productive' foreign
economies.
If we do, today's standard

C.
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of living will become a legend, like
the Wild West, and we will lose our
position as a world power, for military
power cannot be maintained without a
strong industrial base behind it.
Or,
2.

We can work together to assure the human
doing that,
Tesource that is needed.(
we can provide economic pportunity for
all; and we can assure the future of our
society.

How are we going to do that?
- By teaching ourselves, our students, and our
children that a sound, productive economy
is what pays the bills for all 'that we
consume and all the social prOgrams we
have, and

By making schools the genuine source of
economic and social opportunity they are
meant to be.
The First Steps

AN APPRECIATION OF
THE DIGNITY OF WORK
WELL DONE

- To see that all educational experiences -curriculum, instruction, and counseling
are geared to creating economic-independence
and an appreciation of the dignity of work
well done.

- And, I think we need to bury the hatchet
between career education and vocational
education because career education is
probably your greatest friend.

We know that showing students how adults use what
the students are learning greatly improves retenSuch a curriculum change will bring you
tion.
much better-prepared students.
If we provide career awareness in the early years
and career exploration in junior high while we
see to it that children develop a strong grasp of
reading, writing, and math skills, children will
be able to make informed decisions about their
high school and college programs -- with many more
choosing vocational education programs -- many
more than have in the past.
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To do this, al] teachers and counselors will need
much closer contacts with business people.
Business must reach out to educators and-,show
them that today's manufacturing and business work
brings many kinds of satisfaction. Business needs
to show teachers and counselors the value of the
&artisan and the pride people have when an intelligenthead guides well-trained hands in beautifdlly
crafty
something other people need and resV\ect.

ENTRY-LEVEL SKILLS

ARE ALSO A CHANCE TO STUDY
FOR MORE RESPONSIBLE JOBS

We need to give each 18 year old a marketable
skill.
We need to communicate to our minorities
and economically disadvantaged youth that entrylevel work skills are just that --. skills with
which to begin. They are also a source of income
to live on and a chance to learn and study for
more responsible jobs.
To ease the school to work transition we need to
make vocational education more directly relevant
to jobs.
That means linking schools and industry
in curriculum development.
Business trainers
begin their program design by finding out from
line supervisors what their employees need to know.
Business needs to give teachers equal access to
those line supervisors. This is not to suggest
high school students be, narrowly trained.

THE PERSON WHO IS
WIDELY EDUCATED,
BROADLY CULTURED,
AND ALSO TRAINED IN SKILLS

I agree with Frank Schiff, Vice President of the
Committee for Economic Development and Former-Deputy
Undersecretary of the Treasury for Monetary Affairs,
that we must "develop effective, multi-track
curricula imparting vocational and professional
skills as well as providing cultural enrichment
to widely differing age groups and proficiency
levels."
I spent some time in developing our
vocational education policy by reading a book called
The History of Vocational Education, and I discovered
that in 1901 and 1907 and 1913 the business community
was telling the vocational education community that
they do not need people trained narrowly, that they
need the person who is widely
ucated, broadly
Because,
cultured, and also trained in s illS.
that is what successful industri_lization takes.

How can educators adjust their curricula if they
don't know the shape of the human resources demand
curve?

ple are afraid to revel their long
Business
range plans. They have been burned by information
given to government agencies, and I imagine you
have too.
They don't want wiley competitors
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learning too much, and they don't want to make
But trade associations may well
false promises.
be able to consolidate data so no employer is
exposed and provide it to the schools. The

private industry councils are begiTing to get
such information for CETA planning programs.
If the education system is asked 'to expand its
responsibility beyond the school-age population
to include training the unemployed, helping
people upgrade their skills, and educating those
who want and need a career change, we'll need
more and better paid vocational educators; and
we'll need to open schools 16'hours.a day, 6 days
a week.

The biggest obstacle to all this, hich I
certainly have not yet solved, is that there is
NO PLACE WHERE BUSINESS PEOPLE no place where business people and educators
We don't hang out
AND EDUCATORS MEET REGULARLY meet regularly and informally.
together
continually
exchanging
ideas and
AND INFORMALLY
concerns and the state of the art of the work
we go. That is something that I would like very
to work on with you. And I think it is
mu
mething that chambers of commerce as a whole
organization need to find a way to accomplish.
Developing that contact and understanding should
enable us to overcome the fears we have had in
the past and may well be a suitable task for trade
and professional associations, yours and mine.
a

Our information society depends on our education
Business can and must
We need you!
system.
support education with understanding of the difficulties education faced for our society in the
Now business asks for change at
last 20 years.
11Va time when work itself is changing.

And
The need is urgent. Let us begin today.
let's try to work it out together to save our
society.

4
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Fact Sheet

ECONOMIC RECOVERY AND EDUCATION
' by Madeleine Hemmings
Conference Proceedings, April 1981

Since 1972, the average wage earner has seen spendable earnings decline 15%.
Since 1978, our national productivity growth has been negative.
The labor force will grow at an annual rate of under 1.5% in the 1980s and will
slow to less than 1% during the 1990s due to the decline in the birth rate.
Among 18-24-year-olds, there will be an estimated population drop of 8-16% and
an increase in the percentage of minorities and people whose native language'is
not English.
Among 25-44-year-olds, there will be a population increase of 30% and this group
Competition for jobs will increase
will constitute about 53% of the work force.
greatly.,
Among those over 55, the life expectancy continues to rise dramatically. By the
year 2000, the number of those over 65 will have increased 10 times (compared to
3 times for the general population). Many will be unable to afford or will not
want to retire.

Among women, 44 million are in the labor force and the majority of women under
They are looking for equal opportunity
50 expect to work most of their lives.
for access to responsible jobs.
increased competition for entry level workers; higher wages
Possible trends:
for less experienced workers; increased competition with American productivity
from cheap foreign sources.'
lack of replacements for 'journey workers in the commercial
Labor shortages:
construction trades which account for 3 out of every 10 skilled workers; a need
for 210,000 machinists plus 196,000 machine operators by 1990 while only 2,300
are completing apprenticeship programs each year.,

For each of the next 10 years the U.S. will require: 10,400 tool and die makers;
58,000 machine repair persons; 35,000 inspectors; 9,00= industrial computer programmers; 7,900 industrial system analysts; 11,000 drafters; 23,000 engineering
technicians.

4

there were 84,000 vacancies-in 1980 and an expected
nurses
Acute demand for:
one comapny offered $50 to the first.
125,000 vacancies by 1985; taxi drivers
salaries range
100 respondents to its advertisements; computer specialists
pay is $21.00/hour; secretaries
from $25,000 to $70,000; model designers
the shortage\is about 0,000 and will grow to 250,000 by 1985.
Conoco loses skilled people as quickly as they can train
Employers' problems:
them; Pacific Telephone has secretarial jobs ranging from $22,000 to $28,000
remaining open for,months; the Massachusetts High Technology Council says
employees are unavailable for the 100,000 jobs local technology-based firms
are creating; defense-related aerospace and aircraft industries are only operating=at 74% of capacity; worker shortages are prevalent throughout the
defense industry so that military machinery can only by built at the expense of
'alr'planes that we export or machinery used to increase American productivity.
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IMPLEMENTING STATE PLANNING

BYRL N. SHOEMAKER
NANCY S. EVANS
CHARLOTTE C. CARNEY

DONNA K. BOBEN

The Sex Equity
Coordinator's Role
in State Planning

Director for Vocational Education, Ohio
Sex Equity Coordinator, Ohio
Sex Equity Coordinator, Florida
Sex Equity Coordinator, Minnesota

Sex equity in vocational education
continue
because economic facts, figures, and reasons
underlie this social change.
In the long run,
career education also supports sexequity in
vocational education by causing. all students to
consider all occupations. Coordinators should
join in the struggle to obtain extensive vocational education funding so that they can acquire
a fair share of a big pie (rather than a fair
In Ohio, the State Board
share of a small pie).
of Education has defined adequate vocational
education to mean no less than 12 programs and
'20 ETasse,s with enrollment of 40% of the student
base during the last two years of high school.
In Ohio, the Sex Equity Coordinator participates
in orientation meetings that are held all over
the state for local administrators. As a result,
sex equity is infused in local educational area
The state palan al so includes sex equity
in its objectives ds.'well as in the evaluation
process.
Eyaluation processes include a program
review for improvement, development, and expanEvery five years, an in-depth review is
sion.
performed with local committees as well as by
members of the state staff.
plans.

BYRL N. SHOEM4KER

Even if the state director is supportive of *sex
equity in vocational education, it is crucial to
have a coordinator who is responsible for focusing
on the full sex equity, issue. He or she can
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THE COORDINATOR
SHOULD NOT SERVE
AS A POLICEPERSON
BUT RATHER AS A MOTIVATOR

4
supply-technical competence, determine what
still needs to be done', serve as a conscience,
and act in a monitor's role. Tte coordinator
should not serve as a policeperlon but rather as
a counselor, coordinator, educator, and motivator.

The coordinator must work through existing staff
so that staff members actually change their minds
and/or share the philosophy of equity. 'Otherwise, staff will revert to their previous pracChange
tices when they are not being watched.
parents,
can best be accomplished when peers,
and teachers accept sex equity in vocational
Progress in terms of changes in eneducation.
rollment data will come slowly after educators
change their concepts and attitudes. Even in
Sweden, where'sex equity was pioneered, there
has been only a 15% change in nontraditional
Ohio plans to increase nontradioccupations.
tional vocational education enrollments by 2%
per year annually through the 1980-85 time
period. The educational leadership in Ohio has
selected this mission for moving toward the economically sound and socially essential goal of
achieving educational equity.

Techniques for Infusing
Sex Equity into Local
Vocational Education Programs

In order to find ways to influence in-house decisions that impact on-local sex equity in vocational education programs, Ohio's sex equity
coordinator organized an in-house advisory committee. The members of the committee represent
Each
13 vocational education service areas.
member devises a plan of action for his or her
area for use across the state by consultants and
(The-teacher educators are
teacher educators.
the Ohio leadership team; they develop programmatic thrusts that help to implement the educational change process.)

The advisory-committee is also responsible for
developingjttrategies for use during inservice
Inservice trainers receive
training sEssions.
techniques for dealing with local supervisors
and teachers. Their training sessions begin
with developing awareness of sex equity and are
not concerned with implementing changes into the
NANCY S. EVANS 7

basic curriculum.
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SHE SURPRISED A NUMBER OF LEAs
WHEN SHE FOLLOWED-UP
THE SECOND YEAR

Ohio funds ongoing vocational education programs
through the local .districts and also supports
special projects. The state develops guidelines
and rules andthen allows the local education
agencies (LEAs) to decide what they plan to do
with the state money within those guidelines.
Each local planning district is responsible for
incorporating the required sex equity statements
from the state plaft into its, local sex equity
For each goal the LEA must
plan of action.
develop objectives, timetables, and evaluation
The coordinator
processes r.or meeting each goal .
.surprised a number of the local districts when
she followed up the second year and asked for
documentation as to how these goals were met.
In an effort to assist LEAs in developing, their
plans of action and meeting their goals, the
coordinator has funded a technical assistance
project directed by Jim Knight and Cindy Kohles
at the Ohio State University. This project sends'
out information to the LEAs, and specialists are
available to assist LEAs in designing plans that
Project
will meet state evaluation criteria.
staff teach LEAs how to improve enrollment
statistics and implement recruitment strategies
so the LEAs can achieve success in their local
communities.

In addition to the coordinator's evaluation'of
the LEA plans, there is the five-year evaluation
Sex equity is infused into each area
system.
(curriculum, students, personnel, equipment, and
support services): and each program is evaluated.
A third party evaluation assessed the success of
Ohio in implementing the public law regarding
The evaluation of placement
special populations.
reports, the state plan, follow-up reportleNEDs
data, and job demand provided information for
the analysis, which was included in the state plan
accountability report. ,Special plans are being
developed for areps of weakness. .The efforlt for
displaced homemakers has grown from a small $750
commitmeht to a strong, 26-center, $900,000 program that is based in the adult education system.
The Title IX self evaluation review problem has
been improved by dividing the review into'five
All 800 LEAs in Ohio report on one of the
parts.
five sections each year. The state plans to
develop more exemplary models that can be infused
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into the total system so tl t all special populations are served through vocational education in
Ohio.

Policies and Services for
Displaced Homemakers in the
State of Florida
,

CHARLOTTE C. CARNEY

State planning to serve displaced homemakers in
Florida began with much discussion; some felt
that.the state was already serving displaced
homemakers through regular programs; some suggested spending only one dollar; one identified
prb§?dltdid not conform with the rules and regulations concerning displaced homemakers. However,
the state has overcome difficulties and has
allocated a $200,000 budget.
A needs assessment, that consisted of 22,500 completed phone-calls, resulted in steps to design
ten unique model projects; the state of Florida
was found to be too large and diverse to use a
In addition to the subpart 2
single model.
monies , a set of training models (modules), which
address the social and economic needs of displaced
homemakers, have been developed under objectives
for guidance and counseling? Then, the modules were
evaluated throughout the state under objectives
for.personnel development.

All local projects must serve male as well as
female displaced homemakers of all age groups.
In addition, project plans must include a nontraditional component, collect follow-up data on
those served, and submit regular reports to the
Division of Vocational Education. The periodic
reports make it possible to monitor progress and
identify difficulties before they get out of hand.
However, there is a need to continue to strengthen
evaluation prdcedures.

Florida has a state act which serves displaced
homemakers; and, therefore, the Department of
*Education works closely with other state agencies
that are serving this target group. To enhance
linkage and avoid replication and/or supplantation, these agencies formed an advisory committee
which draws from the State Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services (HRS), CETA, and Title
This committee assists in
(Higher Education).
I
developing the displaced homemaker portion of the
state plan, reviews local educational agency .proposals; and assesses accountability reports.
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a result, displaced homemaker programs receive
reports on the accomplishments of each group.
THE EFFORT TO GIVE INFORMATION
TO ALL PEOPLE
REARDLESS OF THEIR. ROLE

One practice that has found success in Florida
is the effort to provide information to all
people, regardless of their role in education. A
local program was losing its funding source and
had contacted the. local school district regarding
funding. When-the administrator discouraged
efforts to obtain funding, thed_ro9ram director
contacted the Division of Vocational Education
for information. With this information, the
program director was able to present the proposal
to the local board of education. The board suggested that the administrator work with the
program director to apply for the funding. Hence,
the dissemination of information resulted in
overcoming an adMinistrator's resistance, gaining
local board support, and funding of a worthwhile
project.

Change Theory
and Techniques for
Institutionalizing Sex Equity
in Vocational Education

The politics of a sex equity coordinator are
In order to
often directed toward survival.
survive in a situation with limited t'me and
energy, it is necessary to concentrate on those
people who are in an appropriate stage of change.
Death and dying research has identified the
following seven steps on the change continuum:

action
T
acceptance
internalization
rationalization
blame
anger
disbelief
shock

Ift

DONNA K. BOBEN

People should understand that it is OK to be at
any particular point on this continuum; however,
those people at the bottom, emotional stages often
are most resistant to change and those people at
the upper stages are more inclined and ready to
Thegfore, it is wise. to identify
take action.
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people at the upper stages of this continuum
hen you are looking for people to assist with
sex equity work.
Political power can be acquired by establishing
contacts and holding policy-making positions.
Consider becoming a consultant to the state plan
In this committee, it is
ad hoc committee.
or
possible to suggest sex equity objecti
'c
ntacts
the state plan and also to make furth
91Mi : esota
and identify additional networks. The

coordinator developed a relationship with the
Chairof the Vocational Subcommittee of the State
Board ofEducation and consequently attained
concrete power. She was able to stipulate that
all Minnesota vocational schools: develop fiOeFurther, these plans will
year plans of action.
be evaluated during the five-year, on-site
visitations to ensure that they are being implemented.

PECK AWAY AT RESISTANCE
LITTLE BY LITTLE

BUT REALIZE YOU DON'T
WIN ALL THE TIME

It can also be useful to hang out your credits
(e.g., let people know you've maintained a successful marriage) when it can help achieve a
You can often peck away at resistance
goal.
'little by little; but, realize that you don't
win all the time.

Develop4places and times to talk witfrybur state
Pin down commitments from the state
directors:
level and then set up specific times to use these
In Minnesota, the sex equity coorcommitments.
dinator was able to attend meetings for the
departmental managers. The coordinator suggested
that each manager share responsibility for writing
sex equity goals for his/her section of the state
As a result of the prior discussions and
plan.
.

commitment, the state 444ector then requeste6
that the managers carry out this suggestion.

a,

The coordinator volunteered her time to work witrt'y
the managers and their writers to aid them in
accomplishing this task of writing sex equity
She helped develop objectives so that
goals.
specific steps and more action would be taken in
She
achieving4the general sex equity goals.
worked to establish gdbd relationships with the
state level people by providing both technical
Con- -'
assistance and hand-holding, as required.
sequently, sex equity is infused into the -state
plan and will continue to be a gbal even if
fundingis decreased.
.
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Assistant State Director, Pennsylvania

ROBERT T. EDWARDS

'BARBARA
LOYD

Sex Equity C9rdinator, Wisconsin

A. BITTERS

JOHNSON WEBBER

BEVEEKS.

Sex Equity

Sex Equity Coordinator, Washington

POSTLEWAITE

Problems and Predictions
for Sex Equity
in
Education

I

Coordinatolitorgia

We recently had public hearings op our V981-82
state plan, and we had a lot of favorable testimany on what we're doing in vocationaleducation
It was interesting to note, that within the
vocational group and outside of thee,yocational
group, .everyone wants his or her cM0 on the
If you take that to the national level,.
-dollars.
I'm sure you, can appreciate what must be going
onthere. I think, that when you have'people
going off all by themselves andnot coming
together or a uniform cause,' it does create
problems. "I also read in the. AVA journal (American Vocational Association) that special
interest groups. have' requested-claims on the
basic grdnt in the reauthorization that total
You know.what the Senate did
over 200 percent.
with the '81-82 cuts, and I beli`eve I heard la-st
night on late 1V that the House went with no cuts.
at means is a lot of manipulating between
What
Maybe we coAd tome out of it with a
the tw
10% to a 15% cut, 'rather than the 25% that is
propoSed.
.

.

ROBERTI. EDWARDS

.

,

.

THEY NO LONGER FEEL
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
A
CAN SUPPORT
SOCIAL CONCERNS.

.,

4'..

We must also realize that there are conservative.
I,>he.ar these,. organiorgdnizations in power now.
zations saying that they no longer feel that the

federal ibvernment can support social conwn
I hear tham, also saying that they'll,
ttlrow this obligation back -to the states.

can be good or

thatan

'state you're from.

I
or-
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That
be bad dependi1y on which
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WE -ha EQUITY IS NOT JUST
A FEDERAL MANDATE
BUTALSO A STATE COMMITMEN

The state directors met in Maine in September for
the pUrpose of working on a position paper on
Aeauthorilation. We met again at the AVA in New
Orleans; and in two weeks, we're going to meet
/0
again in Virginia. Addison Hobbes chaired the
The
group
group that talked about sex equity.
proposed that sex, equity remain as a national
priority, but it should be changed to equal access
and include all of the. areas and not just sex
Also, the feeling was that there should
equity.
not be t percentage or a dollar set-aside nor
should there be a mandate for a stated position.
There have been a'lot of problems in states with
set-asides and percentages, because the states do
not have the flexibility to operate according to
their needs.
A state that has a commitment to equity from its
state board, its secretary of education, and its
state director. and staff will not eliminate sex,
equity when it comes to budget cuts. They realize
that equity is a must for quality vocational eduI say that because of /the experience
cation.
we've had in the past three weeks. .Our legislature
returned our state budget for '81-82 with 4
$400,000 cut from what we're operating with this
With the 50% match, that means we're going
year.
into a re-budget with an $800,000 defiiit; and
We looked atgur._Lederal budget, and
that hurts.
we took what we'd called the worsCtudget with a
When-we did this, I suppose, we could
25% cut.
have cut back to one sex equity coordinator, as
required by the law, and furloughed the other five.
We could have cut the $800,000 of additional state
and federal dollars that we put.in the budget as
incentives for the equity program and used only
In Pennsylvania
the $50,000 that the law'requires.
we feel that equity is not just efederal.mandate,
but it's a state commitment. WeAeed to insure
equal opportunities in order to4rovide quality
vocational education.

J

Me include our sex equity. coordinator, Jackie
In
alien, in our vocational management team.
addition to the equity coordipator, the team consists of the state director,,/the assistant:state

director, our three divis* chiefs, our CETA
'coordinatOr, our research nordinating unit and
our post-secondary education coordinator. We
meet every Monday morning, tnd we feel this\is our
means of coordination that mainstreams egmley not.
only throughout our entire staff but through our
We have communicated this
ogram.
vocational
(
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strong commitment to equal opportunity in vocational education to the local level. As an'example
of the effect it had this year, we've conducted
56 on-site OCR (Office for Civil Rights) evaluaWe did not receive one complaint, bat
tions.
we have received many letters of commendation fgr
the way the staff has helped in supporting the
local districts. There is a conservative bunch
of administrators around also, who are playing
The players in that game feel that regua game.
lations are a harassment, and they are betting
that the present administration in Washington wants
to get rid of anything that harasses agencies. They
really feel that equity regulations are a harassment; and, therefore, it will only be a matter of
time until sex equity, race equity, the handicapped, and this non-traditional stuff will go'
away.
41

Byrl Shoemaker mentioned, yesterday, that our

IocF1 adMinAstrAors IdioWthes a strong commitment from the state level. Therefore, they won't
But
write us and tell us about their complaints.
they will write their legislators in Washington.
The legislators were the ones that voted for sex
letter
equity mandates; but they will write us
and say, "What are you harassing those local
people about?" It's interesting.

Regardless of what comes through as the '81-82
cuts or what we det as new legislation, we need
IT'S NOT YOUR PROBLEM:
IT'S OUR PROBLEM

p

to work together; lApd

tOmorrow.

t

,"4
,
.

.0
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use th4.-viord we.

Its

not your problem; it's our problem, and we have
We have to work together
to work together on it.
to be certain that there are quality vocational
We
education programs with equal opportunity.
I
must be positive, and we must smile a lot.
ink vie need to remember.that there are people
at We work_ with who are ft the various seven
steps of change, that were presented by Donna
Its keys for us to remember
Boben yesterday.
-that. ,If Ip'docthat, I think we'll- have a better

lk

.

A Position Collage of the
-U.S. Congress,

Advocacy Groups, and
Professional Associations

J

4
BARBARA A. BITTERS

,
fb,

THE DEVALUATION OF
FULL-TIME HOMEMAKING
AS AN OcCUPATIONAL.
CHOKE FOR GIRLS

Good morning. My comments'on reThank you.
authorization positions are not hard and fast.
Advqcacy groups, federal government, and professional associations' positions are going to be
Positions
changing from day to day, week to week.
will change as conditions change; therefore, I
want to preface these comments by reminding
that the"positioncoV4age" I'm going to verball
portray for you could change very quickly.

I would like to begin by telling you about a
meeting with Chris Iverson, who works for Senator
I was on vacation a week or so ago
Orrin Hatch.
and went back to Washington to visit my friends.
I had an opportunity to go and visit Chris Iverson
with several other people, including Eunice Jones,
Ed Roberts, and Marie Mayor. We went to talk
to her about the perspective of Congress on reWe asked her, "What do you think
authorization.
the perception of sex equity in vocational education is on the Hill? What do they think of sex
equity coordinators? What do you think the
chances are for legislative language promoting
sex equity in the vocational education reauthorization?" She answered that the perception on
Capitol Hill was that sex equity coordinators
have been running around their various states
forcing girls to take nontraditional courses and
This included forcing girls to take
programs.
higher mathematics. Additionally, she noted
that counselors have been sex-biased in the past
-aby tracking students to what they considered sexShe was very concerned that
appropriate courses.
the trend may now have, reversed, and counselors
- are biased toward emphasizing nontraditional
options.

J.

AP"

We mus take this perception and this information
It's very cleaAto me that people
very ser"ously.
ress do not know what our dai-ly profes'sional
in Co
activities are like or what changes are reasonable
to expect in four years. We need, somehow, to give
them this,kind of information. We need to let
them know how-lArch,we try to .balance traditional
and nontraditfbnal options and ftoTote informed
Chris
,choice based on full,disclosure of options.
the
devalua7
Iverson was also very concerned wi
tion of full-time homemaking as an bccupational
I agreed=er that fullchoice for girls,
t choice, so
time homemaking, s a very iM
much so that we want men to choose it; too. But
I also stressed that teachers and educators have
a responsibility to explain why full -time homemaking
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THE REALITY OF HAVING
NO WAGES AND NO PENSIONS

is a different occupation than wage occupations.
The feet that girls are, perhaps, vulnerable to
death, divorce, or a sudden change in their life
situations suggests that they must be prepared for
I talked to her about the reality
these events.
of being ineligible for Social Security and having
no wages and no pensions.
,

She asked me for a list of vulnerabilities people
I was
face when choosing full-time homemaking.
surprised; because, It sounded like she'd never
sensed that, for her
I
heard these things before.
or for Congressional representatives, nontraditional
may still mean women who work outside of the home
no matter what their job is. All of this means
that we must really get information to ojr representatives about the need for sex equity, what
we've been able to accomplish $o far, how we have
I
done it, and what remains to be accomplished.
feel that the same economic information used in
1976 twill have to be repeated for the Congress.
My sec i9 - eeting in Washington was a forum that

the NACVE/NACWEP (National Advisory Council on
Vocational Education/National Advisory Council on
Women's Educational Programs) group held to release
their study, Increasing Sex Equity in Vocational
Many of the educational groups that
Education.
I had come to know in Washington were there talking
about the possibility for sex equity provisions
in the re- authorization.. I have some good news
and bad news about their positions. I think that
sex equity coordinators have been very fearful
that no one will advocate for us or no one will
.present the successes that we have had in sex
This perequity and the hard work we've put in.
ception led a number of us to try to collect
information about what we had been doing so that
it would be available prior to re- authorization.

rink the good news is that almost every major
vocacy group has addressed sex equity or equalMany of them have come out very
ity in general.
,..4t
strongly in support of sex equity. For instance,
the National Coalition for Womenand Girls in
Education (which includes, among others, the
Federal. Lawyers' Project, the Project on Equal
Education Rights, and the National Displaced
Homemakers' Network) is still advocating, as
they told us in December, a 15% set-aside for sex
They feel that we've made a good start,
equity.
but wp need more money for more programs.
I
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There's a new group in Washington called VERA,
the Vocational Education Reform Association. This
is a coalition of civil rights groups representing
concerns regarding race, sex, and handicap. They
did not let us know what their position would be,
but I would guess that their position-will be to
have strong provisions for vocational equity (race,
sex, and handiCapped).

The National Governors' Association was represented
by a woman named Joan Wills, who suggested that
all federal funds ought to serve populations that
are vocationally-at-risk. She is, in essence,
saying that all federal vocational funds should
go to those populations which are currently
Gene Bottoms
referred to as special populations.
of the AVA believes that if all federal vocations)
money were going for the special populations, as We
know them now, we woulLhAve- dual systems of'NocaOney'stem would use state 40
tional education.
local funding to serve the regular students; and;:.
one would use federal funding to serve the
vocationally-at-risk.
,

BOTTOMS BELIEVES

WE WOULD HAVE UAL SYSTEMS
OF VOCATIONAL E

,

_You're probably most familiar with the AVA posjtions, because many of us are AVA members. As you
know they had a long, involved, two-year processto develop their re-authorization positions. At
this time, they are supporting a full-time,sex
equity coordinator provision without the 580,O00
administrative set-aside. At onelpoint, they ;.reo-..4:
talking about having a separate equity title: in
the legislation as opposed to the current 0-ovisions, which are infused throughout the atti. They
wanted to get $1.5 billion for the equity/title
Whether any of this is realistic,Nwe:d6n't
alone.
1

know.

t
r'

The National Commission on Employment Polley,has
a new report, Increasing the Earnings -of Disc
advantaged Women. The Commission.4-tport makes

recommendations on sex equity in vocatIonayedd,
cation and in CETA programs. =They Support the
current sex equity provisions and suggW that
the Department of Education in-Washington, D.Cf
needs to have more sex equity statf to offer-tife
kind of leadership that we need.: The touncilof
Chief State School Officers has..come.but.:in'
-support of sex equity and th goroOnatp.rs.-

They're concerned about duplation of,effort
am.uncertain as
with regard to sex equity, IAA
to where they perceive duplication exist. ,NA6t

8Q
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and NACWEP do not have firm positions, but they
do have principles that will support sex equity
in vocational education. The State Directors do
not have a final statement, but tAy are taking
more of a comprehensive equity or equal access
focus, as you heard. The Office of Vocational
and Adult Education has recently circulated proposals for vocational educatioh block grants with
few requirements of any kind.
have just rattled off a whole list of national
advocacy organizations that feel they have a
vested interest in vocational education, and
they'll be trying to influence what happens in
The.bad news I referred to
the reauthorization.
earlier is that the Reagan Administration may not
listen to any outside groups. We need to try to
strengthen our state advocacy groups and networks
in preparation for a larger state role in determining vocational education policy. We're in a
unique position to explain and to sell, if you
will,- the great advantages and opportunities that
exist for women and nontraditional students in
vocational education.
I

THE REAtIN ADM}NISTRATidN
'MAY 'NOT.LISTEN TO
ANY OL,TSIDE GROUPS

4-

I'm concernedi,that many women's organizations
have bought into a couple of articles that have
The articles propose that
been issued recently.
women and girls will always do poorly in terms
_,of their potential earnings, no matter what voca:tionai programs they are in. The articles advocate
I disagree
that every girl should go to college.
with this position; every girl, is not going to be
able to go to college, nor is it true that when
they -go :to college their earnings potential is
The opportunities for skilled
necessarily greater.
jobs via vocational training are'very good for.
woTen,iri'my state.

to promote vocational
stave :an important role:
education, to promote sex equity in vocational
educatiqh, and to reach out in our states to
engender support to continue our work and contriution'tp vocational education.

kr.
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The Rble of Georgia's
Vocational Education Programs'
in Meeting the Needs of
Minorities and Women

For some reason, Georgia has been a very visible
state during the last four years. I don't know
whether it is the geographic location of the
state or if it relates to the fact that it was
But I guess the cliour president's home state.
max of all the visibility for Georgia's vocational
education programs for me was in having the opportunity to work with different advocacy groups.
Last July, I was in Reno attending the annual
meeting of the National Network for Coordination
of Curriculum in Vocational- Technical Education.
.As you know, Reno is three hours behind Georgia.
So, at five o'clock one morning, my* secretary
called-and Said that Dr. Freund, my vocational
thought it
I
director, would like to talk to me.
was interesting that he needed to talk to me that
early in the morning; but, of course, it was
When he got on the
eight o'clock in Georgia.
phone, he said, "Loydia, I want you to come home."
Those of you that have stayed with me know that
I. really don't_ think very well early in the
So, I simply said, "-You want me to come
morning.
He continued, "Yes, I need you to come
home?"
All hell's broken loose in Georgia." So,
home.
said, "No problem; I'll catch the next flight."
I
He went on to tell me that the ACLU had just
published this well-printed report entitled,
The Unfulfilled Promise. He said we had to preThat was about the
pare for the reaction to i t.
extent of the conversation; so,-he hung up.

1.4

LOYDIA JOHNSON WEBBE

So, I got up at five o'clock and proceeded to pack
Nt Dr. Freund called back about an
my -things.

Fortunately, I can think a little
hour later.
better at six a.m. This time. he said that things
were okay; he'd worked it out. At the time I had
a very competent person, Dr. Susan Phibles, who
was working on my staff. Dr. Freund said, "Please
I
ask Sue to prepare me to meet the news media.
d
a
think I will have the television stations
If you can
radio stations in my office by 9:30.
have Sue get me ready by 9:30, you can stay
Reno until the end of the meeting."

4

4

The real issue with The tinful filled Promisewas
the complaint that Georgia was not serving the
needs of minorities and women. Ginny Looney Was
I've worked with
the author of that publication.
many
were very posiher in many different ways
tive.; But we've also disagreed on issues during
Ginny is funded through a
the last three years.
Fdrd Foundation grant to monitor vocational equity

,

ti
4
4
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I think she's done an excellent
in the state.
But the statistics that she used in this
publication did not all come from the Georgia
Department of Education, Office of Vocational
Education.
job.

WHETHER VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
IN GEORGIA WAS SERVING
MINORITIES AND WOMEN

The report's maiwconcern was whether vocational
education -tn Georgia was serving minorities and
women.
Three subpoints in the rep6rt were that:
(1) Georgia was not providing enough incentive
monies to the local systems; (2) there was not
representation of minorities and women op vocational advisory councils; and (3) the summary in
the state annual plan did not give a clear de4.
scription of the actual results of the sex equify
plan with respect to the ten functions.
We, in the Geottia Office of Vocational Education,
didn't agree with sore of the issues that Ginny
pointed out in the report; but some of theM were
We decided that we were going to use the'
true.
report to our advantage and build on the things
that she had recon,r-ended.

By the tirre of the

report, we had put in place what we felt was avery
good organizational and functional plan for voca7
We had struggled and
tional equity in Georgia.
arrived at the point where vocational equity was
becoming an integral oart of the total vocational
It is now similar to the Ohio
education system.
system that Nancy Evans described yesterday.
However, we did reevaluate the amount of money
that was beiniallocated to the LEAs (.local educational agenci
)
through small grants. We were
able to make a change and put in over 300,000
additional dollars this year. So, I look at this
Secondly,
point as being a very oositive change.
we now have what we think is a good monitajOhg
system for our advisory councils.
14 talked to many of you as to how you did your
summary reports.
I
do appreciate the time you
spent and the feedback you gave me. Everyone
said that Georgia's report was okay, and some of
you said that I had gone to a greater extent than
you had in your states. So, once you said the
summary report was okay, I didn't worry about it;
So.-we
I told Dr. Treund that it was all right.
really didn't deal with that anymore.

We took the perspective that this report repre:
seated the monitoring of just one person-and that
most others would support our position.
We felt
our system was a very good state plan since it
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WE STILL HAD TO BRING
19 5 MILLION INTO THESTATE

incorporates all vocational programs. Furthermore
each LEA is responsible for developing a vocational equity action plan and an evaluation system
Georgia also holds a vocathat goes with the plan.
Since each
tional equity workshop each year.
division of the state's staff is involved in
developing the state plan, we decided to go
back to each of the divisions and see what we
I guess you know
could do to address the issues.
However,
despite all
we performed this review.
these strong points that came out of the review,
we still had a major concern in the back of our
our state plan `had not yet been approved.
minds:
Regardless of how well we were doing, we still
had to bring Sl9.5 million into the state.
Based on our accomplishments, I think we felt
somewhat secure all along that our plan was going
However, we also realized that
to be approved.
the approval of Georgia's plan had turned into a
very sensitive issue; and we were caught right in
the middle of it. The Unfulfilled Promise report
was bringing up-many issues. The U.S. Office for
Vocational and Adult Education (OVAE) would have
to review these issues before they could approve
the plan. As it turned out, we did not get our
state plan approved until just a few days before
But all our efforts paid
Dr. Taylor left OVAE.
off, and we passed the test.
If you have some other questions, I'll be happy
But before I close,'I want to
to answer them.
thank you for your support during the time when
I was developing ways to cope with the visibility
really do
I
caused by The Unfulfilled Promise.
appreciate your efforts and calls asking if there
was anything you could do.. Thank you.

r
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An Outline of Unresolved
Sex Equity Issues

There are still a few issues that sex equity ih
vocational education has not adequately addressed.
I would like to outline them for you this morning.
For instance, American Indian women are at the
bottom of the economic ladder. Asian/Pacific
women Pave the highest labor participation rates,
and yet they earn $0.44 to the dollar of male
They also show high educational attainearnings.
Black teenage females are 41.7% unemployed.
ment.
There is little or no research on Hispanic women.
We don't even know where they are. There are few
role models, and the barriers have not been idenPhysically-disabled persons are often
tified.
overprotected, uninformed, and may be de-motivated.

ITEVERLEY M. POSTLEWAIE

Migrant workers are usually denied health and life
insurance, have little income security, and often
don't speak the language to get into a vocational
For refugees, language is a problem.
program.
They need homes, skills training, education, and
Rural women are excluded froni federal,
jobs.
Female
state, and local laws protecting workers.
The
elderly
have
offenders need to build skills.
barriers to hiring, access tOotraining, and to
having a
Women business owners a
promotions.
hard time getting started and a ha dime expandThey lack management trainin:, there is no
ing.
technical assistance; it's hard to get financing;
and sex stereotyping remains.
There is no recognition for the economic contribution and experience of homemakers. We need to
memaking and
think about giving credit for
ed homemakers have
Displ
volunteer activities'.
ort-term skill
A great need for access to
They often have only two to six months
training.
Household workers should receive
to get a job.
minimum wages and social security.' Little has
been done to pursue this.

-

COMPAFtABli EDUCATION

AND TRAINING IS NOT PRODUCING
COMPARABLE jOBS AND PAX

For some reason, Sex discrimination, sex bias,
and sex stereotyping still exist. Women continue
to avoid math, science, technological and mechanical skills. Over half of the-women workers are
in 20 out of the 441 jobs in the census classi.fiQation system. Thii year, there is equalrepresentation of male and female students in vocaNovever, this is not true in
tional education.
administration and staffing of vocational educaComparable education and training of males
tion.
and females is here, but it is not producing
comparable jobs and comparable pay for the sexes.
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Although vocational education is aff to the right
start in bringing equality and faiAotreatment to
males and females in our country and in recognizing the need to move target populations into
a more productive work force, there are many
issues that have not been addressed. We still
have a long way to go.

0
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COMMENTS FROM. THE
STATE DIRECTORS OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

114-4.0,

SHOEMAKER

EDWARDS

LEVENDOWSKI
HOBBS,

4

CARTER

HALVERSON

SHIGETOMI

Recently, I had the opportunity to attend a legislative policy seminar sponsored by the American
Vocational Association. The purpose of the seminar was to discuss federal vocational education
legislation reauthorization activities, but the

).C. LEVENDOWSKI

major item of interest was President Reagan's
proposed federal funds rescissions for Program
Year 1981-82.
The administration's efforts to redyce the federal
budget might be described as a "fly paper" approach
You hang fly paper, or a proposed
to budgeting.
rescission, on the wall to see how many flies, or
opposition groups, are attracted to it. The more
flies, the less the probability the rescission
If
It is .as simple as that
will be finalized.
you feel that the proposed rescissions will have a
negative impact on ydur programs, I syggest that
you inform Congress of your concerns.

J

There is no question that he administration is
employing the "distribution of dissatisfaction"
philosophy.. This means that all programs share
in the budget reductions; and thus, everyone is
It
dissatisfied with the proposed rescissions.
makes it difficult to generate any real opposition
to any single rescission proposal when all of the
It
programs are being treated in a like manner.
appears that vocational education, like all programs, will have to experience:an across-the=
There are some vocational
board reduction of 25%.
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educators who feel that the overall reduction for
vocational education could be less.

As sex equity coordinators, you should be looking
for new job opportunities for women. Don't overlook the use of your state's Office of Economic
Development to obtain-information about new business firms that will be locating in your state
and the types of job opportunities that these
With thiirjnformafirms will bring with them.
tion, you oan inform the various grou5s interested
in promoting job opportunities for women by
assisting them in identifying existing training
programs or helping to establish new ones.
As I Listened to your discussions the past several
days, I have detected a note of disappointment in

FOCUS ON YOUR SUCCESSES
NOT YOUR`FAILURES

the lack of progress you have made over the past
I think )op are being too hard on
four years.
Look at the area of civil rights. It
yourselves.
has taken leaders in thiArea over 30 years to
Most of you have beery
make significant gains.
serving as sex equity coordinators for less than
This is a relatively short period of
four years.
time to bring about changes in our attitudes about
women and their place in the labor force. Accept
th? progress you have made and capitalize on it.
Focus on your successe5, not your failures. You
have done a good job; be proud of it
To better inform your state directors of your
short- and long-term needs, I suggest that you
prepare a gebgram of wo'k that clearly describes
your program's goals and objectives and shows the
relationship of your activities to the stated
goals and objectives. With the possible reduction
of federal funds, each activity will have to be
re-examined to determine its relative Merit and
how it contributes directly to the program's
goals and objectives. There will,be a greater
need to coordinate all activities to ensure the
most effective use of limited resources.

Finally,if yoli wish to become amore integral.
part of vocational edu6ation-, you must assume a
greater role' in providing equal access to minority
groups, handicapped and disadvantaged persons,
and older workers. The shrinking labor force will
dictate that we utilize all people,, regardless of
race, color, or creed. This will necessitate a
closer working relationship between the sex equity
coordindors and the state directors of vocational
As coordinators, you must assume a
education.
\

1
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greater leadership role in the planning, operation, and evaluation of vocational education
programs and services.

L)

ADDISON S. HOBBS

Everyone hould,ha-ve an equal opportunity to enter
and successfully complete a vocational education
program, and everyone must be informed about that
Therefore, the need will continue for
right.
Keep up the
personnel to address these issues.
good work!

The leadership in local districts as well as community based organizdtions has action plans for
carrying out equal access which run parallel with
the objectives we, as state directors, and you,
as equity coordinators, must covet for good relationships.

We can't worry about "turfsmanship." Those who do
the job by meeting the objectives best are the
people we must join,hands,with to accomplish our
If we ever get to the point where we think
goal.
that we have to run everything ourselves, that
nothing good can go on without us, then we are
both going to be in trouble.
rinally, I'd like to say one thing. After three
or four years, many of you probably have more
Eight years
longevity than your state directors.
ago, I started out as number 50; and I'm about
number eight now in terms of longevity as a state
So, have patience with that individual,
director.
because that idlElividual doesn't know whether he
or she js part of the endangered species or not.
let's get away
And really, finally, I'say this:
from the awareness, and let's deal with the readiBecause, everybody is aware of
ness and commitment.
It is time to do something
what we're all about.
about solving the problems and being committed to
what we do so that we can have credibility with
all the groups we deal with.

ft,
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longevity than your state directors. Eight years
ago, I started out as number 50; and I'm about
number eight now in terms of longevity as a state
director. So, have patience with that individual,
because that irkividual doesn't know whether he
or she is part of the endangered species or not.
let's get away
And really, finally, Ilsay this:
from the awareness, and let's deal with the readiBecause, everybody is aware of
ness and commitment.
It is time to do something
what we're all about.
about solving the problems and being committed to
what we do so that we can have credibility with
all the groups we deal with.
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I
feel that we have a tremendous
Thank you.
convinced that if we work
But
challenge.
together we can,solve this problem: We can make
the headway that we're supposed to make. So I
think that's the key; we've got to work together.
Thank you.

HOMER J. HALVERSON

I

4

I

SAMSON SHIGETOMI

.

I guess they Vocational ,Education Act
Thank you.
provided the impetus for reducing sex bias and sex
stereotyping and for providing more equal access
for other minority groups. What we attempted to
do was to use an existing position in my office to
help our schools move in this particular direction.
In addition to that, we had the state legislature
come up with resolutions,whichhelped to promote
equal access in our community colleges and in our
secondary schools. And, in this way, by coming
up with a commitment from the operating institutions, we can hope to have'etter and equal access
for. our students, for all of our students, in our
system.

6

1:3YRL N. SHOEMAKER

I had an opportunity yesterday to spealk to you.
I watched something, and I want to try to make a
I watched yesterday as the bidding went on,,.
point.
and it was very interesting to me. It did not
The major
follow the way I would have-judged.
investment made and the highest bidding done was
Let me_share some of my
in the area of power.
experiences and thoughts regarding,power.

Right now, 'ye been the longest survivor in the
country in the position of state director of vocaBut let me share one of the
tional education.
things I've learned. jvery time I'have moved to a
higher* level position, I've found that I got a little

S

4

The
more authority and a lot more responsibility.
assumed
never
was
amount of.responsibility that I
matched by the amount of authority that I gained.
I believe that people who are not experienced in
administration assume a power that'slnot there.
They think, oh, how easy it would be if, as state,
nfortundirector, I could decree many things.
15'percent
of what
ately, I.can only decree about
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I want tip see accomplished.
About 85 percent of
what.has to happen in the state of Ohio, including
sex equity, will have to come from leadership, and
talesmanshin, and a lot of hard work
nit from
power.

Now a position will give you a place to start
from.
It gives you a platform or, as our first
speaker said here, a mouthpiRte,,a place to start
from.
What I want to share with you, however, is
that the success of sex equity wil) not,come.from
the position of power or from decrees.
It will
carne from a lot of hard work over a long period
of time frorg committed people who get the support
on platforms that they may find.
As

4.

I shared with you yesterday, when the grolAof

vocational education in the state of Ohio is reviewed, some laws have been. important.
But more
important than the laws has been the hard.work and
the long-termeffort that's gone into it.
I
believe the same, in terms of sex equity.
I don't
depreciate the importancelof law; don't get me
wrong.
Without the sex equity law and efforts",
the movement wouldn't be there.
I don't believe
that you can assume that we're all'good boys and
good girls; you cannot take away the laws, and take
away.all the forces, and find, that everything will
I
happen right.
think that's a little bit stupid,
too. -But", I would plead with you,
once you have
your movement-and once you have your beachhead
(for which we use the, law), base the long:term
efforts on the "rightness" of the cause. And
build similar situations orb the ability of myself
as state director and all the persons on our staff,
including our sex equity cootdinator, to provide
the leadership necessary to make the movement go.

4

ROBERT D. EDWARDS

I'm the one on this panel who did not survive.
I held the position of acting state director for
seven.months and was very interested in recruiting
a full -time replacement.
We had a difficult time
getting applicants.
I
found that in that seven
months as acting state director, I became very
humble; and I needed all the help I could get.
We'have a management team that I feel works very:
well for us.
By including the sex equity person
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on our management tear, we find that we're able,
to infuse equity into the totalstaff and program
and that :it's not. just some other person's problem.
I think that system works very well.

What can you say after this group ha5spken? I'm
going to depart fr.om the usual, if'I can get this
microphone apart, because I have something to say.
I share a
kindred spirit with this group, because I've been
in vocational education for 16 years. We have been
subjected for a long time to subtle discrimination,
and some that's not so subtle.

ROBERT T. CARTER
4

4

ike to play a game with you.
I would like

I would

like for us to pretend thatwe're on television°,
and we're doing a TV comMeriaj, and I'm E.F.
Think of me, first, as a person. ,Think of
Hutton.
me as someone who can feel pain, who can feel joy,
who knows how to laugh, who knows,how to cry, who
knows what it4means to be poor, who knows what it's
like-to be pat of a' displaced homemaker's jiome,
and who knows what it means to be an ex-jock and,
be able to take shorthand,

,4

And for those of you who can't communicate -with
what I've'put on,the board, it's supposed to say
that it is important that we stay w4th the issues.
I think that sdMetimes we tend to cloud the issues
It's important that we stay ,
with. hidden agendasa
with the basic issues since *le dealing with
something that everybody. talks' abOut now, the
Perhaps, it'simportant that we stay with
the basics.

4

Now, I want you to think of me as a director who
Y,
understands levels of frustration:
4

have a governor who is verbally committed
He says it's geoxILi
to vocational education.
He
says
we
need vocational
for the economy.
But,
people.
education; we need trained
from
the
then, he removes our appropriation
in
the
line item; and,we have ncl money
I

budget.

.

I understand frustration when I recieve
certain phone calls;' (al I ask who's
calling, ai&'my secretary says.it's from
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Ginny Looney with the ACLU.
(b) I have a
call from United Press International; and
I
really don't want to talk to UPI, because
I
have something else to do. J say, "What's
the conciernr The caller wants to know if
we in vocational education provide plants
and flowers/to all the state employees,
because'-she has just seen a state truck

4v,

delivering flowers to the sr t.ate office
bullding.

4
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IT'S SOMETHING THAT NEEDS
TO BE DONE
BEcAUSE IT'S RIGHT I

I
know frustration when people who call
themselves academic educators find something
happens to the curtains (they fall down
or a screw falls out); the academic educators
think you ought to repair theim, because you're
in vocational education.

We suffer levels of frustration when we deal
with local administrators. We talk about
exercising leadership and assuming initiative; anti then say, "Let's get serious."
The local administrators look at'you with
a blank stare2and say, 'What's his number,
coach?" because they really don't know what
you're talking about.

Why is sex equity important? Why do you say that
sex equity is a big deal?
not just the legislation; it's.something thpt needs to-be done
lbecause it's right.
I want to say this:
I
don't
T want anyone to follow me to the bathroom, because
that's where I go to read and interpret federal
regulations.
C

Now, 'sometimes, I give counsel.

It's usually
unwanted; and its alwas unheeded.
But, I wanted
to share with you these thoughts, qat were ,penned ic-..
by Robert Updegraff in his inimitable fshion.
It's entitled, Look for More Troubles.

,

Be thankful for the troubles of.your job;
they provide about half your-income.
Because if itlwere not for the things
that go wrong, the difficult people
you have to deal with, the problems and
unpleasantness of your workin day,
someone could be,found to /Ian levour
job for half of what you're eing paid. It takes intelligence, resbu Lefulness,
patience, tact, and courage ;o meet
the trouble5"of any job. Tat is why
y(4A hold your present job,
nd it may be
the reason'you aren't holdi g down an
1

it
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even bigger one: if all of us .would
start to look for more troubles and
learn to handle them, objectively and
with good judgment, as opportunities
rather than irritations, we would find
ourselves.getting ahead at a surprising
It is a f;pt that there,pre
rate.
plenty of opportunities waiting for
men and women who aren't afraid of the
trouble connected with-them.

Andfinally, the bottom line is thaw must
continue to practice dick diplomacy. This simply
means that you maintain a cool exterior and pedal
Like hell underneath. Thank you.

-*\
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MATHEMATICS:
THE KEY TO SUCCESS

'IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

KAY GILLILAND

Co-Direttor, EQUALS
Lawrence Hall of Science, UCB

Workshop Objective:

Tte purpose of this workshop is to deyelo0 an
awareness of the reality that mathematics is the
basis for many careers, especially blue collar, .
mathematics, and science occupations. The first
step to achieving sex equity in these careers is
to acquire the mathematic preparation required to
enter these fields. The workshop is also designed
to increase the confidence and competence of
participants in performing mathematical computaParticipants make
tions and using math concepts.
distinctions between what they can changp'in their
The activities
lives and what they cannot change.
present career options and encourage participants
to consider nontraditional options.. Finally, the
participants leave the workshop with information
they can share with others (colleagues, students)
In short,
the workshop objectives are summarized by the
acronym, ACES: awarenessconfidence/competence,
encouragement, spread.
so that the 'wor,d is spread/disseminated.

Workshop Procedures:

The activity called "Startling Statements" uses
questions from the list which accompanies this
workshop summary. The workshop leader has a
color-coded set of these questions and their Apswers
In addition, the leader has several sets of 'Clues-

I

tions'on colved cardboards that have strings
The sets are organized
attached to each cardboard.
so that all green catdboards. have the same ques-.
tion, all red ones have the same question, etc.
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,

hes or reviews
Before beginning, the leader te
with the group the method for calculating an
average and recording a range.
Is

As

L.

A cardbard is placed over each person's head and
'hung on the wearer's back-so that the wearer can
not find out what'qubstion is hanging on his or
Participants also receive a record
--" 1 her ba6k.
sheet which has the numbers, "1, 2, 3, 4, 5," plus'
the words, "average" and "range," underneath these
Each participant circulates around the,,
numbers.
room and asks five people to answer the question
A
They write the answers on'th Q
on his/her back.
.

4

record .sheet and then, calculate the average and,'
range'for the answers they have collected. .The
'
color
leader. then asks all pedple with a certain
and
range
card to stand up and report their average
Everyone in the group hI:
1ps calculate the
scores.
average and range of the reported averages and
.

Discussion takes place at this time; it
allows the participafts to make comments and the
leader to build on the'ACES.goal.
ranges.

The "Startling Statements" activity is designed tb
incorporate features which facilitate learning.
Students who typically spend their days sitting in..five 50-minute classes generally appreciate the
fact that they can move around .and talk.to people
during this exercise. Teachers find it quite easy
to adapt the Iluestions for use at variobs grade
They also use this technique for teaching
levels.
ForNexample, they can put
mathematics content.
math problems (instead of the startling questions)
on the cardboards. Sometimes teachers. use the
questions /problems to refresh their students'
membries; at other times they use this technique
to teach new concepts or skills. Participants
also respond positively to theffystery crested by
not being able to read the question for'which they
By building curiosity in
are collecting answers.
this way, the activity develops greater interest
and involvement in the subject. The activity is
also successful with those who are shy or anxious
The responses are not associated with
about math.
the respondents; and before the question is
revealed, individual answers are averaged into
Also, the mathematical/statistical
anonymity.
nature of the responses makes them relatively impersonal.

Design Features:

Two additie'nal activities are useful for introducing some math skills and demonstrating the
importance of mathematics to most people's, lives:

Additional Activities:
e.

4
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"Math Used in Jobs" and "Odds'on You."

The "Math Usdd.in Jobs" activity requires each
participant to rank the ten math skills listed at
the end of this summary. The leader discusses the
skills and then Aesks which one is used most often°
in occupations.
A rank of "1"-indicates the skill
used most often in jobs; "10" is given to the
skill ,used the least.
Then, participants move
into groups of three to five-people and draw on
the resources of the group to rank tkle items a
second time. The leader scores theigroup ranking$
by, taking the absolute value of the difference
between the correct ranking and the rank the group
has given.
All the differences are added to give
the total score for each group ranking. WIT& indi-,
viduals score and compare- tileir ownirankings, they
typically find that the group score(s) are better
than any individual's score. T)us, thit activity
demonstrates both the importance of math skills
to occupations and also that team work (cooperation, sharing, checking ideas) can produce improved
work results.

L

The "Odds on You" activity requires a lengthy game
structure.
This game is outlined in the EQUALS
handbook which is listed under the "RESOURCE"
section of this summary.
The game" introduces.
probability and statistics with the distribution
of life events (such as marriage).
The events in
the game occur as frequdntly as, they statistically
occur in actual life. Then these events are correlated to the probability of specific numbers.
occurring on dice.
In addition to the mathematical
concepts, the game helps participants-to realize
which factors in one's life.can and which cannot
-

40,

be changed.

-

Restrictions:

Three activities were introduced and/or carried
out during this workshop.
Rights to these activities are reserved under a copyright by the
Regents, University of California. Specific
questions regarding use should be directed to
EQUALS at the addreSs:th't appears in the
following paragraph.

Resource:

More extensive information and materials are avail,able in the handbook, Use EQUALS to Promote the
Participation of Women in Mathematics. A che'Ck'.
for $5.00 payable to the Regents, University of
California, should accompany an order.
Send
orders to Ms. COssie Cagle, EQUALS, Lawrence Hall
of Science, University of California, Berkeley,
CA 94720, 415/642-1874.
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.

Startling Statements

'N

(

1.

How many women are among the 1,250 living members of the,National Academy
of Sciences?

2.

Women are 52% of the.U.S. population.

What percentage are they of the U.S.

engipteering force?
.3.

)

4

4

What is the average yearly salary offer to a student with a 1980
degree in pe4proleum engineering?

o

aChelor'S

,

4.

What is the average yearly salary offer to a student with a 1980 bachelor's
degree in the humanities?

5.

For a woman, to make mom than the median income of a maa with 8 years of
elementary school, how much education mgst she have?

6.

Between 1950 and 1979, the number of male workers in the labor force increa
What was the corresponding figure for women?
by 35%.

7..

What percentage of.secretarial jobs are'held by women?

8.

What percentage of people working invpprentiesilips in California inP19 0
were women?

9.

What percentage of workin

lawyers are women?

10.......4at percentage of employed dOctors are women?
11.

What percentage of employed electricians are women?

12.

Wh

entage ofemplived architects are women?
ef

13.' Women are 98% of emp100-dental assistants; what percentage of practicing
dentists are women?
14.

What percentage of bachelor's degrees in engineering were awarded to women
in 1977?

M.

of
Women are 51% of secondary school teachers; what percentage are they
secondary school principals?

16.

What percentage of school superintendents inCalifornia are women?

17,

What percentage of_college or university presidents are women? 4

18.

What .percentage of the world's income .in received by women?
.

19.

*

What percentage of the world's property is owned by women?

-(Sources available from EQUALS)
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Math Used In.Jobs
A

Fractions

Statistics

p

Calculators

Fomulas
Decimals

Averaging
Ratio and Proportion
Estimation
I

Percent

Statistical graphs

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Fractions

Stattics
Calculators
Formulas

Decimal8

Averagihg
Ratio and Proportion
Estimation
Percent

Statistical graphs

M5.
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Mathematics:

\

Answers to Startling Statements
.

1.

2.
3.

4.

32 (2.6%
2.7% (f)

11.

of current membership)

'$2,832 for m en ($a3,4C8 fo r womeh)
$12,504 for women ($13,452 for men)
4 or more 'years of college (a).
136%

13.
14.
15.

6%
4.6%
4,5%
1.7%
1%
6%

12..

,

6.

5.

'

7.

'99.3%

16.
17.

8.

4..6%

18. 10%:

9.

12.8%
10.7%

-10.

1%

1:9

L
Answers to Math Used In Jobs
% of the jobs which
use this skill

*Math Skill

100%
98%
97%
89%

decimals

caatulators
percent
estimation

,,,,z,

s
fracti
avera ng
statistical gr'aphs

ratio and proportion

.:40'---

1

3

-4

9:9%

5,

83%

6

74%
77%

8

7

9
'10

65%

statistics

.

2

'68%

--ortilulas

Rank

0

1a4
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'PROMOTING RACE
AND HANDICAP EQUITY
THROUGH VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
SEX*EQUITY PROGRAMS
or:cola:urn%

,

CONSTANCE GIPSON.
a
Sex Equity Coordinator
California Division of Vocational Education

k

o

Workshop Objective:

The purpose of this workshop is to help participants examine the reasons people exclude each other
from groups, activities, jobs; etc. A series of
activities increase the awareness of the internal
stereotypes, or "tapes," we hold.

Procedures for Activity 1:

Hand out four 3" x 5" cards of different colors
to each participant. Ask each person to write:

.

o

two things they learned when they were
growing up aboaNwhite females on card
color A;

o

two things they learned about black females
on card color-B;

o

two thihgs they learned about black males
on card color C; and

o

two things they learned about white males
on card color D.

Ask fur people from the group to collectAthe
cards.and transcribe the statements onto four flip
charts,'(one for each group of statements). If
possible, have a white females collect and transcribe all the cards with the white femrale\statethe
ments, a'black female collect and transcr
Have
the
'black female statements, and so on.
transcribers read their lists to the group.

107
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Results from Activity 1:

This activity is a powerful way of introducing the
strength of the stereotypes, or tapes, that people
otypes for
Comparison of the
grow up with.
who
cle*shows
each racial group by sex also
positive
is given the most negative and most
images and what subtle assumptions each group has
to fight.

Procedures for Activity 2:

ups of about
Divide participants into small
five people each, and give ea h person the handout
"Tapes People4Play." Ask eac group to choose
one scenario from the sheet; a d give them about
five minutes to consider the t pes the characters
in the scenario are responding to and-possible
solutions to the situation.

Then go through each scenario and record on a
kboard or flip chart each group's vesponses:
ch
T conclude this activity, ask people to think
aware
for a minute about tapes they have beco
of or re-examined and what they might d differ.

ently as a result of this re- ..examination.
.

Some responSes to one scenario in this worksfttp
follow. The numbers correspond to the items irk
"Tapes People Play," which is reprinted at the
end of this,summary.

Sample Responses from Activity 2:

1. Tape:

white men initiate all the good
ideas

women don't have any brains
Barbara should confront Ron

Solutions:
'

Barbara should confront George
Ron and George should be' sent
to a sex eq ity conference

,7. Tape:

white men alway
women

come on to black

c

Solutions:
.

Don should bring up the subject'
in the office so it is clear
it's a professional discussion

lel
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The following activity was_ presented by Carol Sturgis.
f.34

Procedures 10

Ctivity 3:

Ask participants to write down the names of real
people they are working with at the state level by
race, seX, and type af,handicap. Then have them
look at how many People'they haveaisted in each
Typically, people 1 istga are white
category.
Ask the
and have a physical, if any, handicap.
group what can be done to change this situation
to broaden the representation of women, people
of color, and the disabled on staff and as consultants.

A second handout, "Strategies that Promote Race
and Handicap Equity Through Vocational Education
Sex Equity Programs" can be used to guide this
discussion.
It is reprinted at the end of this

CARot. STURGIS

Results

summary.

froribActivity 3:
-

This ttivity moves people from simulated situations'to looking at thetr own' situations. Parti-'
cipants should acquire a posit=ive intent to act
on newly .discovered inequities.

I
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Tapes' People Play

The manager of
Barbara W. iso white female in the Program Evaluation Unit.
attention
to
her lmments
Barbara's unit, Ron W., a blaok male, does not pay
iJe
her
remarks
George J., a white males.paraphrases
in staff meetings.
minutes after she.has said them'atid:receives approval for his comments by
Barbara has learned that Ron has told the state director that George
Ron.
The rest of the staff has told
is a good thinker and 'should be promoted.

1

Barbara that Ron feels she is a silly female:
What are the past tapes that Ron is responding to?
2

What should Barbara do?

Frank R. is a black male who is the state director of vocational education.
Frank had to fill:the position oflilocial assistant to the state director.
Theleadinq candidates were John R.,"a white male; Agnes J., an older female;
of the
and Judy M., a young black female. John R. was the better worker
,of
three candidates, while Agnes J. and Judy M. were on the same level
assistant
because
he
did
not
competence. Frank chose Agnes as his special
that
h"
was
favoring-Judy
He also felt that it would appear
trust John.
has discovered that
if he gave_her the job. Now, six mqnths later, Frank
win's%
Agnes cannot do the job.

What tapes guided Frank's decision anlkwhat should he do now?
3.

Jane shares
Ane is a black female who is responsible for the state plan.
male
responsible
a Secretary, Alice, a white female, with Tim B., a white
for the disadvantaged and Holly L., a white female who is responSible for
Jane has noticed that Alice consistently puts her work at
the handicapped.
then the other
the bottom of the pile. Jane has more deadlinesto meet
two consultants.

What are the tapes Alice i$ responding to?
4.

What should Jane do?

Ralph
Rajph J. is a white male in charge of the Research Coordinating Unit.
Field
Jim,
a
white
male
responsible
for
has noticed that his cgunterpart,

Operations, always gives Bill R., a black male, the "lose-lose".assignJim also makes it impossible for Bill to get any projects off the
ments.
Bill is'getting a reputation of being an incompetent 'onsultant.
ground
What tapes are guiding Jiml.
5.

What should Ralph do?

Dan has been having
Dan W. .is a white male:in the Support Services Section.
Executive,
gy
the
Vocational
Education
trouble getting his work accepted
female in the administration
His
counterpart,
Sally
B.,
a
black
Staff.
_Dan
branch, has no trouble and is being promoted by the executive staff.
W., would like Sally to be his mentor. What should he*?

WORKSHOP HANDOUT,FOR
Promoting Race and Handicap quity
ThroughVmational Echication Sex Equity Programs

6.

_

Armando, a Hispanic male, is a new member if the department. He has noticae
Antiando wants
that sex equity issues are given prominence in the department.
to be big fast so hE asked the manager of the Support Services, Section if he
The sex,equity coordinator,
displaced homemakr;rs.
could be,
Betty, a white female, had beenvesponsiblefor displaced homemaker's and_
The State Director,
suppott services for women in nontraditional occupations.
Mike R., felt that Betty had too much responsibility and gave the displaced
4
homemaker assignment to Armando.

.Aramndo immediately calleda two-day statewide conference for persons operiating displaced homemaker programs throughout the state! Without consulting
When Betty saw the agenda
Betty, he prepared 'the agenda for the conference.
Betty has
for the conference, she knew that it was completely offttarget.
tried to make gentle suggestions to Armando but he has not listened.
What are Armando's

e

w at should Betty do?

7.E Don C., a white male (single) has noticed that Dorothy R., a black female 4
I (single),needs help in relating to th6 boss.. Don wanted to help Dorothy
Dozothy refused
so while they were on a trip, he invited Dorothy to lunch.
in a very curt manner.
What tapes prompted Dorothy's action and what should Do
8.

9.

do?

4

would like to get
Jack R., a white male from the trogram Operations branc
his new form approved by the department Data Acquisition Unit (located on
Jack has talked to all of the white females in the
the fifth floor).
department to elicit their support. Jack has never sp.oken to the black
After three trips to the fifth floor, Jack felt he
female in the group.
was not making any headway. After his last trip, he discovered that ther.
What should he do?
,black female was the boss.
She is a new consultant with
is a beautiful Asian female, aged 29.
Her boss, Tom C., has a former colleague,
.,'who will be-coming to their state. Tom would like Linda to escort
Tim round the statevfor a week to show ,him the state's exemplary projects.
Tom s trying to impress Tim because Tim could recommend him to become the
He has told Linda that if he gets the
state director of another state.
Linda does not want to go
job, he will take her with him as his assistant.
on the trip, but she does not want to displease herboss.
Lin
the
Tim

S.

ocational EducationUp.

.What should Linda do?
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Strategies That Promote Race and,Handicap Equity
Through Vocational Education Sex Equity Programs

1., Presentations by the coordiqtor.
Address race and handicap.
they issues.

Tell it from your point of view.

Personalize

Workshop presenters.

2.

Use persons from minority groups and fTe handicapped.
State advisory committees.

3.

not just the
Use minorities and handicapped on all advisory committees
Use
handicipped
people
from
disadvantaged or handicapped comipittees.
the
blind
and
arq
Confined
to
wheelchairs
groups other than those whb
the deaf.

\

Work with other units.

4.

Work with the Special Education Unit. Check the media they produce for
CoAsponsor career educWon workshops with the Career
race and sex bias.
Education ,Unit that address sex, race, and handiceskias and stereotyping.
5.

Role models.

ef

5

EnCourage local educational agenCies to use role modelsthat are minorities
Put out a directory that includes minority or fandicapped
or handicapped.
groups where role models can be found.

5'

6.

Media.

Infuse race' and handicap bias into sex equity media. Use collages to show
race, sex, and handicap on the same poster. Show minority males in traditional roles as well as nontraditional roles. Show Fpndicapped persons in
traditional rolestas well as nontraditional roles.
7

.

Spdnsor workt 3ps 'fQr minority students.

8.

Develop criteria for proposals that address sex, race, and handicap bias.

9.

Operate from a knowledge base.

t

Suggestions for reading:

,

Black Ilucation, Its Myths and Its Tragedies
by Thomas Sowell

"Black Enterprise
10.

Utilize minority and handicapped entrepreneurs.

1
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11.

Provide workshops that discuss race and handica0D-ias.

Rave staffs to review the checklist for boos published by the Council,on t
0
Interracial Books for Children.
12.

Bring people together who would OrdifiVily not know each other!

/

Things to Keep in Mind
1.

Everyone has a different comfort 'level.

2.

Usually, the more we know a group, the less we fear them.

3.

Class ts a factor.

4.

Turf is a faftor.

5.

Don't forget the white male who is over dO and is not handicapped.
a part of the team:

6.

Dont'forget the white disadvantaged student.

I

-440.
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They're special; too:

He's
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How TO FUND,
-IMPLEMENT AND MONribR
EFFECTIVE STATE

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
SEX EQUITY PROGRAMS

DEBORAH j. DILLON

Project Director
AWARE WEST

Workshop Objective:

The objective of this workshop is to share successful strategies for (1) negotiating funds for
sex equity programs, (2) establishing procedures
for funding sex equity projects,, and (3) developing effective mechanisms for documenting their
progress.

Workshop Procedures:

This workshop encourages participants to describe
the strategies they use in their states to secure
and disperse funds for sex equity programs. The
workshop also provides a time for sex equity coordinators to discuss the barriers they have experienced during this process.

Negotiating a Budget:

Several sex equity coordinators, who participated
in this workshop, have negotiated,relatively large
budgets for their sex equity programs. All say
the key to 'this successful negotiation is a
'thorough, working knowledge of the Vocational
Studying the law provides
Education Amendments.
a knowledge of the funding provisions for sex
eqdRty, both mandated and optional (e.g., displaced homemaker programs, support services for
women, sex bias grants, etc.). This knoWledge
negotiate.a
enables a coordinator to plan
budget for pr2grams in these categories.

The next step in negotiatinla budget is to
analyze the equity categories described in the law.
Then one should determine how these legal categories fit into the state agency's priorities

117
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for vocational education. With this information,
the coordinator can propose sex equity programs
that are tied to both state and vocational education priorities. j
(

In summary, workshop participants listed,these
steps as critical for negotiating a state sex
equity budget:
Develop a thorough working knowledge
of the Vocational Education Amendments.
Know your state agency'S'spriorities
fon vocational education.

Detemine critical issues for vocational education.

Tie sex equity programs to,state
vocational education priorities.
r

Procedures for' Funding Projects: 'A second major topic of discussion in this work,

shi4 was procedures by which various states
Two
distribute funds for sex equity projects.
the
grant
procedures for funding were discussed:
(request4
for
proposal)
proc,process and the RFP
ess.- Typically, grants are locally initiated and
based on local needs while RFPs are more prescriptive and based on establishing state/agency goals.
Since most participants want to crease control over the direction and results of their projects, the majority of this portion can focus on how
different states organize RFPs.
I

,

It

One state cites the importance of being extremely
specific in establishing the requirements for a
project in order to,ohtain the exact kind of
project needed or expected. The RFP.should establish specific goals and minimum standards for
projects, as well as special consideratons above
and beyond the minimum standards. Ap actual 'example from.one state's RFP is included at the end
of this summary.

,,Another state requires each, project to have an
advisory committee consisting of people who are
influential in the state, since a,political board
must vote on the funding of each,proposal.

of
Mechanisms for Documentation:, Because it is difficult to evMuate the impact

sex equity projects, it is important to establish'
methods to assure adequate documentation. The

113
116 .
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..1
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..\

...

easiest procedure is to require quarterly reports i
from all funded projects that detail aspects of
_Ole project such as community invol-vement, press
coverage, CETA;coordination, links with local
industry, speeches or presentations made around
the state, etc. All of this information will
asist the state coordinator to assess the overall impact of sex equity programs throughout the
Individual projectsuccesses are good
state.
public relations for the state agency, and will
facilitate successful negotiation of future sex
equity budgets.

.I

4
,........

..

.
7

k

ik

U.
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Example of -RFP Requirements

GOAL 10

NoAL STATEMENR2,2.1
'Plan a.nd implement a technical 'assistance program for achieving Sex Equity in
Vocational Education.

MINIMUM REOUIREMiNTS
The intent of this 'goal is to provide ongoing technical assistance ;for Prohibiting sex discrimination and achieving sex equity in vocational education.

1.

.

2., In planning the fechn ical assistance program, the applicant Must design a
technical assistance program that,will address the following considerations:

,

Laws affecting sex discrimination in vocational education.
Skill building on how to prevent sex discrimination in vocational
education.
ti

Action planning for the implementation of sex equity.
Evaluating the effectiveness of the technical assistance

o

'program.
3.

must be given to local education
1Priority
assistance to meet the sex discrimination

agencies requesting technical
portions of the Vocational Educa-

tion-Office for Civil Rights Guidelines.
4.
.

The applicant must describe minimum performance standards for the proposal.
The performance standards must be delineated in tfye project goal -description.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
1.
10,

Due to the, nature-of this project, the staffing pattern is extremely critical.
In order to achieve the minimum requirements, the following considerations mus must be included in the project staffing:

At least one person must be employed half-time to conduct the
technical assistance program. The following expertise should be
included in the project staffing:
Knowledge of in-service training
Knowledge of vocational educataion
-- Knowledge of sex equity.
2.

Twp (2) projects will be funded under this goal.. One project will be funded
educational .institutions in Maricopa,County and one project will
to serve:
be funded to serve educational institutions in Pima County. Theapplicant
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must, therefore, develop a strategy that is applicable to serving the appro'
priate county.
3.

Multi-year.funding for this goal is considered appropriate; therefore, the
Arizona Department of Education reserves the righIto continue the work with:out rebidding this effort in FY 82. Multi-year-funding is continent upOn
the availability of funds and successful .completion of previdus work.
-

'TIME FAME

July 1, 1980 through June 30, 1981.

*

FUNDING
411

a

K

Maximum Funding:

$50,000 - Two (2) Projects.

L

(

4

%

1.

lb-

4

12i

4
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SURVIVit STRATEGIES FOR
POSTSECONDARY VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION p1120GRAMS
)

CAROL ELIASON

Director, Center for Women's Opportunities
American Association of Community and
junior Colleges

Workshop Objective.,

Existing System Environment:

/

\ The 'purpose of this workshop is to assist participants in adopting a systems approach to exploring
funding sources for their sex equity programs.

A systems approach defines the existing environment/situation in which a ,program operates. The
current situation indicates )a trend away from
support for social programs. Over the years,
many progrims have developed a dependance on a
sole funding source whose mission is directly old
obViously related to the program's needs. Using
this single approach, he Office of Vocational
and Adult Education wou44.fund all vocational
programs, the Women's Educational Equity Act Progran) would fund al 1 women' s education programs,

the National Science Foukdation would fund all
With current
science arid math programs, etc.
inflation, budget cuts, and decreasing commitment
to social programs, this approach is no longer
feasible.

Alter ah e Approaches:

A systems approach would devote time and care to
thinking creatively about other and less obvious
methodt of funding. If people develop new strategies for analyzing the resources and carefully
watch them to needs, they should find that funding
Rather than looking to one agency
is available.
for funding of an entire multi-faceted program, it
can be productive to match each component with a
For example, a pro
different source of,support.
gram-providing-services to women who are geographically isolated might receive funds from the
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Department of Transportation for trucks to drive
through rural areas, from lowl cable-TV for.,
public,service announcements, and from a local
industry for a toll-free telephone hot line.
Similarly, a program providing,childcare for teensage parents enrolled'in a vocational training
'class may find monetary support as well as human
resources from the PTA, Scouts, United Way, trade
unions, coop programs and consumer /homemaking
agencies. Funds for the handicapped come not only
from the Bureau for EducationallyHandicapped,'
but also'from Title XX social security and fundraising organizations such as Eager Seals.

Workshop Procedures:

A related point to this funding approach is the
importance of networking. Under the current conditions, networking becomes more critical than
ever *fore. Collaborating with groups doing
similar work means broadening one's base of constituents, consolidating needs, increasing political and fi9ancial contacts, and strengthening
program planning. For new programs, itfiecome
imperative to collaborate with an organization that has a track record in the field and contacts
'with funding sources.

.

4
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Pla

IngNiatrix:

The workshop fftilitator should ask participant

t14

to:
*

List the special populations their programs
serve

e

Brainstorm ways'to meet the needs of these
populations

e

Plan for the future by id entifying all
possible fundirig sources for these speical
populations

ito

f
Funding Sources:

Utilize the "Planning Matrix: Sex Equity
& Women's Programs' (reprinted at end of
summary) to focus the workshop discussions.

The workshop. leader summarized her approach to
program survival in this way:

(

.47

.

Learn who will fund programs and activities
that meet the needs of the population you
are working with.

e

Be creative in approaching agencies other
than OVAE for money, equipment, evaluation
A list of some sources (
assistance., etc.
is included at the end of this summary.

12
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Learn the. timetables for funding sources
other than OVAE

Convene a caucus of groups who work with
the same population to plan strategies
Politicize yourself and your staff by
learning the najional as well as local
issues surrounding vocational education
and sex equity and knowing who the major
players are.

Nb.

1
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WORKS1OP HANDOUT FOR
Survival Strategies for Postsecondary
VocAional EducltiOn Programs

,

United Way

Requires 18 - 24 months lead time

Challenge grants

Available from alumnae, corporations, trusts

CollIborative arrangement
wit

j

UMbrella funding

Can provide services from community
schools, YWCA's, Girl Scouts, etc.
Combine Thard" institutional funds
to cover staff with "cost recovery"
monies

a,

*

*

*

*

Planning Matrix:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Sex Equity & Women's Programs

(Population to be served:

Survival Strategies

.'s
Networks/Contacts

Funding Options

Lobbying - Policy Change
Legislation
Staffing

.Collaboration/Infiltration
Curricu um/Program Development
'Evalua ion

Pu lic/Community Relations
Other

125
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Timetable

Organizational Tasks
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THE POLITICAL, SOCIAL AND
ECONOMIC FACTORS
AFFECTINGTHE PROGRESS
OF SEX

BYRL N. SHOEMAKER

Executive Director, Vocational Education
Ohio State Department of Education

-

Workshop Objective:

The purpose of this workshop is to describe,
through the process of brainstorming, the political, social, and economic factors that support or
oppose the progress of sex equity invocational
education.

Workshop Results:

PolitiCal

Positive

A summary of information in each of these three
domains follows.
Effects:

Some pol itical factors that have a positive effect
on the progress of sex equity:

Growing political awareness and sophistication among women and women's organizations
o

Growing participation of women in election
campaigns

o

Inclusion of sex equity issues in campaigns
because of the large number of women voters

o

Growing number of networks that support
,sex, equity, giving a broader base,of support
Support of community-based organizations
and some unions
Laws prohibiting- sex dis riMination

r
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'

Political

Some political factors that have a negative effect
oh the progress of sex equity:

Negative Effects:

Conservative political climate, and
ascendancy of numbers and influence of
conservative organizations
Reduction of budgets for social programs
in conservative administration

al

NP
"M.

Lack of support for nondiscrimination laws
Pc-obable drastic reduction in financial
support for social programs with Troposed
state block grants, since support for
social movements has historically come
from the,federal level

4

Economic

Positive Effects:

Some economic factors that have a positive effect
on the progress of sex equity:

-Large number of women moving, into the
work force for survival (as opposed to
working to supplement an income to raise A
standard of living)

Release of women from homemaking tasks,
through technology, which increases their
availability for jobs.
Reduction of sex-biased requirements for
jobs, change of occupational safety Paws,
and increased use of technology result
in greater occupational opportunities
for women.

Economic -- Negative Effects:

Some ec1inomic fa tors that have a negative effect
on the progress f sex equity:

tate job training budgets r quires
employers to make an initial mone .ry
investment in training
Cuts. in

Costs for remodeling facilities in occupations that were previously single-sex
Shortage of workers in traditional, lowpaying female occupations which can only
be resolved by raising salary levels
Is

Rise in unemployment diminishes support
for social issues

128
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`Some women are willing to g6 into lowpaying, low-skill jobs that do not require
trainingjespecially older women, displaced
homemakers).

Social

Positive Effects:

Some social factors that have a positive effect
on the progress of sex,equity:
p

An underlying national philosophy of freedom of choice

hanging

values and lifestyles for men and
women make it easier for women to enter
the labor force and remain in it longer

o

Growing number of re-entry women
Growing number of women moving into nontraditional fields

o

Increased availability of continuing
education

An emphasis on the importance of selffulfillment through work

Social

Negative Effects:

o

Shared responsibilities of women and men
for home and child care

e

Diminishing necessity for men to carry
the total economic responsibility for
the family, resulting in a reduction
of some stress

o

Growing concern for individual growth
and development.

Some social factors that have a negative effect on
the progress of se equity:
e

Increase in the divorce rate and in the
number of single parents is seen as being
caused by the sex equity movement

Results of some studies that show that
children of Single parents heve greater
problems
o

Lack of governmenI and privates support for
childcare

129
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"THE-EFFECTIVE-USE OF AVAILABLE

STATE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION DATA

BYRL N. SHOEMAKER

Executive Directqr, Vocational Education
Ohio State Department of Education

Workshop Objective:
.

Workshop Procedures:

The purpose of this workshop is to generate ideas
for promoting programs for sex equity in vocational
education by using persuasive data.
0
Participants use brainstorming to.develop responses
to three question,s:

General Information:

j

e

What data are necessary to "sell" the idea
of sex equity in vocational education?

e

What data are necessary to evaluate the
progress and success of sex equity in
vocational education?

o

To whom should these data be disseminated
in order to have the greatest impact?

Information should be_gathered to tell students
why they should enroll in vocational education in
a nontraditional field; to explain to employers
why they should establish policies 'of affirmative
recruitment; to convince parents..to accept and
support the notion of employment in nontraditional
fields; etc.
Data on points such as the following.
will be useful in selling sex equity to these
groups:
o

Federal and state requirements for employing
women and minorities in specific occupations

131
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The number of families that are supported
by a single parent /female head of household

o

The difference in salaries between nontraditional and traditional occupations
The large range of employment opportunities
in nontraditional occupations
o

4.2
to

Evaluation Data:

The impact on school enrollment of student
participation in nontraditional vocational
education classes
The qualities and skills of people with
vocational education training who can fill
entry-lev-el,nontraditional jobs.

Certain facts should be collected to document the
impact'of vocational education sex equity programs,
both in order to convince peoplOf their value
and to determine which areas must receive greater
emphasis. Evaluation data on state and national
levels on points such as the following will be
useful for these purposes:
o

The increase or decrease of student enrollment in vocational education classes that
are nontraditional for their sex
Change in attitudes towards sex equity of
teachers, counselors, and administrators

o

Change in level of response by LEAs
(local educational agencies) and other
local groups to sex equity RFPs
(requests for proposals)"

o

The-stirting wage for women and men com:
pleting vocational education programs
The.decrease or increase in the number of
women who are unemplbyed
The number of people placed in jobs nontraditional to their sex after training
in a vocational education program

o

Follow-up reports from students and
employers regarding the advantages and
disadvantages of hiring/working in jobs
that are nontradition 1.
*

Targets for Dissemination:

Once the d ato'ary colt cted, information must be
widely disseminated in order to raise public
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awareness of the importance and impact of sex
equity in vocational education and to convince
people to support sex equity programs. Groups
such as the following should receive this information:

state directors of vocational education
State boards of education
state superinterldents of education
o

parent/teacher organilations
teachers organizations

area vocational coordinators working with
industry
chambers of commerce
voca tionalt organizatio s
o

o

concerned advocate o ganizations
state vocational e

cation advisory councils

local vocational e

cation advisory councils

joint apprenticeship committees
radio and television stations'
o

newspapers

o

women's commissions

132
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APPENDIX A

FAR WEST LABORATORY
FOR EDUCAIIRAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges
THE NATIONAL CENTER
FOR RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION:

WOMEN AND MEN

IN THE REINDUSTRIALIZATION OF AMERICA

4*

.Sponsored by the
U.S. Department of Education
Office of Vocational and Adult Education

April 8-10, 1981
Columbus, Ohio

Matilda Butler, 4incipal Investigator, FWL
Lisa Hunter, Conference Coordinator, FWL
Carol Eliason, SubcontLut Principal Investigator, AACJC
Lucille Campbell-Thrane, Subcontract Principal Investigator, NCRVE
Louise Vetter, Subc9tract Director, NCRVE

a.
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We would like to thank the following people for their help in
planning and conducting, this confererice:

Planning Committee

r 1

Nancy Evans, Coordinator, Ohio
Gerald Freeborne, Director, New York
`Don Gentry, Director, Indiana
Conpie Gipson, Coordinator, California
Karen McDowell, Coordinator, Nevada
Monty Multanen, Director, Oregon
Loydia Webber, Coordinator, Georgia.

OVAE Staff
Paul Geib
Marie Mayor
Harriet Medaris
Gail Smith

Conference Facilitators
Carol Eliason
Parki Hoeschler

Dorothy Miller

Lisa Hianter

Carol Sturgis
Louise Vetter

Rodney Spin

Maureen Kelly

Preparation of the draft version of
Compilation of Exemplary Sex-Fair Programs
Kendra Bonnett
Jean Marzone
'Michael Yearout
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AGENDA

Wednesday, April 8

4
9:00 a.m.

-

9:30 a.m.

Welcome and Conference Overview
Steven J. Gyuro, Lucille Campbell-Thrane,
National Center for Research in

-VocationaLEducation
Matilda Butler, Far West Laboratory
:..30 a.m.

- 10:30 a.m.

A History of Women at Work
Reindustrialization:
in America
Mary Rothschild, Arizona State University

10:130 a.m. - 10:45 a.m.

Break

10:5 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Assessment of ids and Strategies for Sex Equity
in Vocational Education

12:3

p.m. -

1:15 p.m.

Lunch (catered)

1:1

p.m. -

2:15 p.m.

Some Trends for the 1980s
Reindustrialization:
Leopard Lecht, Human Resources Consultant

2:15 p.m; -

3:45 p.m.

Technical Assistance Workshops (choose one)
o Mathematics: The Key to Success in Vocational.
/Education
Kay Gilliland, EQUALS, University of California

's Promoting Race and Handicap Equity Through
Vocational Education Sex Equity Programs
Connie Gipson, Coordinator, California
Carol Sturgis, AACJC
3:45 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

Break

4:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.

o Critique of Compilation of Exeilary Sex-Equity
Programs

o Viewing bf AV Materials

5:302m. -

:30 p.m.

Reception at Holiday Inn
to*

)t-
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Thursday, April 9
(

9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon
9:00 -

Mentoring AUction
Lucille Campbell-Thrane, Louise Vdtter

9:30

9:30 - 10.00

(;

The Planning Perspective
Marie Mayor, OVAE
Implementing State Planning
Charlotte Carney, Coordinator, Florida
Nancy Evans, Coordinator, Ohio
Byrl Shoemaker, Director, Ohio
Jacqueline Walker, Coordinator, New Jersey

10:00 - 10:45
Z

-Break

10:45 - 11:,00

Small -Group Discussions

11 :(10.;.-1-2.r7F.

12:00 noon -

The State Planning Perspective

1:00 p.m.

Lunch (catei-ed)

1:00 p.m.

-

2:45 p.m.

The Evaluation Perspective
Matilda Butler, Far West Laboratory

2:45 p.m

-

3:00 p.m.

Break

3:00 p.m. -

4:30 p.m.

Technical Assistance Wo\-kshops (choose one)

4

How to Fund, Implement and Monitor Effective
o State Vocational Education Sex Equity Programs
Debbie Dillon, AWARE West
,.

Survival Strategies for Postsecondary
'Vocational Education
Carol Eliason, AACJC
.

nd Economic Factor
The Political, Social
Affecting the Progress of Sex Equity
Byrl Shoemaker, State Director, Ohio
4:30 p.m. -

5:00'p.m.

Critique of Compilation of Exemplary Programs
Viewing of AV Materials

r
"ve

A'
v

1`),)
,,,,,
38
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Friday, April 10

9:00 a.m. -- 10:]5a.m.

Reindustrialization:

The Political Perspective

Panel
44,

10:15 a.m. - 10:30'a.m.

Break

10:30 a.m. - 12:00 noon

Technical Assistance Workshops (choose one)

,, The Effective Use of Available State Vocational
Education Data
Byr1,Shoemaker, ;Sate ,Director, .,Ohio

Promoting.Race and Handicap Equity Through
Vocational Education Sex Equity Programs
Connie Gipson, Coordinatdr, California
Carol Sturgis;O. ACJC-,

v

t
12:00:noon - 12:30 p.m,
_12:30 p,m,

1:30 p.m.
2:00 p,

-

onitor Effective
How to Fund, Imple
quity Programs
,State Vocational-Education Se
Debbie Dillon, AWARE West
Lunch (Catered)

IA

1:30 p.m.

Reindustrialization: The Busines.§ Perfpective
*ng. U.S4 Chamber of Cbmmerce
Madeline He

2i00 p.m.

Program Evalua

- .3:00 p."

d Wrap-Up

Netwdrktng Meetings

r

Bus leaves Holiday-Inn for Center

8:10 a.m. and.8:30 a.m., April 8, 9, TO

Bus leaves Center for HoT'day Inn

5:00 p.m. and 5:20 p.m., April 8, 9 only

APPENDIX B
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CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS AND SPEAKERS
Robert Carter, Alabama

Donna Boben, -Miwesota

Ann Turnham Smith, Alabama

Shirley Haggard, Mississippi

Debbie Dillon, Arizona

Georganna Hargadine, MissoUri

0

:

Mary Rothschild, Arizona

Sally Moore, Montana

Janice Gresham, Arkansas

Marge Hathaway, Nebraska

Matilda Butler, California

Carol Bossert, Nevada

Kay Gilliland, California

Jerry Tiolloway?,Pevada

Connie Gipson, California

Nfshma Duffy,'New Hampshire

J.C. Levendowski, California

Jacqueline Walker, New Jersey

Pat Goggins, Colorado

Janice Hightower, New Mexico

Carole Aiken, Connecticut

Norma Milanovich, New Mexico

Carol Mayhew, Delaware

Mary Ann Etu, New York

Carcil Eliason, District-of Columbia

Carol Jabonaski, New York

Paul Geib, District of Columbia-

Leonard Lecht, New York

Madeleine Hemmings, District of Columbia

Doris Jacobs, North Carolina

Harriet Maderis, District of Columbia

Nancy Thorndal, North Dakota

Marie Mayor, @isrict of Columbia

Nancy Evans, Ohio

Carol Sturgis, District of Columbia

Byrl Shoemaker, Ohio

Charlotte Carney, Florida

Candy Gray, Oklahoma

Loydia Webber, Georgia

Jacqueline Cullen, Pennsylvania

Samsoh Shigetomi, Hawaii

Rol;'ert Edwards, Pennsy'-iania

Bart5ara White, Hawaii

Terri Reed, Pennsylvania

ElMer BittelstOn', Idaho

Carmen River, Puerto Rico

Lianne McAllister, Idaho

Linda Greenwood, Rhode Island

Jane Adair, Illinois

Annie' Winstead, South Carolina

Sandy Eells, Illinois

Larry Lyngstad, South Dakota

Wcy Moller; Indiana

Ella Stotz,--South Dakota

'Cecil Yvonne Wright, Texas

Beverly Gillette, Iowa,

Corena Mook, Kansas

Barbara.Hales, Utah

Bettie Tipton, Kentucky

Noreen O'Connor, Vermont

Joy. Joseph, Louisiana

Karen Cary, Virginia

Diane Paige, Maine

Homer Halverson, Washington

Jill Moss Greenberg,

/'

Beverly Postlewaite,jelashington

aryland

Addison Hobbs, Marylan

Mary Thompsonisconsin

Judy Taylor, Massachutetts

Barbara Bitter, Wisconsin

Sara Lirlcoln, Michigan

Verlyn Vella, Wyoming
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